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SCRAP BOOK
BASEBALL....TENNIS.... 1952
ALL NEWS ITEMS ARE FROM THE 
Providence JOURNAL -BULLETIN
Unless noted otherwise.
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Graduate Manafer of A thirties
Providence CollegeBaseball
Prospects Bright
as Season Nears
Providence College Nine to Play 
19 Games.—Last Year’s 
Team Intact.
Nineteen games, including an exhi­
bition tilt with the Boston Red Sox May 
124, to be played on Hendricken Field, 
comprised the diamond list for the com­
ing spring for the Providence College 
’Varsity nine, as announced today by 
John E. Farrell, graduate manager of 
athletics at the local college. The list is 
similar to the Friar schedules of past 
season, with but one newcomer, Pratt 
Institute of Brooklyn, making its ap- 
i pearance on the slate. The Friars will 
open the season against Lowell Textile
here April 16.
Feature games, in addition to the Red 
Sox clash which will mark the first time 
the Friars have ever met a major league 
team in competition, include the home 
■ and home series with Brown, Manhat- 
, tan, Boston College and Holy Cross, 
together with single games with Syra­
cuse, Yale, T^fts, New E*mpshire and 
Mt. St. Mary’s College of Maryland. Tufts 
returns to th«,Friars’ diamond card after
a five-year absence.
Alumni Game Carded
One of the features of the spring pro­
gram is the introduction of an all alumni 
game, to be staged on Alumni Day of 
Commencement week, June 7. between 
a team of graduates from Providence 
College and a similar team from Harvard 
|The game will be played on Hendricken 
i Field, and will bring into competition j 
such Crimson stars as Ben Ticknor. Ed- 
die McGrath, Ed Donaghy, and such for­
mer Dominican luminaries as Ed Wine- 
apple. Joe Duffy, Tom McElroy, Joe Har- 
raghy, Harry Main, Heck Allen. Frank 
Cappalli. Ed McLaughlin, Ray Doyle, and 
many others.
For the first time the Holy Cross series 
has been changed, with the first game at 
Providence and the return engagement 
at Worcester. The Crusaders, defeated 
by the locals here last year in the final 
tussle for the Eastern title, will visit 
Hendricken Field on June 1, and the 
Friars will travel to Worcester lo days 
later to close the season. Yale will be 
met in May instead of the first week in 
June as in former years, with Boston 
College taking over the early June date
, for a game here.
I
VARSITY BASE-BALL JUNIOR VARSITY BASE-BALL
April 16 Lowell Textile.......... at Providence
April 22 Pratt Institute. . . .at Brooklyn, N. Y. 
April 23 Manhattan College at New York City 
April 30 Springfield College..at Providence 
May 3 U.of New Hampshire at Durham, N.H. 
May 5 Mt. St. Mary’s College atProvidence 
May 7 City College of N. Y. at Providence
May 11 Boston College.......... at Boston, Mass.
May 14 Brown University at Aldrich Field 
May 18 Yale University at New Haven, Conn. 
May 19 Manhattan College at Providence 
May 21 Brown University at Aldrich Field
May 24 Boston Red Sox ... at Providence 
(Exhibition Game)
May 27 St. Michael’s College at Providence
May 28 Tufts College.......... at Medford, Mass.
June 1 Holy Cross College. . at Providence 
June 4 Boston College.......... at Providence
June 7 Alumni vs. Harvard Grad, at Prov. 
(Alumni Day)
June 9 Syracuse University at Providence 
(Commencement Day)
June 11 Holy Cross Col. at Worcester, Mass.
Captain: George A. Sellig, ’32 
Manager: J. Joseph McCarthy, ’32 
Astistant Manager: Bernard T. O’Connor, ’33 
Coach: John A. Flynn
April 16
April 22
April 23
April 30
May 3
May 6
May 10
May 12
May 18
April 27
April 30
May 4
May 6
May 10
May 14
May 18
May 20
May 21
April 27
April 30
May 3
May 10
May 13
May 16
May 18
Captain: Allyn F. Sullivan, '32 
Manager: Gerald J. Keele, ’32 
Freehman Manager; John Reilly, ’33
Yale Jun. Varsity at New Haven, Conn. 
Becker College .. .at Worcester, Mass. 
Brown Jun. Var. at Ilendricken Fd. 
Assumption College at Worcester,Mass. 
Bryant-Stratton at Hendricken Fd.
St. John’s Prep........ at Danvers, Mass.
Dean Academy. .. .at Franklin, Mass. 
Brown Jun. Varsity at Aldrich Field 
Nichols Jun. College at Dudley, Mass.
VARSITY TENNIS
Clark University at Worcester, Mass. 
Holy Cross Col. at Worcester, Mass. 
Boston University.... at Boston, Mass.
Tufts College.......... at Medford, Mass.
Brown University at Thayer St. Courts 
Worcester Poly, at Worcester, Mass. 
Connecticut State.. . .at Storrs, Conn. 
Springfield College at Springfield, Mass. 
Boston College...............at Providence
FRESHMAN TENNIS
Moses Brown School. . at Providence 
Brown Freshmen at Thayer St. Courts 
Classical High at Roger Williams Park 
Dean Academy. . . at Franklin, Mass. 
Boston Univ. Freshmen at Providence 
Bryant-Stratton at Roger Williams Pk. 
Conn. State Freshmen at Storrs, Conn.
Providence CollegeBaseball
Providence College Nine to Play 
19 Games.—Last Year’s 
Team Intact.
Nineteen games, including an exhi­
bition tilt with the Boston Red Sox May 
24, to be played on Hendricken Field,
■ comprised the diamond list for the com­
ing spring for the Providence College 
’Varsity nine, as announced today by 
John E. Farrell, graduate manager of 
athletics at the local college. The list is 
similar to the Friar schedules of' past 
season, with but one newcomer, Pratt 
Institute of Brooklyn, making its ap­
pearance on the slate. The Friars will 
open the season against Lowell Textile
here April 16.
Feature games, in addition to the Red 
Sox clash which will mark the first time 
the Friars have ever met a major league 
team in competition, include the home 
and home series with Brown, Manhat­
tan, Boston College and Holy Cross, 
together with single games with Syra­
cuse, Yale, Tyfts, New Hampshire and 
Mt. St. Mary’s College of Maryland. Tufts 
returns to thttiFriars’ diamond card after 
a five-year absence.
Alumni Game Carded
One of the features of the spring pro­
gram is the introduction of an all alumni 
game, to be staged on Alumni Day of 
I Commencement week, June 7. between 
i a team of graduates from Providence 
i College and a similar team from Harvard 
i The game will be played on Hendricken 
i Field, and will bring into competition 
such Crimson stars as Ben Ticknor Ed- 
die McGrath, Ed Donaghy, and such for- ' 
mer Dominican luminaries as Ed Wine- 
apple. Joe Duffy, Tom McElroy, Joe Har- 
raghy, Harry Main, Heck Allen. Frank 
Cappalli. Ed McLaughlin, Ray Doyle, and 
many others.
For the first time the Holy Cross series 
has been changed, with the first same at 
Providence and the return engagement 
at Worcester. The Crusaders, defeated 
by the locals here last year in the final 
tussle for the Eastern title, will visit 
Hendricken Field on June 1 and the 
Friars will travel to Worcester lo days 
later to close the season. Yale will be 
met in May instead of the first week in 
June as in former years, with Boston 
College taking over the early June date
I for a game here, 
i
Prospects Bright 
as Season Nears
•Oscar
, first baseman
Perrin,
Syracuse, defeated In a hard fought 
game here last June, will provide the 
Commencement Day attraction, coming 
here for a tilt with the Flynnmen on 
June 9. The Brown series will remain in 
the middle of May. with both games on 
Aldrich Field, as in former years.
Retl Sox Here May 24
Original plans called for an early April 
meeting with the Red Sox. but when ar­
rangements for a game at such a time 
could not be completed. President Bob 
Quinn of the Boston leaguers consented 
to send his aggregation here on May 24. 
The day previous the Red Sox meet the 
Senators in Washington, and the stop : 
over here will be made en route back to 
Boston.
Prospects for a successful season are 
very bright, with the championship team 
of 1931 returning intact for further 
i play. This group includes ' Quinton, 
i Blanche, Connors, Buckley. Burdge. Page 
i and Breen, pitchers: Tebbetts, Roberge, 
i Welch and Foster, catchers; Perrin. Cor- 
■bette, Hammill. Reilly, Janas, Dion, 
Bleiler, Demoe and McCormac, infleld- 
ers; Captain Sellig, Koslowski. Marsella 
and Griffin, outfielders. Pre-season prac­
tice will start as soon as the weather .
will permit outdoor work, which, in all 
probability, will be early next week.
In addition t.o the attractive ’Varsity 
slate, a nine-game schedule for the Ju­
nior ’Varsity nine was also announced 
by Graduate Manager Farrell.
Complete 1932 Schedules'
The complete 1932 schedules, games at- 
home unless specified otherwise, are as 
follows:
’Varsity—April 16. Lowell Textile: *12. Pratt • 
Institute at Brooklyn. N. Y.: 23. Manhattan 
at New York city; 30. Springfield: May 3, Near 
Hampshire at Durham. N. II.; 5, Mt. St. 
Mary’s: 7. City College of New York: 11. Bos­
ton College at Boston; .14. Brown at Aldrich 
Field: 16. Yale at New Haven; 19, Manhattan: 
21, Brown at Aldrich Field: 24. Boston Red 
Sox (exhibition game:; 27. St. Michael’s Col­
lege; 28, Tufts at Medford: June 1, Holy, 
Cross: 4, Boston College: 7 (Alumni Day), 
Providence Graduates vs. Harvard Graduate’:
9 iCominencement Dayi, Syracuse, 11, Holy 
Cross at Worcester, Mass.
Junior Varsity—April 16. Yale Junior Var 
Sity at New Haven: 22, Becker College at 
Worcester: 23, Brown Junior Vs city; 30, As-
! sumption College at Worcester; May 3, Bry­
ant-Stratton College: 6, St. John's. Prep at 
Danvers, Mass.: 10, Bean Academy at Frank­
lin. Mass.:. 12, Brown Junior Varsity at Al­
drich Field; 18, Nichols Junior College at Dud­
ley, Mass.
M&vsella,“Chief
ALMOST ENTIRE 1931 SQUAD 
TO REPORT TO COACH FLTMN
Friars Schedule Game With 
Boston Red Sox Here May 24
Baseball prospects at Providence Col­
lege were never brighter than lor the 
coming season. The team which won the 
Eastern college championship in 1931 is 
back almost intact, with Johnny Notte,. 
•who alternated at second base, as the 
only letter-man lost' Coach Jack Flynn, 
who has had charge since 1924, with the 
exception or 1926 when he managed New 
Haven in the Eastern League, intends to 
hold the first practice session two weeks • 
from next Monday.
Coach Flynn is not planning on any i 
radical changes, but that does not mean 
that last year's regulars can afford to let 
down. Naturally, past performances are , 
considered and those who did good work 
in the past have the advantage over Sew
talent, but only until they have asserted 
their superiority over the ones who have 
advanced from the junior ’varsity ranks 
and the first-year youngsters. 
i;i> QITNTON LEADS
PITCHING STAFF
The pitching staff is exceptionally 
strong on paper. Ed Quinton, a Junior, 
with a record of 14 wins in 17 games, 
heads the list. A1 Blanche, rangy right­
hander. who came into prominence last 
spring; Danny Connors, Medford Junior, 
with great possibilities, and Frank Buck- 
lev Senior from Roslindale, comprise 
the other letter-men. In addition. Flynn 
will take a good look at Louis Page of 
Beverly, a southpaw, who was ranked as 
one of the best schoolboy hurlers ever 
turned out of the Greater Boston dis­
trict Page sustained an arm Injury last 
spring and as a result he had little 
chance to display his wares.
Last Year’s Junior ’Varsity 
Also Sending Up Sev­
eral Promising Candidates; 
Seven-Year Record Good
Quinton
George Tsbbetts, Nashua, youngster, I 
who is rated one of the finest back- ■ 
stops in the college ranks, will again 
be available for duty behind the plate, 
sharing the mask and pads with Oliver 
Roberge, who stands six feet, two Inches 
and weighs 190 pounds. Roberge is the 
finest all-around athlete on the Smith 
Hill campus;
Leading candidates for the infield in- i 
elude Bobby Dion, cantain of the 1931 
, Friars, at third base; Ed Reilly, who fin- I 
ished the season at shortstop; Ed Janas, ! 
who started the campaign at the same 
post; Walter Corbett at second base, and 
Oscar Perrin at the Initial station.
The outfield is well fortified with Capt. 
George Selllg in left. Ed Koslowski, big 
i baseball centre, in the . middle garden, 
and the slugging Harrisville thumper. 
Charles (Chief) Marsella In right. Tom 
Griffin, pinch hitter extraordinary, who 
broke up the Boston College game by 
smacking a homer with the bases loaded 
in the ninth Inning. Is also going to 
make a strong bid for a first-string as­
signment.
.IVMOIt 'VARSITY SENDS 
VI" STRONG CANDIDATES
From the Junior 'Varsity come such 
i lads as Chick Blailer, Shorty Demoe, Ed 
Hammill and John McCormac, who have 
been tested under fire. Also Charlie
Rennick, former Hope high luminary; ! 
Charlie Burdge. 212-pound twirler from 
Warren, who found himself In football 
I last fall and who may prove equally as
I capable on the diamond; Brien, Woon­
socket hurle'.r, and Dromgoole, an out- 
, fielder, from the ranks of the Inter- 
I scholastic League.
Freshmen who will try to pry their way 
Into the select circle include Dick Burns 
of Warwick, Bill ftutniewski of Commer­
cial. Anthony Begos, outstanding school­
boy inflelder of this State for the past 
couple of years and leading hitter in 
the Amateur League last summer: Pete 
Gobis. fly hawk from Technical, who 
further developed at Hughie Duffy’s 
summer school at Fenway Park. Boston, 
and Johnny Madden of Pittsfield, an tn- 
I field protege of Manager “Shano” Col­
lins of the Red Sox, who predicts a 
bright future for the lad.
■ Withdrawal from college at Christmas 
time of Mark McComiskey, stocky Law- 
i rence flinger, and one of the most prom- 
1 isin<" in New England, meant the loss 
of a’fine addition to the box corps. Me- 
Cpmiskey left college with a promise of ; 
la tryout with the New York Yankees i 
J FLYNN’S RECORD
’TOTALS 107 VICTORIES
During the seven seasons that Coach
i Flynn has been drilling the Friars they 
‘have compiled 107 victories, 45 defeats 
! and played two tie games, a record that 
• compares favorably with the best in the1 
country and Is better than the majority. 
And all the more remarkable when one 
takes Into consideration the undevel- 
oned material with which he moulded
excellent defensive teams. _
Record of Friars 
Under Coach Flynn
year Won Lost Tied
1921 ...................... .11 « 1
1925 ......................... 16 o 1
1927 . 11 10 0
1928 ........................13 3 «
■' 1929 ......................... M O’ «
1930 .......................... 10 A 0
1931 .........................  18 I 0
107 15 2
George Tebbells slides safely
FBIABSPLAYlflt 
BED SOX MAY 24
Providence College List Is 
Announced
PROVIDENCE, March 17 (A. P.)_ 
A varsity baseball schedule of 19 
games, Including an exhibition contest 
here May 21 with the Boston Red Sox, 
was announced today for the Provi­
dence college nine, claimants of the i 
Eastern championship last Spring, by 
Graduate Manager John E. Farreli. I 
'Feature games include those with Holy 
Cross, Boston College, Yale, Brown, 
Syracuse, Tufts and Manhattan,
The complete schedule, games at 
home unless specified othorwise, is: 
April 16. Lowell Textile: 22, Pratt In­
stitute of Brooklyn, N Y; 23, Manhat- 
! tan at New York city; 30, Springfield; 
Mav 3, New Hampshire at Durham, 
N H; 5, Mt St Mary’s; 7, C. C., N Y; 
11, Boston College at Boston; 14, 
Brown; 18,’ Yale at New Haven; 19, 
Manhattan: 21, Brown; 24, Boston Red 
Sox; (exhibition); 27, St Michael’s; 28, 
Tuits at Medford; June 1, Holy Cross; 
4 Boston College; 7, Harvard grad­
uates vs Providence graduates; 9, Sy­
racuse ; 11, Holy Cross at Worcester.
B
H
, BObby Dion, third base 
cracked but a double in practice.
Twenty-Five Friar Baseball 
Candidates Report to Flynn
‘ - • V,.. - f ’
More Men Expected Out Today. 
Ed Quinton, Star Twirter, 
Takes Part in Drill.
' The 1932 Providence College baseball 
campaign got under way yesterday when 
25 candidates for the team took part 
in a long drill held under Coach Jack 
Flynn at Hendricken Field. The num- 
; ber ol players reporting was considerably 
smaller than expected but inasmuch 
as classes will be resumed today alter 
the Easter Holidays, it is expected that 
more than 50 will be on hand lor this' 
afternoon's drill.
Coach Flynn sent hiss charges through 
an informal practice contest in which . 
most of the players participated. The ' 
Friars showed much enthusiasm and 
dash in their workout which lasted well 
over two hours.
Among the players who reported were ■ 
a number of veterans and promising 
newcomers. Heading the hurling staff 
was Ed Quinton, last year’s star hurler. 
Danny Connors, Medford youth, and A1 
i Blance of Somerville, both experienced I 
pitchers also participated in the drill, ! 
Other hurlers to report Included Louis 
Page, Charles BUrdge, Charles Rennick : 
and Andy Tucker. The last three named I 
are products of Rhode Island schoolboy i 
baseball while Page is a former Boston I 
schoolboy luminary.
The two catchers who are expected to J 
do the brunt of backstopping duty this 
season, George Tebbets and Ollie Ro­
berge, both were present. Oscar Perrin, 
regular first baseman last season, was 
absent and the initial sack assignments 
yesterday were occupied by Burns and 
McCarthy. Hammlll and Welch played 
at second base. Bobby Dion, captain of 
last year’s team and third baseman was 
at his usual post.
Capt. George Sellig and Marsella were 
the two veteran outfielders at the drill. 
Other candidates for garden work who 
reported were Gobis, Dromgoole, Verde 
and Keene. « . •
Harry Main of Pawtucket, Providence 
College second baseman of a few years 
back drilled with the Friars yesterday. 
Maili has signed with the New Haven 
team of the Eastern League and will 
leave for that city Sunday. Accom­
panying Main to New Haven will be Ivy 
SLtcher former Pawtucket high star 
hurler who 1® seeking a tryout with 
the Profs. l/JSSsiiLi!

__ Game played: April 16,1932
""H'i ’ r*~~~7“T~“ — *•—; .
FRIARS HUMBLELOWELL
• -----
Friars Take Opener, 14-2 
S^From Lowell Textile Nine
Bis Ed Koslowski Hits Homer
Over Centre Field Fence. 
Visitors Use Three Hurlers.
Gradually acquiring hitting power a, 
; the game progressed, the Provident- 
Co, lege baseball team opened its season 
yesterday afternoon at Hendricken Field 
by defeating (he Lowell Textile nine 14 
to 2. The game was close during the first 
four innings, but the Friar bats found 
their mark from then on to give the 
Dominicans decisive triumph.
Ed Quinton, Friar mound ace turned 
in an excellent performance, allowing 
but five hits during the. eight innings 
he pitched and scoring his 15th triumnh 
in the 18 games he has worked for the 
Dominicans. Bill Lomax, former George 
town star, relieved Quinton in the ninth 
inning and he retired the Lowell bovs 
in regular order. Quinton's exodus from 
the box was not worked as a precaution • 
ary measure by Coach Jack Flynn
Big Ed Koslowski, Providence College 
centre fielder, provided the batting fea 
ture of the game- by hitting the longest 
home run ever made at Hendricken 
Field. Koslowski hit one of Bukulah 
offerings clear over, the centre field fence 
In the seventh inning to sew- Cant 
Sellig and Haggerty. This is the first 
time this feat has been accomplished
l'se Three Pitchers
Lowell employed three pitchers in an 
effort to halt the Friars. Garner started 
and after he got through safely in 1he 
first two innings he slipped in the third 
allowing the Friars to score three runs 
on three hits, two singles and a double 
two bases on balls and an error bv Short * 
stop Kokoska,
Garner was relieved by Mike Bukula 
who was treated unkindly by his hosts' 
Bukula got by the fourth inning, but 
he uncorked two wild pitches in the 
fifth to enable the Friars to make three 
runs. , In this session the Friars got 
two singles and a base on balls. George ■ 
Tebbetts and Oscar Perrin got to Bukula 
for triples in the sixth inning to ac
i count for the two Providence runs made 
| in this canto.
I The climax of the game came In the 
I seventh session when the Friars scored 
five runs to mark “finis" for Mr. Bu­
kula. Koslowski's homer, .three singles 
and two bases on balls did the damage. 
Mike Kokoska was shifted to the mound
1 from shortstop in the eighth inning and 
he allj»;ed one run. .
The performance of the Friars as a 
whole for the opening day was favor­
able.. Two. newcomers to Flynn’s ranks 
showed to advantage. Frank Marian, 
who replaced Perrin at first base in the 
eighth inning, excelled afield and An­
drew Haggerty, who took Tom Griffin’s 
place In right field in the seventh in­
ning, also showed to advantage. Ed 
Hammlll playe'd the entire game for the 
Friars at third base in place of-Bobby 
Dion, captain, of. last year's team, who 
has a lame arm. Hammlll did not, have 
many chances' afield, but those that did 
come his way were well handled.
Turn In Good Batting
Koslowski, Capt. Sellig, Perrin, Grif­
fin and Tebbetts turned in good batting 
performances for the Friars. Both Sellig ; 
and Perrin got three hits each; All of 
Sellig’s were singles, but Perrin con­
nected for a single, double and triple. 
Griffin made two singles iri four times 
at bat. one of them scoring ttvo runs. 
Tebbetts’s triple , in the. sixth ihhln;^ 
ranked next to Koslowski’s homer as 
the hardest hit' of the 'game.
Quinton was in serious trouble on 
only one occasion. That’ was In the 
fourth inning When Lowell made its two 
runs. His own error of Savard’s grpund- 
er started the trouble. He next walked. 
Shapiro and Savard advanced to second.' 
He struck out Grossman and Farland,; 
but hit Piligian to fill the bases. Bukula I 
was sent to bat for Garner and he came i 
through with a single to score Savard ' 
and Shapiro.
Quinton started the third inning scor­
ing for the Friars after, he reached first 
base on Kokoska’s error of his slow 
roller. He advanced to second when ! 
Hammill was walked. He scored the first I 
Friar run on Sellig’s single. Hammill | 
advanced to third. Sellig reached sec-
, ond base on the Lowell attempt to catch 
- Quinton at home. Both Sellig and Ham- 
| mill scored on Griffin's single to give the
Friars three runs for the inning.
Out at Home Plate ’
Providence scored next in the fifth. 
Koslowski and Perrin, first two men up, 
singled. Both were advanced by Teb- 
betts's sacrifice hit, but Koslowski was 
put out at home plate one play later. 
Bukula uncorked a wild pitched, allow­
ing Perrin and Tebbetts to score. Cor­
bett got to first on a fielder’s choice and 
he made the third Dominican run when ’ 
Bukula made his second wild pitch of ' 
the Inning.
The Friars scored two runs in the 
sixth inning after two were out. Sellig 
flied to left field and Griffin was put 
out at first base. Koslowski got a. base 
on balls and scored on Perrin’s triple, 
Perrin came home when Tebbetts fol­
lowed him with a triple.
Reilly opened the’ big seventh with a 
single. He reached third base on a1 
passed ball and scored on Quinton’s sac- 
rificb Ay. Hammill singled, Sellig 
walked. Hammill came pome on Grif-
fin’s single. Koslowskl’s homer came 
next and he sent Selllg and Griffin home 
before him,
In the eighth Mike Welch, pinch hit­
ting for Quinton, got two bases when 
Grossman erred on his grounder. Sellig's 
single scored Welch for the final run 
of the game. ;
The score:
PROVIDENCE I L-OWELL i
COLLEGE . TEXTILE . !
(abrlbpoai ab r ib pb a
Hamill,3..5 2 11 2;Turcotte,2. 5 0 1 0 R
Selllg.l........ 5 2 3 0 0 Jurewicz,1. 4 0 0 4 0
Griffin,r.... 4 0 2 0 0 Kokoska,s.p 4.0,22 1
Haggerty,r.. 2 112 0 Savard.m. 4 I o 4 o
Kosl’wskl.m. 4 2 2 0 0 Shapiro.r.. 3 10 10
Perrin,1.. .. 4 2 3 9 1 Grosatn'n,3 4 0 0 0 0
Marian-1- • • 0 0 0 4 0 Farland.l... 4 0 19 1
Tebbetts.c.. 2 119 2 Piligian.c.. 2 0 0 4 0
Corbett,2... 5 1 0 0 3 Jarek.c.... 1 0 0 0 0
Reilly,s.... 41120 Garner,p.. 1 0 0 0 2
janas.s........ 0 0 0 0 0 Bukula.p.. 3 0 10 1
Quinton,p.. 3 10 0 6
Lomax,p.... 0 0 0 0 0
•Welch..... 1 1 0 0 oc ■
Totals. .39 14 14 27 14 Totals. . 35 2 5 24 11 
Innings....................I - 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
Providence ........ .......  S 2 2 2 3 i 5 1 *—14
Lowell • 0 0 0 2 0 0 0 0 0— 2
Errors—Quinton 3. Reilly. Kokoska, Gross- 
man. Shapiro. Hits—Off Quinton 5 in 8 in­
nings; off Lomax 0 in 1; off Garnef 4 in 3; 
off Bukala 9 in 4; off Kokoska 1 in 1. stolen 
bases—Tebbetts. Griffin. Two-base hit—Per. 
rin Three-base hits—Perrin, Tebbetts. Home 
run—Koslowski. Sacrifice hits—Tebbetts
Jurewicz. Struck out—By Quinton 9; by Gar­
ner 2. First base, on balls—Off Quinton 1; 
off Garner 2; off Bukula 4 Wild pitches— 
Bukula 2. Passed balls—Pelegian. Jarek. Hit, 
bv pitched ball—By Quinton—Pelegian, Ko­
koska, First base on errors—Lowell 3; Provi- ,' 
dence 1. Umpires—Meen.an and Foley. Time ' 
—2h,
CONNORS, DION 
STAR AS FRIARS
BEATPRATT7-1
Brooklyn. N. Y„ April 22.—With Danny 
Connors, veteran hurler, and Bobby 
Dion, last year’s captain, in leading roles, 
the Providence College nine pounded 
out a 7 to 1 victory over the hitherto 
undefeated Pratt Institute aggregation 
here this afternoon. Connors was in 
fine form in yielding eight scattered hits, 
several of the scratch variety, and strik­
ing out eight men, while Dion signalled 
his return to play with three lilts.
Although the Friars furnished the 
heavy hitting and sparkled afield, it re­
mained for Frank Boemerman, star 
hurler of the Pratt nine, to steal the 
individual honors of the fray. Boemer­
man, a rugged right-hander who is re­
ported to be in line for a test with the 
Athletics this summer, struck out 14 of 
the Rhode Islanders, and In addition 
scored the longest bit of the game, a 
home-run drive .ever the left field fence 
for his team’s lone score. The defeat 
was his second In two seasons. But 
though he proved effective in some in­
nings in quelling budding Providence 
rallies, Boemerman was nicked freely in 
the latter .stages of the gamev with 
Perrin, Dion, Sellig and Corbett leading 
the attack. Oc Perrin, visitors’ first 
sacker, was the long range sticker of the 
day, with, two doubles and a single to 1 
his credit.
Employs Strategy
With the playing field fence in on all 
sides, and the right field very short, 
Coach Jack Flynn of the Friars pulled 
a bit of strategy in sending Eddie Ham- 
mill into right field, figuring that the 
relief lnfielder would be able to field j 
any fast drives to first base for outs.
Play was close for the first two in­
nings, with the Friars placing two men' 
on the bases each frame but being un-i 
able to bring them to the home station.! 
In the third canto, however, successive 
doubles by Dion and Sellig accounted 
for a run. Sellig was left stranded in 
this frame when Boemerman tightened 
and fanned Koslowski and Roberge, and 
forced Perrin to pop to second.
In the fourth Boemerman demon­
strated his versatility further by lifting 
bne of Connor’s fast shoots over the left 
field wall for a home run. This marker 
tied the score and provided the Friars 
with the needed incentive to force their 
way to the fore in the following canto.
In the fifth Hammill opened with a 
single to centre, but was forced at sec­
ond when Dion grounded to first when 
attempting to hit to right field for a hit 
and run play. Dion pilfered second as 
Sell*= *an”ed- Koslowski hit to short 
and Bode fumbled and then made a wild 
peg to nrst, allowing Dion to romp home 
and Koslowski to *mble t<J second.
^ame played: A^bril 22,1952
Perrin Gets Hit
Perrin collected his first hit, a single 
to right, which scored Kozzy with the 
third Friar run of the game. Roberge 
skied to third to end the rally.
In the sixth two more Dominican runs 
were chalked up when Dion pounded a : 
single to centrefleld with men on sec­
ond and third. Corbett was hit on the 
hand to start the inning and went to 
third when Reilly smashed a hit to right 
field. Connors and Hammill fanned 
Reilly moving to second on the latter 
out and then Dion contributed the need­
ed scoring punch.
With connors pitching fine ball to 
hold the Pratt aggregation well in check 
the invaders took matters easy with this ! 
lead until the ninth Inning when the 
final two scores were registered as the 
result of some long range clubbing In I 
this canto Hammill was safe when his 
riser dropped untouched in back of sec- ’ 
ond. Dion popped out to the pitcher 
and Sellig grounded out. Boemerman to 
Arman, and then Koalowski came 
through with a tremendous smash i 
which cleared the centrefleld fence but 
which the ground rules held to two 
bases. t
Feature Plays
Koalowski went to third on a wild ’ 
pitch and scored when Perrin lifted his 
second double over the right field bar' 
rler. Roberge singled to centre, but the 
rally died here when Corbett churned 
the breezes. .
The score:,. 
PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE 
ab r lb 
Hammill,r .. 5 12 
Dion.3 .... 5 
Sellig.l .., 5 
Koslowski.m 5 
O.Perrin.l . 5 
Roberge.c .. 5 
Corbett.2 .. 4
2 3
0 2 
2 1 
0 3 
0 1 
1 1
Reilly.s .... 4 1 2 
Connors.p ..400
o! institute
n OOrr.2 4VoPt 7 
0 2! Bode.s . . . 4 „ 2 n n
1 llS'”'"’ • • 3 n 0 0 0
2 4'Drp’an.dJ • < 0 2 5 2
Nabn?”’3- 3 0 2 2 0olfeks™:>
0 1 Z iinsky.r .1 0 0 0 0
Totals .. .42 7 15 27 9| Totals .. .32 1 8 27 8
Innings .................... 1 2 3 4 5 fi 7 8 9
Providence College .. 0 0 1 o 2 2 o 0 2—7
Pratt Institute ..... 0 0 0 l o o 0 0 0-1
Errors—Bode. Boemerman. stolen hoses— 
Dion. Perrin. Two-base hits—Corbett, b“n 
Sellig. Perrin 2. Koslowski, Home 
Boemerman. Sacrifice hits—Timm. Double
plavs—Dion to Corbett to Perrin, struck o, t 
—Bv Connors 8. by Boemerman 14 Wild 
pitches—Boermerraan. Passed balls—Arcari 
Hit by witched ball—By Boemerman (Cor­
bett'. First base on errors—Providence 1 
Pratt 0. Left on bases—Providence 0- Pratt 7 
Time of game—2h 15m. Umpire—Malone "
Aids Friars to Win
Tom Griffin, Providence College outfield- 
er, hit a home run in fifth inning of 
Providence College-Manhattan game 
yesterday at New York with the bases 
loaded as the Friars won 9 to 6.
ttlARS UPSET MANHATTAN
Friars Trip Manhattan9-6 
I %>After Griffin Hits Homer
Circuit Drive Comes with Bases 
Full.—Dominicans Trail,
5-0, Up to Fifth.
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
New York, April 23.—-Disproving the
theory that heroes do not repeat, Tom
Griffin. Providence College right fielder 
whose home run defeated Boston College 
last, June, thrilled a large crowd at 
Jasper Oval here today when he crashed 
a circuit smash over the centre field wall 
with the bases loaded to give the Rhode 
Island nine a 6 to 5 lead over Manhattan 
i College and to pave the way for a final
9 to 6 decision in favor of. the Friars.
The victory was the third straight 
for the Dominicans.
Trailing 5 to 0 until the fifth inning, 
the Friars took advantage of Hassett’s 
wildness to fill the bases, andthen con­
verted for two runs on an Kifield boot. 
-Capt. Sellig of the visitors drew, a walk 
to fill the bases again and. with two out. 
Griffin contributed his tremendous drive 
to put the Friars in the running.
Two more tallies were added in the fol­
lowing inning as the result of two hits
and an error, and Reilly drove in the 
ninth run in the seventh inning when 
he singled to left to sCore Tebbetts who 
had previously drawn a walk and had 
gone to second on an infield out. ai 
Blanche, Sophomore flinger of the 
Friars, turned in a creditable perform­
ance, being somewhat shaky in the early ' 
-stages of the tilt, but rallying once his ; 
mates had claimed the lead, to hold the 
Jaspers .well in check. He was nicked 
freely in the fourth and fifth innings 
when the locals garnered six of their li 
hits.
F'ash Fine Ball
The entire Providence team flashed 
fine ball. Ed Reilly, shortstop, was bril­
liant afield handling eight chances with­
out a miscue and making one double • 
play unassisted to nip a Manhattan rally 
in the fifth. He started another double 
killing in the fourth to break up the 
strongest attack,of the Jaspers.
Game played: April 25,1932

Manhattan Ecorga' hrst, chalkin,. UD . 
counter in the first stanza. Tremark 
speedy leadfiff man. drew a walk and’ 
moved to second on O’Neil’s sacrifice 
Blanche forced Captain McCormick of! 
the locals to churn the breezes, but Bud ! 
Hassett, long range slugger of the Jaspers ' 
connected safely for two bases, his drive' 
rolling to the left field fence, with Tre 
mark registering at the home station on 
the hit. j
Hasset added further to the Manhat­
tan score column in the third. Tremark 
started the trouble again by working 
Blanche for a free ticket and O’Neil again 
moved him up to second. McCormick 
grounded weakly to Perrin. Tremark 
(Ravelling to third on the' out. Then 
Hassett caught hold of a high shot and 
rode It over the right Held wall for a' 
home run. his third circuit clout of the ! 
week in college competition.
Is Disastrous Frame
The fourth proved a disastrous frame 
for the Friars. Devanney started the 
inning poorly by fanning, but Sisko 
, started trouble when he bounced a hard 
drive off Perrin's shins. 'Keegan walked 
and Bulger followed with a single 
through the box to score Sisko. Tre­
mark hit a high bounder which Blanche 
partly stopped, deflecting the ball out 
of reach of Corbett who made a fine at­
tempt for a play at first. Keegan scored
on the hit. O’Neil hit another freak’ 
bounder which hopped over Dion’s head, 
but Reilly made a fine stop, and the 
bases were filled. Then Reilly pulled I 
down McCormick’s line drive and com- j 
pleted a double play with a quick toss ! 
to Corbett at second to squefffffvtbe rally
Then, with the Score. .5 to -0 -’against | 
them, the Friars came to life and the : 
tilt took a, decided Providence tinge. 
Perrin singled Inside of .first, but was 
forced at second by Tebbetts.' who 
grounded along the first base line. Cor­
bett walked and Reilly took advantage 
of Hassett’s temporary wildness to draw 
another free ticket, and the bases were 
crowded. Blanche fanned for the sec­
ond out. Dion sent ai hard drive to­
wards short and Thomas,booted: the ball, 
allowing Tebbetts and Corbett 4-0 score. 
The error further upset Hasset and he 
, issued a free ticket to Sellig to crowd 
the cushions again.
Griffin Clouts Homer 
Then Griffin, with two strikes on him.
connected for his run producing smash 
which swept the Dominicans into a 6 to 
5 lead. Koslowski was safe a moment 
later on an infield error and Perrin con­
tinued the rally with a single to centre. 
Tebbetts walked, but Corbett skied to
miscue of the tilt, and Hasset’s long fl,7 
to left brought in the sixth and final 
Manha-ttah run in the ninth inning.
Sisko to end the attack.
In the sixth Reilly started another
offence ’jvhen he'singled to right, and 
Blanche was safe when Hassett pegged 
poorly to first, after fielding his bun .. 
Dion skied out to third and Sellig hi' 
to 'short. On the latter- blow Thomas 
pegged wide to second tryi’?®
Blanche, and the latter travelled 
to third, while Reilly raced home w t 
a run. Griffin forced Sellig_ a - •
but Blanche tallied on the play, maKU g 
the Providence total eight.
Score In Seventh marip 
The final Providence score wi’s
in the seventh. Tebbetts wal • 
to second on Corbett’s Reilly
> dashed to the home station vl - 
I pumped a. single into left »e a.
' A single by Tremark, Dion s ^lar-
McCormick’s grounder, the o... j
The score i
PROV. COLLEGE ) MANHATTAN ■■ 
ab lb po a c " A,1 o n o'□ion.3..... 6 0 2 2 lirremark.r,' 3 3 2 0 3
Sellie 1 ... 4 1 1 0 OP’Netl.3. . . 31011
briffin.r.... 5 110 OM’Gormick.I 5 OI»# 
XQ8lo,wski,m. 4 110 OjHassett.p.•. 5 3 1 2 1
?errin,l... 5 2 12 0 0|Thomas,s.. 4 13 4 3
rebbetts.e... 3 2 5 1 OPevaney.m. 3 0 0 0 0
Corbett,2. ... 4 0 1 2 0, Russell, m.. 2 0 10 0
•Reilly.S........ 3 2 4 1 03isko,2.... 3.2 6 a 0
Blanche,p... 4 0 0 1 OKeegan.c... 3 0 4 0 0
IBulger.l.. • 4 1 9 0 g
' Totals. ... 738*9 27 Til Totals..35 1127120
Tnnino-c 123456789
Providence........ ........... . 0 0 0 0 6-2 1 0 0-9
Runs scored by '^dividual plaj : 
Dion, Selling, Griffin, S-COTA
belt, Reilly 2. Blanche, Tremaik 3. HassctW 
Sisko. Keegan. Stolen base—Sisko. lwo
base hits_ Thomas. Hassett, Sellig, i.cDoeH’S*
Home runs—Hassett. GrlffiIl,ill®af5nassisted?/ 
O’Neil 2. Double plays—Reilly (unassisteoj, 
Reillv io Corbett to Perrin; Thomas to Sisko. 
t.o Bulger <2). Struck out—By Blanche 6» 
bv Hnssett 5. First base on halls—Off Planchg 
5: off Hassett 6. Wild pitch—Hassett.^ first 
base on errors—Providence 5-
—Providence 10; Manhattan 9. Tlme-Mj
IProvidence College Catcher
sane
k George Tebbetts,
FRIAR BALL STAR 
HAS OPERATIONj
George Tebbetts. Catcher,
Stricken with Appendicitis 
on Way Back to City.
(Special to The Providence Journal.)
Bridgeport. Conn.. April 24—Provi­
dence. College's hopes of retaining its 
Eastern Collegiate baseball title received 
a severe setback here today when George 
Tebbetts. brilliant young catcher of the 
Friars., suffered an attack of acute ap­
pendicitis while enroute to Providence 
from New York and was rushed to the 
hospital for an immediate operation.
Tebbetts was returning to Providence 
with Graduate Manager John E. Farrell, 
of the Dominican College, after a two- 
eame baseball trip to New York.
He was seized with illness enroute to 
tms City and, as a. result. Farrell 'con- ! 
Luted far. Francis Carroll, one of the 1 
leading physicians of Bridgeport, who ! 
diagnosed the attack as that of acute ! 
appendicitis and ordered an immediate j 
operation.
Tebbetts was operated on early this 
evening at St. Vincent’s, Hospital and at 
9 o'clock was reported to he resting com-
f°Tebbetts is considered one of the finest 
backstops in college tanks and, only ,yes- 
+erhav turned m a brilliant exhibition 
behind the plate as the Friars defeated 
Manhatton College m New York City.
He will be lost to-the team for the
.V, e, COOQftn..
FRIAR ATHLETES 
FACE BUSY WEEK
I ,u___________
Baseball Team Plays Spring-j 
field Saturday—Golf and Ten- j 
nis Men Face Opposition, f
Athletes at Providence College will i 
face one of the busiest weeks of the 
spring sports season with seven events ■ 
carded. Both the ’Varsity and Jayvee j 
baseball teams are scheduled for one i 
game each, whilk two matches are listed | 
for both the ’Varsity and Freshman ten- ' 
nis teams and one match for the 
golfers.
The ’Varsity baseball team, which has 
won all three games played, meets the 
Springfield College nine at Hendricken 
Field on Saturday while the Junior ’Var­
sity aggregation goes to Worcester Satur­
day for a game with the Assumption Col­
lege nine. Both the ’Varsity and Fresh­
man tennis teams open their seasons on 
Wednesday. The 'Varsity will play Clark 
University at Worcester and the Fresh­
men oppose the Moses Brown players 
here. On Saturday the ’Varsity again 
travels to Worcester for a match with 
Holy Cross and the Freshmen meet the 
Brown yearlings at the Thayer street 
courts. The golf team faces the Boston 
College linksmen in one of the matches 
carded for the municipal course opening 
on Saturday.
Judging from, the manner in which 
the 'Varsity nine has played in its three ' 
opening games, its prospects for the fu­
ture appear exceptionally bright. The 
team should encounter no trouble in 
downing the’ Springfield team. The 
Junior ’Varsity has split even in two 
games played, losing to the Tale Jayvees 
and winning from the Becker College 
team. •
I The tennis players will be handi­
capped by the lack of practice as tomor­
row will mark the opening practice day 
for the Friars. As there are a number 
of veterans available for the team, they 
are expected to fare well this season.
Tire golfers have had the advantage 
of a number of practice rounds but the
Friar golfers will do considerable play­
ing this week. Danny Golasso, diminu­
tive player from New York, has’ turned 
in some low rounds and he is expected i 
to do much for the Friars on the links : 
this season. Joe McLaughlin, who was '■ 
one of the leading golfers in this State j 
a few years ago, is another candidate 
for the team who is expected to face r 
the Eagles. McLaughlin has only played I 
one round this season but he expects I 
to get back his golfing touch with con- 1 
siderable speed this week. Peter Vucci 
of East Providence is another likely 
member of the team. Vucci has all the 
equipment necessary to a good golfer 
but is prone to be erratic at times. With 1 
more play, he should become a valuable 
member to the team. "Jud” Flannagan i 
is another prospective member of the j 
team. ■■
FRIARS TRIP TEACHERS
-aw------- ---- ----------------------------------------------------------------------
Quinton’s Single in Seventh 
Wins for Providence College^
‘Friars Are Out-Hit but Beat 
Springfield College by
3 to 2.
Providence College scored its fourth 
straight .victory yesterday afternoon at 
Hendricken Feld, defeating Springfield 
College 3-2 in a game featured by a 
hurling duel between Eddie Quinton and 
Bob Bogardus. Springfield out-hit the 
Friars 7-5 but fine fielding by the Provi­
dence team nipped Its scoring oppor­
tunities.
Although a bit shaded in pitching per­
formance by his opponent yesterday, 
Quinton made up for it by bringing the 
Dominicans victory in the seventh in­
ning with a long single to centre field. 
In this same inning Springfield man­
aged to come from behind and tie the 
count at 2-all. Ollie Roberge, the Fri­
ars’ catcher, opened the seventh rvith a 
single and stole second. Corbett and 
Reilly struck, out. but Quinton man­
aged- to connect with one of Bogardus’s
deliveries for a single.
Wind Fools Them
The hit traveled into deep centre field. ■ 
Both Proctor and Wilhelm, centre and 
! right fielders, respectively, for the visi­
tors, made an attempt to catch the ball, 
i But’the strong wind had them puzzled 
; and the ball landed in safe territory.
1 Roberge romping in with what proved 
i to be the final and winning marker for 
the Dominicans.
Bogardus. backed by the superior 
catching of Purington, gave one of the 
finest hurling exhibitions shown at a 
local diamond thus far this season. He 
vent the five hits allowed the Friars 
well scattered and struck out eight bat­
ters The five hits made off Bogardus 
„„me in three separate innings, one
i - 4— + n firet i +1-»ein<r macie m
nird and two in the seventh.
Four of the'seven hits registered off 
uinton were credited to Howard Meyers, j
uame played: April 50,1952
I
7^:'
Veteran Friar Infielder
Bobby Dion,
diminutive third sacked of the Spring- 
field team. Meyers managed to make 1 
a hit each time at bat, a three-bagger 
In the first inning, scoring the Initial 
run of the game, being his biggest of­
fering.
Tied Early
After Springfield had tallied the first ’ 
run in the opening inning, the Provi­
dence team also registered a run to 
draw up on even terms. The Friars . 
sent across the second and what ap­
peared to be the winning run in the 
third inning- Eddie Reilly singled to 
open the third canto and was sacri­
ficed to second by Quinton. Dion fol­
lowed with another hit and Captain S.el- 
lig reached first on Bogardus’s error 
To fill the bases.
Griffin grounded to Bogardus next and 
the Springfield pitcher tossed home to 
put Reilly out, but Purrington. in try­
ing to complete a double by throwing 
to'first base, tossed wild and Dion came 
home with the second run. Springfield 
tried hard to equalize during the next1 
three innings and although placing men 
in scoring positions several times could 
not overcome the faultless fielding of
the Friars.
. in the seventh the visitors managed i 
to tie the score when they touched up ! 
ouinton for two hits, coupled with a 
base on balls. Wilhelm singled and took 
second when Bogardus was given a base 
on balls Proctor sent a hit to short 
?eft field that went for a single and scor- 
„„ Wilhelm with the tying marker. Af­
ter two outs in the Providence half of 
tbe seventh frame, Quinton decided the 
issue with his timely hit.
The score
PROVIDENCE I SPRINGFIELDP COLLEGE , | COLLEGE
□ion.3........
SeiUg-1- ••• 3rimn,r...
Koslowski,m 
Perrin.1- • • 
Roberge.c. 
□orbett.2.,
Reilly.s- • • • 
ouinton.p.-
ab r h po a!
l'l 4 Proctor.m. 
1 l o’plumb.s..
0 1 0|Dressel.2.. 
0 1 o|Meyers.3.. 
0 13 f/Ver’gton.l. 
1 9 oprown.l.. 
0 1 i! Wilhelm, r 
1 0 2(’ur‘gton,c 
1 0
ab rhpoa
4 11 
4 0 0 
4 0 0 
4 0 4 
4 0 0 
4 0 0 
4 11 
4 0 1
llBogardus.p 2 0 0
0 0 
0 1 
2 3 
1 0 
1 0 
9 0 
2 0 
9 4 
0 3
27 8* Totals .35 2 7 24 11 
123456789Innings ...................... q q q q q x__
providence .................. 1000 0010 0—2
3pr>n’:“.°1 corbett ’ Quinton—2: Bogardus 2.
Stolen bases—Roberge. Wtl- 
pu,1’? gTwo-base hit—Sellig. Three-base hit 
bein'- „„ sacrifice hit—Quinton. Struck..SJe.veis- nc Bo|rardus 8 Base
’U'rnL-Off Quinton 1. oft Bogardus 3 Wild>n ba'*.** _• .._i Vr.r.n nrrnrx_ Pane,-
Totals
’n. V Bogardus. First base on errors-oltch—Bo’ar“u r J „rt on bases.
t’eb" V finr nafleld S. Time ot gam. 5 SoringfleldSres-Meehan. Foley.
-Provi- 
Provl- 
ga e—1:55.
Winning Run
,e Roberge, Providence College catcher, s tow - " a( U(,ndr|t.kc,1
winning run In the Friars’ 3-2 victoiy ovrr pi m-, centre which 
Id yesterday, Roberge tallied on Quinton s < t attempting
, fumbled when two Springfield outfielders collided
s
make the catch.
,1932Game played:
Wildcats Held to Three Hits 
By Connors as Friars IF in
Providence College Triumphs- 
4-0 for 5th Straight Vic­
tory of Season.
Dover, N. H.. May 3.—The Providence
College ’Varsity baseball team, with 
Danny Connors twirling effective ball, 
completely outclassed the University of 
New Hampshire nine here this after­
noon, scoring a 4 to 0 shutout for their 
fifth straight win of the season. Connors 
pitched good ball, allowing but three 
scattered hits and keeping the locals 
completely under control throughout 
the fray. In addition to his fine mound 
work, Connors provided the Friars with 
a much needed offensive attack when he 
contributed a single, for one of the 
hardest hits of the game in the sixth 
inning to score two of the four Domini­
can markers.
The tilt was for the greater part a 
pitchers’ duel between Connors and John 
McGraw, stocky right hander of the 
Wildcats, who turned in some splendid 
box work in holding the Rhode Islanders 
to six hits. Providence scored a run each 
'in the first and second frames as the 
result of loose playing on the part of the 
meals and although they placed men 
on the bases in scoring positions several 
times afterwards, McGraw proved effec­
tive' in halting.the rallies. In the open- 
fna canto, with two out Griffin got to 
fifct then moved to second on a wild 
n tch and went to third on a passed 
ball- He scored on an error.
In the second canto, the visitors gar­
nered another marker without much 
®„rk Roberge opened the inning by 
diking hut was forced at second by 
rnrbett. Reilly walked, Connors hit to 
ewnrt and Reilly was forced at second as 
rnrbett dashed to third. Dion hit a 
ward grounder to second and Chase fum- 
h,ed long enough to allow Connors to 
safely into second while Corbett 
scored Sellig forced Dion to end the
’T-T Hampshire had Its best chance 
crore in the fourth. Hanna was safe 
lt0. ’ Koslowski lost his fly, Griffin sac- 
w2rrd and Smith singled to centre, mov-
: r „ Hanna- to third. Connors tightened 
i - a fanned Chase, but weakened a mo- 
a nt later to issue a free ticket to 
-Thetli filling the bases. Flannery,
!L Srn hitting for Patoe, grounded to
K, „ who made a fast peg to Perrin for 
Di Anal out. Providence left runners 
the . on second and third in the 
stranae Grifriii. Koslowski and Per- 
retired in order. However, a 
rin we* ra)]y proved more success- 
sixtn-u tted the final two Friar runs, 
to1 Ice frame Roberge hit. to short and
In this d wild to first, allowing
Koel^tar backstop to continue to see­
the Friai
°nd illv ptu»Ped a single into short cen-
tre, sending Roberge to third, and later 
stole second, Connors then came through 
with his hard smash along the third- 
base line which sent both runners home. 
The Friar moundsman was nipped at 
'second, however, when he tried to 
stretch his hit into a double.
The score:
NEWPROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE 
ab r h
Dion, 3 .. 
Sellig.If ,.. 
Griffin.rf .. 
Koslowski.m 
Perrin,l ... 
Roberge,c .. 
Corbett,2 .. 
Reilly.s ... 
Connors,p ..
HAMPSHIRE
ab r h o
Hanna.m 
Griff am. 3
5 110 0 Smith. If 
3 0 10 O Chase.2 . .. 
5 0 o 14 llLisabeth.rf 
2 10 6 1 Paine, 1
0 0 2
3 0 0 0
4 0 2 1 
4 0 0 4
1 0 3 OlTrzuskos’1,1 1 
12 1 3!Kdeh)er,s . ' 
Oil 2:Howell.s ..
,Mitchell,c . 
jstevens.c . 
McGraw.p . 
a Flannery
0 0 3 0 
0 0 4 1 
0 0 
0 0 2
0 
3
10 0 10 
2 0 0 4 0 
0 111 
0 0 1
4 0 0
5 0 1
0 0 0 0
Totals ... 35 4 6 27 13 Totals . . 26 0 3 27 13
Innings .................... 12 3 456789
Providence .................. 1 1000200 0-r-4
New Hampshire 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0—0
Errors-—Chase, Kothler, McGraw. Sacri­
fice hit—Griffam. Double play—Perrin to
Connors. Struck out—By Connors 5; by Me- ■ 
Graw 5. Base on balls—Off Connors 2;' off 
McGraw 4. Wild pitch—McGraw. Passed , 
balls—Mitchell 2. Hit by pitched ball—By 
McGraw (Koslowski, Roberge i. First base on 
errors—Providence 1: New Hampshire 0. Left 
on bases—Providence 10: New Hampshire 4. 
Time of game—2 h., 10 m. Umpires—Delong, 
plate; Couture, bases.
aFlannery batted for Paine in 4th.
Mt. St. Mary s Here Today
For Tilt With Friar Nine
>- ......... ** ' ___.. — -
Southerners Have Won Eight 
Out of Nine Games Played, *
Blanche to Pitch, ; ’
The Providence College nine faces Its 
strongest opposition of the season to 
date when it wheels into action on Hen- 
j dricken Field this afternoon against the 
j crack Mt. St. Mary's nine from Emmits­
burg. Maryland. The Southerners come 
j here with a record of eight games won,
. one lost end hoasttone-of the best nines, 
j in their history.1
j Ample evidence of the strength of the 
'visitors is gleaned from their record, 
j which shows wins over the crack George- 
j town nine which plays the Friars here 
; Sunday afternoon and the West Vlr- 
! ginla outfit, which was undefeated, un­
til it ran against the Maryland con­
tingent. Coach Jack Flynn expects the 
hardest sort of battle, and as a result 
will hurl his strongest array into action, 
in quest of the Dominicans’ eighth win
\ of the campaign.
A1 Blanche, lanky Somerville young­
ster Who tamed C. C. N. Y. in brilliant 
style by allowing but four hits and one 
run, striking out 13 batters, will draw 
1 the mound assignment this afternoon.
Blanche Is an exceptionally fine hurler,1 
, and the Southerners will find the going
rough all the way. The Somerville young- 
1 ster° is also a fine hitter and will add 
to the offence of the team. Roberge. 190- 
nound backstop whose hitting featured 
the Friars’ win over Springfield last 
week-end. will handle Blanche’s slants
this afternoon. ,
The other changes in th'e lineup will 
send Corbett back into play at second 
base to team with Eddie Janas around 
the keystone sack, while Tom Griffin will 
endeavor to take over the centre field : 
assignment again. Griffin sustained a 
slight ankle bruise in the Lowell tilt., 
and had to give away, to Koslowski. The 
latter will be ready to step Into the 
break today If needed.
The Mt. St. Mary's outfit boast a hard 
bitting nine, and a corps of fine hurlers 
headed by Ed Edelen. clever flinger who 
’ being eagerly sought by several major 
league clubs. Edelen has not allowed a 
ini in the last 24 innings he has Pitched, 
hutting cut Georgetown with four hits,
nd West Virginia with two safe blows.
I nrrell, Mount St. Mary's second baseman, out at the plate, trying to score f rem third on Bill Lomax's tow pitch 
in third inning of Providence College-Mount St, Mary's game yesterday afternoon at Hendriclten Field, Ollie 
Koherge. Friar catcher, recovered the ball and threw it to Lomax in time to catch Farrell at the plate. The 
Friars won I to 3. ______
.............. bam9 played: May 5,1952
RALL Y NEAR END
'taV
n0 DEFEAT MT. ST. MARY’S
Two Pinch Hitt°rs Deliver 
Telling Blows in Local Tilt
Xarsella and Haggerty Bring in 
Tying and Winning Runs 
in 8th and 9th.
Dogged determination for victory. 
made more effective by the brilliant ef­
forts of two pinch hitters—Charles 
“Chief” Marsella and Andrew Haggerty 
—brought' the Providence College base­
ball team its sixth straight triumph of 
the season at the expense of the Mt. St 
Mary's College nine of Maryland, 4 to 3. 
yesterday afternoon at Hendricken Field.
The Friars staged an uphill battle on 
their road to triumph. It was not until 
the ninth inning, when Oscar Perrin’s 
single scored Haggerty from second base 
with the winning run, that their colors 
floated high. The invaders took a 3 to 2 
advantage in the sixth inning and ap­
peared headed for certain victory until
the "Chief,” making his initial appear-' 
ance of the season, made his big bat 
talk in the eighth session.
Longest Single of Game
Perrin was on base when Marsella went 
to bat and the run was needed by the 
nnminicans to tie the count. Batting 
fnr Walter Corbett, the “Chief” con­
nected with one of O’Rourke’s offerings 
the longest single of the game, scor- 
; t. perrin with the tieing run. This hit 
,!iiv would have gone for a double, 
t in rounding first base, Marsella 
{^pped, Played safe, and went back to
pi by Marsella, apparently was
„ that was needed to bring the Do- 
8-Jeans triumph. Their progress was 
nmentnrllV stopped when they failed 
5°^ damage after filling the bases 
t0 - their persistency was not to be de-
it was rewarded in the ninth.
„ —prtY Pinch hitting for Tom Grif- 
H5gJ a long single to left field, Kos-
fin. talked, forcing Haggerty to
lowski »■>_ then came Perrin with the 
second, Qf the game, which enabled
telling {ooted Haggerty to scamper
The score: 
PROVIDENCE •
. COLLEGE
ab r h po
Dion.3........ . 4 12 2
3ellig.l.......... 4 112
2riffin,r. ... 2 0 0 0
aHaggerty... 
Koslowski, m 
^errin.l.... 
soberge.c... 
Dorbett,2... 
nHanjmill,2. 
Reilly,s..... 
Dcmax.p.... 
<M&rian.... 
Slanche.p- -. 
f/Marsella.
1110
4 0 10 
4 1 1 10 
0 1 10 
0
0 
2 
2 
0 
0 
1 
0
0 
0 
o 
o 
0 
0
s Welch........  0 0
MOUNT ST. 
MARY’S
ab r hpo a 
3 1 2 4 3-
3
4 
2 
3
at
0[?arrell.2... 
liJ.Lynch,3.. 
OMulhe’rn.m 
0 Delaney, 1.. 
OjBonner.l... 
0j3tuka,c.... 
lT.Lynch.r. . 
2phaniWski,s 
OiD’Rourke.p 
H
4! .
0 
0 
0 
0
0 0 2 
0 13 
0 0 8 
0 0 3 
0 0 3 
111 
1 0 1 
0 0 0
Totals... .35 4 12 27 9 Totals.. 29 3 4 *25 12 
Innings...................... 123456789
t providence College ... 10100001 1—4 
'Mt. St. Mary’s............ 00101 100 0—3
Errors—Dion. Stuka, pelaney, Chanowski
Farrell. Hits—Off Lomax 4 in 6 innings: off 
Blanche 0 in 3. Stolen bases—Dion, Farrell 
Perrin. Three-base hits—Farrell, Sellig. IEome 
run—chanowski. Sacrifice hit—Sellig. Dou­
ble plays—Reilly to Corbett to Perrin: Farrell 
to Delaney. Struck out-i-By Lomax 4; by 
O’Rourke 1: by Blanche 6. First base on balls 
—Off Lomax. 2; off O’Rourke 4. Passed balls— 
Roberge, Stuka. Hit by pitched ball—By Lo­
max (Delaney) J- by Blanche (Farrell). Left 
nn bases—Providence 11; Mt. St. Mary’s 6. 
Time of game—2h. 10m. Umpires—Meehan, 
Foley.
^xBatted for Lomax in 6th inning. 
vBatted for Corbett in 8th inning. 
mRan for Griffin in 1st inning.
ZRan for Marcella in 8th inning. 
nBatted for Griffin in 9th inning.
. ’One out when win_ning._ruxv.sp.ored.
The game was wel? played, both teams 
exhibiting good baseball. The Invader 
could only get four hits but one of these 
was a home run by Shortstop Chanowski 
and another a triple by Farrell, second 
baseman, The Dominicans b^edout 12 ( 
bineles but unlike their rivals they did 
not capitalize all scoring °PP°T“Ttb < 
On two occasions, the third and elgbth : 
innings, the locals filled the bases but 
could not deliver a telling blow.
Lomax starts
Bill Lomax started on the mound for 1 
the Friars, but was not at his best, and 
after being in some tight holes. espe­
cially in the sixth inning when the in­
vaders filled the bases with one out, he 
was relieved In the seventh by A1 
Blanche During the three Innings that 
Blanche pitched he contributed some of 
the best hurling he has shown for the 
Friars. Only 10 men faced him and he 
fanned six of them. The four hits that 
Mt. St. Mary’s made all were collected o 
Lomax.
O’Rourke hurled steadily for the visi- 
tors bufhe gradually began to weaken 
1rv the late innings. He was hit often 
but he managed to keep the Friar tangles 
scattered until Marsella and Haggerty , 
entered the battle. While be was able to 
eet bv other players when hits were 
needed, he did not enjoy this success 
when the Dominican pinch hitters went 
to bat.
Providence scored in the first inning. 
Dion, first batter, flied to centrefield but 
Sellig hit a triple and later scored when | 
Griffin who had walked, was. being put 
out on second on an attempted double 
play of Koslpwskt’s groufifler.
Both teams made one run each in the 
third inning. T. Lynch of the visitor 
reached first base when Dion, Friar third 
baseman, threw wild to Perrin on his 
grounder. Chanowski and O Rourke wdnt 
out but Farrell hit a triple to score 
Lynch.1
Dion started the inning for the Do­
minicans by hitting a s??gI,e’ Gi-ngledwas walked and Koslowski also singled 
to fill the bases. Perrin flied out as Sel 
lig did before him but Roberge hit 
single to score Dion. Corbett grounded 
out to end the rally.
Mt. St. Mary’s Ties Score
Mt. St. Marv’s tied the score at two 
all in the fifth when Chaowski hit hl 
home run and went ahead 3 to 2 in tn 
.sixth. Farrell opened this inning 
getting his second hit of the ga • 
single He went to third on .
; single and later scored on Bonner 3 
rifice fly. ,
In the eighth the locals^ttie coun 
: again at three apiece. Perr*^’ to 
hat, drew a jjasje. on balls. He w - 
second on a ppss^d ball and scored 
Marsella’s long single.
Sellig grounded out in the ninth u 
! Haggerty, after jkling out a foul q 
the fence, singfed. Koslowski 
walked and Perrin stopped the ,,„2Crtywith his single which scored Haggerty 
with the winning tally. _
FRIARS SEEKING 
7TH WIN, FACE
C.C.N.Y. TODAY
Al Blanche Expected to Twirl 
tor P. C. with Spanier 
for Visitors.
With a twin objective of scoring its 
seventh straight triumph of the season 
and avenging a smarting defeat received 
by another Friar sports team last win­
ter, the Providence College baseball team 
} faces the City College of New York nine 
• this afternoon at Hendricken Field Last 
February an excellent C. C. N. Y„ basket 
ball team Invaded this city and hand 
, ed the Friar quintet its worst defeat 
j Cf the season. The Dominicans have 
not forgotten this humiliation and 
! the baseball team is expected to atone 
. partly for this defeat today.
' The Friars showed a stronger batting 
attack in registering their sixth victory 
■on Thursday against the Mt. St. Mary’s 
nine hut most of the 12 hits made cam» 
a.t rare intervals. The team did not 
bunch its hits until "Chief” Marsella 
and Andrew Haggerty showed the way 
with their powerful bats. Marsella may 
start today's game at his old position.
Close Battle Likely
The Friars should win today but again 
j, close battle may result. Coach Jack 
Flynn’s team Is anxious to be undefeated 
when it opposes the crack Boston Col- 
ege nine next Wednesday in what looms 
is one of the most important games on 
week's Eastern college baseball sched­
ule. By downing the Lavender .team to- 
jay, the.».Friars will realize this ob­
jective.
While the Friars were downing Mt. St. 
Vlarv’s on Thursday, the C. C. N. Y. nine 
s-as "being downed by Manhattan lo to 
5 The Lavender outfit got off to a good 
-tart against the Jaspers but its hurlers 
weakened in the late innings and the 
‘ -avy hitting Manhattan boys did con- 
Hderable damage with their bats. How- 
-ver, it took the expert relief hurling 
"f Dick Coccolella to stop C. C. N. Y 
,fter it had knocked Bud Hassett from 
he mound after three innings of piay. 
n-spite the fact that the Friars have 
pnred three of their six victories by only 
run margins, they have exhibited
’ ° . high class baseball. The only ap- 
*»rent weakness Is with the stick'and 
improvement in this department 
team' Should finish high In, the east-Sfcace’lf not on
Friar First Baseman in Action
Oscar Perrin was forced to stretch on this play in fourth inning of Providence College-City College of New York 
game yesterday afternoon at Hendricken Field. Kaplowitz was out trying to beat out Ills bunt. The Friars won 
9 to 3.
JS FRIARS WIN 9 TO 3
. .. —-- -- --
Eddie Quinton Twirls Fine 
Ball as Friars Win 9 to 3
Providence College Defeats 
C. C. N. Y. to Register Seventh
Victory of Season.
producing Its strongfeWf’'dffe''nsive Of 
the season behind the excellent hurlino- 
of Edward Quinton, the Providence Col­
lege baseball team scored Its seventh 
straight victory of the season by defeat­
ing the City College of New York nine 
Bto 3 yesterday afternoon at Hendrick-n 
Field. This was Quinton’s 17th triumph 
in the 20 games he has pitched for the 
Friars.
The Dominican bats were ringing mer­
rily yesterday, 13 hits being made for a 
total of 24 bases. Included in the bat­
tery of Friar hits were one home run 
two triples and four doubles. The Lav­
ender nine was held to six hits by Quin­
ton.
Marsella Plays Full Ganie
Charles “Chief” Ma,rsella, hard-hitting 
right fielder, played his first full game 
and his presence in the lineup seemed 
to inspire the Friars offensively. The 
“Chief” pounded out two triples and a 
double in five times at bat. He knocked 
in three runs and his triple In the fifth 
nning started the Dominicans off to 
their four-run rally. Edward Reilly also 
starred at bat for the winners, getting 
three hits, two singles and a home ?un, 
in four times at bat.
ouinton pitched exceptionally good 
lull yesterday. He toyed with the Laven- 
batters during the first six innings, 
flowing only one hit during that time.
eased up a little in the seventh ln- 
ine however, to allow C. C. N. Y. to 
fj„nc’h three lilts for two runs. The Lav- 
Her nine also got to him for two hits 
cn“, . eighth session for their third tally 
in , a. was able to take things easy ln 
final innings, as he was coasting
mng °n a comfortable lead’
3 O,unton received excellent support 
H Vis mates, the Friar infield making 
from fire plays. Walter Corbett setn- 
sohie around second base, as did Oglio, 
iiuateu N y second baseman. The 
c' fielding play was turned In by
tlllated
the Cf - - ------- — -
feature y. shOrtstop, who prevent 
' m-iar runs ln the sevent,h Innin;Levy- 
ed twc! 
hV mail 
i terrific!^
brilliant catch of Quinton's 
drive.-—--------
Completing the Circuit
Edward Riley, I-rovidence College short stop, crossing the plate after 
hitting a home run over the right field fence ln ^ ^"aUernoon 
dence College-City College of New York game, JMte^ay
Hendricken Field. Oscar Perrin is shown congratulatI » 
scoring ahead of him. Umpire Dad Meehan is watch ng
score, the Friars won 9 to 3.
Best Performance of Season
Taken as a whole, the performance of; 
the Friars yesterday was their best of' 
the season. They played errorless ball.' 
hit hard, and Quinton’s hurling was of a) 
high standard.
During the first six innings only IS 
batters faced Quinton. Soloman. who 
singled in the second base, was the only 
man to reach first base during that time.
The Friars scored their first run in 
the first inning. Sellig reached first 
base when Kaplowitz. C. C. N. Y. third 
baseman, erred on his grounder. Mar­
sella flied out, but Koslowski came 
through with a double to score Sellig. 
Roberge, first man up for the Friars In 
the second Inning, doubled, but the next 
three batters could not do any damage.
, . Dion opened the third Inning for the 
winners with a single. He was sacrificed 
'to. second by Sellig. Marsella doubled 
to score Dion with the second run of the 
game. Koslowski walked, but the next 
two batters were easy outs.
Providence College had two men on 
base In the fourth inning, but a telling 
blow was- not delivered. The Friars 
showed their strongest offensive In the 
fifth when Jour hits, a home run. triple 
double and a single accounted for four 
runs. Marsella opened the Inning with 
a long triple to centre field. He scored 
on Koslowski’s single. Perrin doubled 
to bring Koslowski home. Roberge and 
Corbett were outs, but Reilly hit one 
over the fence for a home run', sending 
Perrin In ahead of him.
Dion Gets a Pass
Dion drew a base on balls to open 
the sixth Inning for the Friars. He was 
caught at second on a fielder’s choice 
but Sellig was safe on first. Marsella 
made his second triple to score Sellig
Kaplowitz hit Quinton for a double 
in the seventh. Soloman also doubled 
to score Kaplowitz with the first C c 
N. Y. run. Levy singled to score Solo­
man. Both teams scored In the eighth 
inning.
Maloney opened the inning by hittlno 
a single for C. C. N. Y. He went to sec­
ond while Katzelnick was being put out 
at first and later scored on Ogllo’s 
single.
Sellig singled for the Friars. Mar­
sella and Koslowski Hied out but. Perrin 
singled to score Sellig with the final run
The score:
PROVIDENCE COL. I C. C fj V
ibrlbpoa ab’rih-
Dion.3.........  4 111 3'OgIio.2.... 4 0 , P? 5
Sellis.l........ 4 3 1 2 0| Gladst’ne.n) 4 0 0 3 0
Hagsevt.v.l.. 0 0 0 0 0 Kapl’ntz,3. 4 l -i n ?
Marsella.r.. 5 2 3 2 OlGoldman.i. 4 0 1 ml
Koslowski,m 4 12 1 Olsoloman.c. 4 i 9 o VPerrin. 1... 5 1 2 15 oit.pw « 0 X f ? 1
Roberge, c.
Corbett.2.. 
npillv s.. ..
Quln'ton.p.. 3 0 0 0 1!
Totals. . . 37 9 13 27 91 Totals. . . 32 3 r 94 n
Innings .................... -1 2 3 4 5 6 7 a 9 ’
Providence .............. 1 0 1 0 2 4 0 1 X—0
C. C. N T. .......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 2 1 O_J>
Error—Kaplowitz. Stolen base—sellic
Two-base hits—Roberge, Koslowski, Marsella" 
perrin. Kaplowitz. Soloman. Three-base Hid 
Marsella 2. Home run—.Reilly. Sacrifice 
bit—Sellig- Struck out—By Ouinton 3; hr 
„1 First base on balls—off Pose a . 
hr pitched t*”-’3,'' Poss—Quinton. b2ileehan and Foley.
Hit 
Umpires
. to take the moundAl Blanche, Providence College pitcher, is <*I»<*** College nine at 
this afternoon for Friars when they meet the no=
Newton, Mass. Both teams are undefeated for the seasoi
FRIARS PREPARING 
FOR B. C. CONTEST
Wineapple and Murphy, 1928 
Battery Stars, Aid in Drilling 
Dominican Nine.
Two players who were Instrumental In 
bringing the Eastern college baseball ' 
championship to Providence College in 
1928 returned to their alma mater yes­
terday to help prepare another Friar 
nine for its first serious bid for the 1932 
Eastern college title. The Dominican 
baseball team has an important contest 
with the Boston College nine tomorrow 
in the Hub, This game Is expected, to 
have an Important bearing on the race 
for the Eastern crown and yesterday Ed­
die Wineapple, one of the best hurlers 
In Providence College history, and his 
old battery mate, “Chuck” Murphy, 
worked with the Friars in a practice 
game.
Inasmuch as the Friars may face the 
Eagles’ star left-hander, Ed Gallagher,' 
tomorrow, the battirjg practice that the 
Flynnmen garnered from the southpaw' 
pitching of Wineapple yesterday un­
doubtedly will prove of value. The team 
held a long drill during which much time 
was devoted to batting. The participa­
tion of Wineapple and Murphy put more 
zest into the workout.
Considerable interest Is being mani­
fested in tomorrow’s game by the Friar 
students and it is expected that a large 
number will accompany the team to Bos­
ton.
The Friars, who have won seven 
straight games, are confident of down­
ing the Eagles, who also are undefeated 
in college games. The Dominicans twice 
downed the Eagles last season In close 
vames and this year's series also Is ex­
pected to produce the closest of compe­
tition Tlie prospects of Coach Flynn’s 
charges to win were further strength­
ened against the City College of New 
york nine last Saturday.
Either Danny Connors or AI Blanche 
ill hurl for the Friars. Each scored a
7-torv over the Eagles last season. Both 
' ready for the game and both have 
purled excellent ball thus far this sea­
son- . « •
Two Providence College sports teams 
•u oDbose Dean Academy athletes to-
W1, The Junior ’Varsity baseball team 
d®.y,' play there as will the Filar Fresh­
man tennis team.

friars trim boston
COLLEGE 3-1
ON REILLY’S HOME RUN
P. C. Shortstop Takes Game 
from Eagles in 9th Inning
--------------
Gets Circuit Clout with Two On. 
Al Blanche Gives B. C.
Only Three Hits.
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
Alumni Field, Newton, Mass., May 11.
-.Edward Reilly is Providence College's 
new baseball hero. This serious, hard­
working shortstop richly won the right 
to that honor here today when he hit a 
home run in the ninth Inning with two 
of his mates on base to give the Friars 
a thrilling 3 to 1 triumph over the Bos­
ton College nine.
This home run by Reilly turned defeat 
lnto victory for the Dominicans and 
snapped the eight-game winning streak 
in college games of the Eagle's. This was 
the eighth successive triumph of the sea­
son for the Friars who now are perched 
in an enviable position in the race for 
the Eastern college baseball champion-
ShlP' Blanche Gives Three'Hits
Another Providence athlete who 
, "lts praise is Al Blanche, who pitched 
the best games of his career in 
flirting the highly-touted Eagles to 
Tftree hits. Blanche gave a masterful 
'hurling exhibition and well deserved vlc-
Eagles scored a run in the sixth 
(5,ne to take 1 to 0 lead. This lone 
‘♦□llv loomed large as the game was 
t drawing to a close. The Friars
’ J n»d a number of opportunities to 
ka“ runs but until Reilly made his 
Si°cuit hit, they could not produce tell-'
'lng.«l?’the top of the Friar batting or- 
Aft® ,,d do nothing with Emil "Buddy” 
der c° ,„les hurler, in the eighth inning,
Roy’Jtiar prospects of victory were at 
the n a with the bottom of Provii 
« low eDU'
^ame played: May 11,1952
dence batting list coming to bat in the 
ninth, victory already was conceded to 
the homesters. But there was another 
chapter of this game to be written.
Perrin, first batter in-the ninth for the 
Friars, was walked. He was advanced 
to second by Roberge. The Eagles tried 
to nail Perrin.at second and failed. Ro­
berge also was safe on first. Corbett 
made a sacrifice hit to advance Perrin 
to third • and Roberge to second.
The Friar rooters were in an uproar 
when Reilly went to bat. ' Coach Jack 
Flynn had Edward Quinton warming up 
as he planned to send in Louis Marian 
to pinch hit for Blanche in case Reilly j 
did not come through. But a pinch 
hitter was not (.needed for Reilly con­
nected with one of Roy’s fast balls and 
sent it on a long, low ride to deep right 
field. Perrin and Roberge scampered 
home before him.
Two Strike Out
The Eagels tried hard in their final 
bat to tie the count but they could do 
nothing with Blanche, w’ho struck out 
two of the three men to face him in , 
this inning and forced the other to 
ground out.
This is the second time in the baseball 
series between the Eagles and the Friars i 
that a ninth inning home run has 
spelled defeat for the Boston tioys just 
when victory seemed certain. Last sea­
son in Providence, Tom Griffin hit a 
home run with the bases loaded in the 1 
ninth inning to bring the Friars a 6 to 
5 victory over the Eagles after the latter 
were leading 5 to 2. This also is the 
second time in two years that Reilly has 
produced a winning blow for the Friars. 
In the St. John’s game last season, his 
single in the 10th inning brought his 
team a 6 to 5 victory over the Redmen.
The game was packed wit-h thrills. 
Both teams played good baseball. Reilly’s 
home run broke up an interesting pitch­
ers’ battle between two of the best 
hurlers in college baseball ranks. Up . 
until the ninth, Roy had held the Friars 
to four hits. The Eagles hurler was in 
trouble on a number of occasions, but 
he was deadly effective in the pinches. 
This is Roy’s first defeat of the season, 
but he I arced an excellent baseball team 
to fight hard all the way to turn the 
trick.
Neither team could score during the 
first five innings but both had oppor­
tunities. it was sharp fielding that pre­
vented earlier scoring than the sixth in­
ning when the Eagles made their lone 
run.
The Eagles got a man on third base 
in the first inning after one was out, 
but Blanche forced Kittredge to ground 
out and fanned Blake to prevent any 
scoring. The Friars had three men on 
base in the second inning with only one 
out. Koslowski, first man up, fanned, 
but Perrin drew a base on balls. Ro­
berge reached first on a fielder’s choice 
and Chesnulevlch, Boston College sec­
ond baseman, dropped the ball In an 
attempt to get Perrin at second. Corbett 
also drew a walk to HU the bases Roy 
however, fanned Reilly and Blanche filed 
out to left field to halt the Friar prog­
ress. '
Caught at Second
The Eagles got a man on base in the 
second, but he was caught at second 
base. Tire Friars went out In order in 
the third. Spognardi doubled for the 
Friars In the third after two were out 
but Kittredge grounded out at first for 
the third out.
Koslowski, first time up for the Friars 
In the fourth, got a single but he was 
caught at second base. Perrin and Ro­
berge made the second and third outs, 
respectively. The Eagles were retired in 
order in the fourth. Both Corbett and 
Dion got singles nn the fifth inning for 
the Friars, but with Corbett on third the 
Friars could not get to Roy for a scoring 
blngle.
Boston College gottwo men on base In 
the fifth after two were out, Lane draw­
ing a base on balls and Blanche hitting 
Crowley with a pitched ball, but Spoc- 
nardl fanned to end the Inning, Only 
three Friar batters faced Roy ln the 
sixth.
Kittredge, first at hat for the Eagles 
in the sixth, grounded out at first but 
Blake drew a base on balls, ghea 
reached first on Corbett’s error of his 
grounder. Chesnulevlch filed out to left 
field for the second out but McIntyre hit 
a single over first base to score Blake with 
the first run of the game. The Friars 
had an opportunity to score in the sev­
enth but runs were wasted on the bases 
Neither team threatened in the eighth^
The score:
PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE 1
ab r h po a 
4 0 2 1 0Dion,3 ...
Sellig. 1.......... 7 vMarsella.r.. 4 0 
Koslowski,m 4 0 
perrin.1. ...21 
Ftoberge.c... 4 l 
Corbett,2... 1 0
Reill.v.s........3 1
Blanche,p 4 0
0 10 
10 0 
110 
0 9 3 
0 7 2 
1 3 4 
12 3 
0 12
DVD JL
COLLEGE 
_ sbrhp’
xLane.m... 3 0 1 ' 
zCrowley,3. 2 * 
3pognafdi.s 3 
Kittredge, 1 4 
Blake,r... 3
Shea.l........ 4
Ch’nulevich,2 
Mclntyre.c. 3
0 0 
0 12 
0 0 1C 
1 0 0 
001 
4 0 0 
0 16 
0 0 0Roy.p^
Totals 
12 3 4
, 30 3 6 25 14 27Innings .................... x * ** 5 6 7 8 9
providence College.... 00000000 3- 
Boston College .......00 0 0 0 1 o 0 0-
Errors—Spognardi. Reilly, Corbett 2. chi 
nnlevich Stolen base—Lane. Two-base • 
—Spognardi. Rome run—Reilly. sacrif 
nit,—Corbett 2. Reilly, P.oberge. Double pi 
_cnognardl to Chesnulevlch to Kittred 
otruck out—By Blanche 5. by Roy 6. Pi 
else 'on balls—Off Blanche 2. oil F.oy 
Pnssed ball—P.oberge. Hit by pitched bal 
n. Blanche (Spognardi. Crowley). Left
ps_ providence College 7. Boston (follege
umpires—Keaney antl Ayers.
—^Called out for bunting foul on third str:
,Uit by batted ball in 1st.
Totals
Rival Hurlers
On top Is Eddie Quinton, Friar hurling 
ace, who will face Bert Humphries, 
Brown hurler, bottom, when tire 
Brown and Providence College nines 
play today at Aldrich Field in the sec­
ond game of tlieir annual series. Quin­
ton lias scored live straight victories 
over the Bruins and Humphries today 
will make a determined effort to halt 
the winning ways of Eddie.
Bruin, Friar Nines to 
First Game of Series
Humphries and Quinton Will Be 
Opposing Hurlers in Aldrich 
Field Tilt.
Boasting an uni; .(feated record and 
victories over some' of the leading col­
lege teams in the East, the Providence 
College nine Invades Aldrich Field today 
lor the first of a two-game series with 
Brown. The game will start nt 3:30 
o'clock.
The series is an annual event between 
the two colleges and dates back to 1923 
In ail 19 games have been playedduring 
this period, 11 of which have been won 
by the Dominicans and eight by the 
Bears.
For the past two seasons the Friars 
have made a clean sweep of the games 
to take the lead in the matter of contests 
won and lost. The last Bruin Victory 
was scored In 1929 when the Providence 
College nine was turned back, l to 0.
Keen Competition
Every game in tlje series' has been 
productive of keen competition and to­
day’s tilt is expected to be no exception 
Bert Humphries, the Bears' star speedL 
ball artist, has been selected by Coach 
Jack Kelleher to take the mound for- 
Brown while Eddie Qumton. one of the 
best pitchers in Providence College base­
ball history, will twirl for the Domini­
cans. , , , ,
The Bears have, lost only two games 
■out of eight starts. Both tilts were 
dropped to Holy Cross.
Coach Jack Kelleher’s charges scored 
R brilliant victory over Colgate on Tues­
day, In that game the Bears displayed 
their best ball of the season to beat the 
Maroon nine 5 to 3 while being held to 
four hits.
' Humphries in the box the Bears
______ r\f Vs ~_______________
Brown-Providence 
Scores of Past Games
The scores of the games played thus 
ir follow:
[ay 2, 1923—Brown 4, Providence 0. 
me 7, 1924—Providence 1, Brown 0.
• 2,0 innings i
unc 14, 1924—-Brown 2. Providence 1. 
une 6. 1925—Brown 2, Providence 0. 
une 13, 1925—Providence 8. Brown 3. 
tay 15, 1926—Brown 2, Providence 0. 
fay 22, 1926—Providence 6. Brown 5.
(18 innings i
Jay 14, 1927—Brown 3. Providence 2. 
Jay 21, 1927—Brown 7, Providence 1. 
lay 28, 1928—Providence 4, Brown 1. 
une 2, 1928—Brown 5. Providence 4. 
une U, 1928—Providence 4, Brown 1. 
jay 11. 1929—Providence 5. Brown 4.
i!’ 1Q29—Brown 5. Providence 3. 
jay 28, 1929—Providence 1, Brown 0. 
J930—Providence 5. Brown 4.
iav a4’,1930—Providence 14. Brown 2. 
K % 1931— Providence 7. Brown 1.
1931—Providence 2, Brown 1. 
ovidence—Won 11: Brown 8.
. XX-.J — ---- --..s.. !
stand an excellent chance of handing 
the Friars their first setback of the sea- 
1 n Humphries, a sophomore, has been
1 ‘ xu. lsriint nf rUtflhinO' iVs..doing the brunt of the pitching for the 
nrulns and has been an important lac- 
f ln the success which they have met.
ouinton defeated the Bruins In both 
„„n-ies last Ycar and- this ls °ne ot tlle 
reasons why Coach Jack Flynn has 
nminated him-, to do the twirling today. 
J10” Humphries, Quinton depends most- 
, ! on a fast ball for his effectiveness. 
ly Change in Balling Order
The Brown batting order has under­
gone one change for the game with Red 
S. nt second baseman, being moved up 
1 r om the seventh to sixth position. Hunt 
iToke into the lineup on Tuesday for 
! ’r°t yme as a substitute for Maury 
I .Ttn who wrenched his ankle In the 
I Tufts game. The latter Is still on the
ln«unt 'handled the second base job 
, faultless style in his first starting 
ln inment and Coach Jack Kelleher was 
SSS/mUCh impressed with his play. The 
very is a fairly good hitter.
The rest of the Brown lineup,will be 
eatne with Hal Fowler catching and 
tl’e E‘ jpcj{ caulklns at first base. Hunt
LINEUPS AT xlLORICK FIELD
PROVIDENCE
BROWN COLLEGE
Harris, s. a. Dion. 3 b. -
Silvonsn, 1. f. Sellig. 1. f.
Kroeger, in. Marsella. r. f.
Gilmartin, 3 b. Koslowski, m.
Tracy, r. f. Perrin. I b.
Hunt. 2 b. ROberee, c.
Caulkins, 1 b. .Corbett, 2 b.
Bowler, c. Reilly, s. s.
Humphries, p. Quinton, p.
■will be at second, Bucky Harris tVj' T? 
at short and Eddie Gilmartin at thin:. 
The outfield will be made up M 
Sllvonen ln left, Bud Kroeger in centre 
and Ed TraCy in right.
Coach Jack Flynn will start the ... 
team which nosed out Boston Ci ,t>
3 to 1 on Wednesday. The ^J^LS-ieg 
with pride to this victory over the Eg 
for it was the first defeat of the scam 
for the Boston nine.
Good Defence
In the last few games, Flynn s eh fe 
have shown a steady improvement 
their hitting and are confident oi^ 
ting by Humphries today. inhm-e one of the best defensive clubs In
college Jraseball. . string
The Friars us running up uie“ dc. 
of eight consecutive victories h , - 
feated Lowell Textile. pratt-New 
Manhattan College. s'Prin,siY C-
Hampshire. Mount St. Mary's Co
C. N. Y. and Boston College.

rameplayed: May 14,1932
SCORE TWO RUNS
TO BEAT BRUINS 2-0
y-• ......
Single By Corbett Enables 
Friars to Win 9th Straight
Quinton Allows But Four Hits in
■ Taming Bears tor Fifth
Time
" .........V .................................................... :
Walter Corbett’s smashing single over 
j, first base which sent two runners across,
the plate gave the Providence College
! ball club a ninth inning, 2 to 0 victory 
over Brown at Aldrich Field yesterday 
in the opening tilt of the local colleges' 
two-game series. It was the ninth 
straight triumph for the Friars.
That punch delivered by the Friars’ 
smart second sacker climaxed an after­
noon of brilliant play by this ex-Somer­
ville. Mass., high school star and caused 
a break ih the close pitching duel bein’ 
staged by Eddie Quinton, ace of the 
Dominican mound corps, and Bert 
Humphries, capable Bruin Sophomore.
Aided, of course, by Corbett, Quin- 
don registered his 19th triumph in 22 
■college starts and his fifth straight over 
Brown in the past three seasons. Four 
singles, two of them of the scratch va­
riety, were all the Bears were able to 
garner off the Friar hurling artist.
Koslowski Starts Rally
Brown rallied gamely in the last half ' 
of the final frame in an effort to cut 
down the lead the Friars had gained in 
the opening half. It was then that the 
Beats collected their only two clean hits 
of the contest. But Quinton regained 
control after that slight lapse to end the 
game for a shut-out victory.
After “Chief" Marsella had popped out 
to Buckv Harris to start the ninth frame, 
Ed Koslowski and Oscar Perrin crashed
■ singles into right centre to complete a 
scoring set-up for the Friars. Ollie Ro- ; 
berge tried valiantly to score his mates . 
but his best effort was a slow roller to 
Karris who made the throw to Caulkins ■ 
at first in time for the put-out although 
Koslowski and Perrin each advanced a
base.- .
Then in the midst of a rain shower 
Corbett kept‘Humphries tossing ’em 
until tbe count had reached three and. 
tw0. Finally the -“right" one came up 
arid the Dominican second baseman 
drove the ball squarely- over the first 
! cushion and into right field. Koslow- 
Slcl and Perrin scored easily, the latter 
beating Traeey’s throw to the plate with 
yards to spare. Reilly, Friar shortstop 
ended the rally when he was tossed out 
Fowler to Caulkins, on a roller in front 
of the plate.
I"Out” By a Spike Length
■
•, to 0 triumph over Brown yes*. 
Aldrich Field. Jack Caulkins, 
Ills toot on the bag. Corbett
B alter Corbett, Friar second sacker who was the hero c 
terday, shown being tossed out at first in the seventh li 
Bruin first baseman, had to reach for Gllmartln's throw
reached the base a fraction of a second too late.
Star Fielding
Brown’s filial threat of the game was 
made in its haif of the ninth after Har­
ris had fouled out to Perrin and Silvonen 
hit a line drive to the same player. Kroe- 
ger, Bruin centre gardener, slapped a 
clean single over second base and ad­
vanced to third when Gilmartln dupli­
cated that hit. -Tracey filed out to Sellig 
in left field to end the game.
Humphries’s exhibition of mound 
work left little to be desired. He held 
the opposition to seven hits, with just 
the last three figuring in the scoring.
Both inner defences functioned with­
out error in the pinches when runs 
were threatened. The only misplays of 
the game were chalked up against the 
Friars. Reilly, shortstop, getting two, 
and Corbett, second sacker, one. Cor­
bett more than made up for his miscue 
with his timely wallop. In addition, the 
Bay Stater made good on nine other 
i chances and collected two hits out of
three official trips to the plate.
A brace of snappj’ double killings cut 
short two budding brown rallies in the 
early Innings. The first came in the 
opening frame after Harris flied out 
and Silvonen drew a walk. Kroeger 
drove a sharp liner to Dion, who tossed 
to Corbett to force Silvonen at second. 
Corbett, In turn, relayed the throw to 
Perrin to nip Kroeger at the initial 
cushion.
Harris Makes Fine Play 
. In the third Silvonen drew- his sec­
ond walk of the game and went to sec­
ond when Kroeger was safe on Reilly's 
error. Gilmartln flied out to Koslowski 
in centre field and Silvonen was caught 
at third on a perfect toss from the Friar
middle gardener to Bobby Dion,
Bucky Harris. Brown’s chunky short
fielder, pulled Humphries out of possible 
trouble in the eighth after one was out 
and the Bruin twirler had issued a free 
ticket to Dion. Sellig shot a grounder 
just to the left of second base. Harris 
raced over, got the ball in his gloved 
hand, touched second and rifled the ball 
to Caulkins in time to get the Friar left 
fielder.
"Red” Hunt, Bruin second baseman, 
came to Humphries’ rescue in the fourth 
inning after successive singles by Mar- 
sella and Koslowski put two Friars on 
the bases. Perrin hit to Hunt and Mar- 
sella was forced out, Hunt.to Harris. 
Then Roberge drove another grounder 
to HUiit and was tossed out at first to 
kill that rally.
Koslowski, centre fielder for the vic­
tors was the batting leader of the game j 
witli three singles out of three official 1 
tries. He was walked once. His fine toss : 
to Dion in the fourth to complete the 
double play on Gilmartin and Solvonen, 
and his third bingle of the game, in the 
ninth completed a fine day’s perform-
The score:
PROV. COLLEGEabrhpoa 
2 0 0 1 2!Harris,s..
4 0 0 2 OjSilvonan,!. 
4 0 10 OJKroeger.m
Dion, 3 
Sellig. 1 
Marsellar
BROWN
ab r h po; 
4 0 14
3 0 0 11
4 0 10
KoiowS.m 3 13 1 l;Gilmarttn,3 4 0 1 1 
Kos - . 4 119 0|Tracey,r... 4 0 0 2Perrin,1.• ■ 
Roberge,c. 
Corbett,2.. 
Reilly. ’■ ■ •' juinton.P- ■ 
Totals ■ • 
Innings
4 0 0 8 2!Hunt,2. . , .
3 0 2 6 3|caulklns,l.
3 0 0 0 OlFowler.c...
3 0 0 0 3IHump'ies,p
2 0 0 0 
3 0 0 13 I 
3 0 15: 
3ooi: 
30 2 7 27 14'; Totals. .30 0 4 27 1(
.............. ..1 2 3 4 5 8 7 8 9
College. ... 00000000 2-provi^enCe - — - - - - - -
nrs—Reilly 2- Corbett. Stolen base—Co' SrrsaSflc'-ReiIly' Double Plays-Hsrr
,etl’..7n.in»: Dion .to Corbett, to Perrin: Kos
r q crin e—iwuij. AJuuoi plays—
K r'autt»i: l i° r ett t  erri ,
10 oi to Dion. Struck out—By Humnhrie 
loW? ouinton 6. Bare on balls—Off Hum 5tX 4: o« «d»nton 3 Umpiret-ScUugh 
Hn and Cleary- Time of game—2h, gm. g
w Wsk-hebalb
tribune
Auer,Fordham, 
East’s Leading 
College Pitcher
2 Victories Raise His Total 
to 7, With no Defeats; 
Providence Unbeaten;
Behind the sterling pitching of a . 
sophomore, Kenneth Auer, who won , 
two victories that made him the rank- 
ine Ditcher in the Bast, Fordhams 
baseball team advanced sec
nlace in the standing among xne 
maior colleges of the East, as all ex- 
“e^t one oSf the section’s unbeaten 
teams joined the ranks of the con
^Th/ only Undefeated nine in the 
East is Providence, which during the 
last three years has been a P°^er, 
college baseball and which now has 
•won nine games straight, adding t 
during the week just past. Fordham 
has been beaten only once in eleven 
games—an average of .909.
defeated two metropolitan °PP°n g 
Columbia and N. Y. U., last week, these 
triumphs placing them also in tne 
leading position for the metr°P°lita^ 
title, with five victories and no de 
feats in this series.
Providence has defeated Bowell Tex 
tile, Pratt. Manhattan Springfield, 
New Hampshire, Mount St. Mary s,
C C N Y„ Boston College and Brown, 
and its victory over Boston College was 
that team’s first defeat of the season 
1 Fordham, curiously enough, was beat | 
en only by Boston College, 9 to 8, while, 
it, defeated Princeton,- Manhattan ano- 
Columbia twice, Yale, Temple, Duke, j 
Seton Hall and N. Y. U. , ,n
Auer was the winning P140*1®1, 
both games last week, bringing his rec 
ord to seven straight victories. He 
leads Coughlin, of Army, by two games. 
Rammer, Princeton; Quinton, 
deuce, and McCuskey, Amherst, 1have 
won lour games each and lost non . 
Gallagher, of Boston College, and 
Blanche, cf Providence, have each won 
three straight. Felix Andruskiewicz, 
of Tufts, has won seven out ofeight, 
and Ray White, of Columbia, has
taken seven out of nine,
Columbia furnished all of the fire
works in the Eastern Intercollegiate 
Baseball League, winning games from 
Dartmouth and Princeton to rank 
second to Yale, which defeated Cornel 
in its only league contest of the week. 
Yale has won five out of seven 
Columbia five out of eight.
General Records
Team Standings
L (Games with alumni or professional teams 
not included)
W. L. Pet.
Provi’nce 9 
Fordham.10 
9 
6
0 1.000 W. L.
.909
.900
.875
.800
.800
.800
.778
.750
.714
.714
.607
.007
.067
.G07
.030
.503
.550
.545
Manh’n... 
Swa’more 7
Penn....... 5
Penn St.. 4 
Georget’n 4 
C. C. N.Y. 6 
Bucknell. 3 
Union.... 2 
Colgate... 3 
Rutgers.. 3 
Stev. Tec. 3 
Gettysb’g. 2 
Temple... 4 
Wesleyan. 2 
Bos’n U.. 3
Navy....... 2
Vermont. 3 13 
Syracuse^ 1 0
Cornell... 1 6
Army 
Amherst.
Laf’ette... 8 
Bos. Col. 8 
Holy Cr.. 4 
Tufts ... 7 
Set. Hall. 0 
Vill’ova.. 10 
Williams. 5 
♦Col’m’a.10 
Yale ....10 
Harvard.. 6 
Brown ... 0 
*N. Y. U. 7 
Princeton 9 
Dartm’h. 5 
Lehigh ..65.
♦Played 1-1 tie.
Metropolitan Series Standings
W. L. | w,
(('Manhattan .. i 
2 (C. C. N. Y.... o
Pet. 
.538' 
.538 
.500 
.500' 
.444 
.429 . 
.429 
.400 
.375 
.333 
.333 
.333 
•28G 
.286 
.273 
.250 
.188 
.143 
.143
Fordham 
♦Columbia ....3
♦N. Y. U........ 1
♦Played 1-1 tie in seven innings.
L.
4
3
Individual Pitching
Auer, j? uxiuHuu. . < v xaiauio, otevens 2 
Coughlin, Army..5 0 Lindquist, Georg 2 
Hammer, Prince.4 0 Corson, Boston U2 “ I 
Quinton, Provi...4 o Wilson, Princeton2 2 
McCuskey, Amh..4 0 Taylor, Harvard. 1 i . 
Gallagher. B. C..3 0 Heanry, Georget.l 1 
Blanche,, Provi...3 0 Thompson, Amh l l ' 
Connors, Provi...2 0 Carpenter, Georg 1 i 
Graney, Fordh’m.2 0 Thompson, Temp'i i 
Thompson, Dart..2 O Plotkin, Bost’n U 1 l
'Simons, Penn......l o uebonis, Penn St.l l
Davis, Lafayette. 1 0 Liddy, Rutgers...l i 
Sprague, Harv’rd.l 0 LaFlamme, Colg •» 3
powers. B. C........1 0 G. Parker, Yale. .2 3
Kies, Yale............ 1 0 Spanier, C.C.N.Y.3 5
nAU'io Rrnwn. . .1 O Janin. Rutaorc .
prenderg st, Man.i o uarnson, Manh..i ‘> 
Comerford, Ford.l 0 Davenport, Navy.i o 
Mulligan, Holy C.l 0 Wiggers, Wesley..1 o 
Bay, Princeton.. .1 0 Kiffney, Syrac’se.l 2 
Karellis, Amh’rst.l 0 Coombs. Navy...i 3
Downes, B. C.......1 0 Sweet, Wesleyan.l 9
O’Donnell, Vill... 1 0 McNamara,
Reitz, Villanova..! 0 N. Y. U...............j 3
Cramer, Temple.. 1 0 Gudd, Temple.... 1 3 
Signer, N. Y. U...1 0 Sereysky, Cornell. 1 3 
Shearer, N. Y. U..1 0 Dougal, Temple..! 3 
Andruskiewicz, Rutkowski, Vt...i 5
Tufts................. 7 1 Burnell, Vermont. 0 1
Glenn, Lafayette.4 1 Dill, Union.......... ..  ,
Vavra, N. Y. U...4 1 Noznesky. Georg..o 1 
t nnzirv Army... 4 1 WOltman. Pririno n 1
IN. x u .1* j. vr ..O
/, ... olt , ince. 0 l
l, Yale....... 4 1 Cowell, Gettysb’g. o l
f’nlnmhift.7 2 McLeaf. Oet.tvsk a i
inter, awarvu-. . o j. u...u i
fahoney. Holy C.3 1 Lojko, Boston U. .<) i 
Jake, Manhat. ..4 2 Black, Syracuse, .o i 
ins, Villanova. .4 2 Stcffenelli. Syra. .0 i 
ievens. Harvard.4 2 Ware, Lehigh....o j
lauschkolb, Dow, Lehigh........ ,i i
C C. N. Y......... 2 1 Davies. Rutgers..o i
armer. Vermont.2 1 Dagenais, Colum.o l , 
tiller. Dartm’th.,2 1 Harrington, Penn.O i
rown. Seton H...2 .1 Kelly, Penn..........0 1
heehan, Will’ms.2 1. Giacondino, Ford.o l 
lick. Lehigh....2 1 Clouser, Temple..0 1
nv B. C..............3 2 Campbell. Navy. .0 ]
'likens, Colum..3 2 Brown, Tufts.... o i I 
chilis, Villanov.3 2 Williams. Cornell.0 1 ! 
umnhries, Br’n.4 3 Hassett, Manhat..0 2 
•ctson, Swarth.. 4 4 Samuels, Prince.. 0 2 1 
cade, Penn St. .3 3 Weafer, Boston U.O 2 
iwhida. Penn...3 3 Rollins, Stevens..0 2 
eredith, Union.2 2 Spalding, Temple.(i 2
fiettys. .2 2 Bradley. Syrae.'se n »
YALE NINE STOPS FRIARS
; Wheeler Halts Victory Run 
of Dominicans at New Haven: ' .. .. . .. I—.NN:. r
Friars Unable to Score After 
' Filling Bases with One 
,, Out in 7th.
(Special to the Providence Journal) 
New Haven, Conn., May 18.—It is a
long trail that has no ending, and Yale 
field provided the locale today tor the 
first defeat of the Providence College, 
nine, leading contender for the Eastern 
collegiate diamond title, as an alert Eli 
nine swept through to a. 3 to 1 victory! 
to snap the nine game win streak of the! 
Pillars. The setback marks the second 
time in as many years that a Yale ag­
gregation has bested a. Dominican nine, 
and the defeat removes the Rhode Is­
landers from the undefeated position 
they held alone until this afternoon.
Timely hitting'in the pinches, coupled
with heads-up baseball on the part of 
the locals proved the undong of the Fri­
ars, coupled with the inability of the 
visitors to solve the offerings of Ned ‘ 
Wheeler, rangy right hander of the Eli . 
mound forces. Wheeler was nicked for 
but five hits, only two of which were 
' bunched to net a score. The Yale hurl- 
er encountered two unsteady innings, 
the second and the seventh, but proved 
able to come through with colors flying 
to score one of the major victories of the 
season.
Chance in 7th
With A1 Blanche out of the picture as 
the result of an arm injury sustained 
yesterday. Coach Jack Flynn of the 
Friars was forced to switch his plans 
today; and so sent Danny Connors to the 
slab. Connors twirled fair ball although i 
he had difficulty in keeping ahead of 
his batters. In the seventh Connors 
gave way to a pinch hitter and Bill Lo­
max took up the burden to hold the Eli 
sluggers in check for the remainder of 
the fray.
Providence had a splendid chance to 
claim the game in the seventh inning, . 
the one frame when Wheeler struck a 
snag and appeared to be headed for the ( 
showers. Perrin started the trouble in I 
this inning with a lusty triple to deep 
right field, and Roberge continued the 
attack with a sharp single to centre to 
account for the Friar run. Corbett i 
walked, and Coach Joe Wood rushed I 
Johnny Broaca, his star hufler, to the 
bull pen. Reilly moved both runners up 
with a perfect sacrifice bunt and the ; 
stage was set to claim two markers to ! 
tie the score at three all. ' '
Game played: May 18,1952
Coach Flynn played one "of the reserve 
I aces, sending Leo Marion, southpaw
fclugger. to bat for Connors. Marion was 1 
hit in the shoulder by one of Wheeler’s !
, wild shoots, and the bases were crowded ' 
j with but one out. Dion made a, bid for l 
a Texas leaguer into right, but Pond ■ 
came in fast and made a fine catch. Then -
Sellig tailed in the crisis, fanning on 
called strikes for the final out.
Vale Scores in First
[ Aside from this attack the'one in th» ‘ 
second inning was the only other worry > 
for the Eli hurler. In that frame Kos­
lowski singled, moved up on Perrin's ' 
out at first, and went to third when. 
Booth mussed up Roberge’s grass cut- 
ter. Corbett and Reilly were infield outs 
to end the rally and frustrate any pos-
, sible Providence scoring attempts.
Yale scored one run in the first in­
ning. Williamson worked Connors for- 
, a free ticket to first but was forced al 
j second when Perrin fielded Kimball’s^ 
grounder to that station. Fletcher drew 
a walk, moving Kimball to second from 
where he scored when Maine, Eli back­
stop, laced a single into centre.
In the third, with two out, Maine
started another rally when he doubled 
along the left field foul line and then 
scored when Parker tripled to deep cen­
tre.
The final Yale run .was scored in the 
fifth when Williamson went all the way 
to second, after Perrin pegged wildly to 
fire on a throw to Connofs after field- 
, ing a grounder, and scored when Fletch­
er poked a single into right field, 
i Corbett's sensational stop of Parker’s
bid for a hit to right with men on in 
the first Inning for an out at first 
and Parker’s rifle throw from centre- 
field to nip Marsella trying to go from ! 
second to third after a fly catch in the 
fourth, were the fielding gems of the 
clash.
YALE 
ab r h
Williamson.3 3 1 0 3 1 Dion.3
Kimball.1 
Fletcher. 2 
Maine.c . . 
BParker.m 
Pond.r . ■. 
McGowan.1 
Wheeler.p 
Booth, s .. •
3 1 0100 
2 0 12 1 
112 6 0
4 0 2 3 1
PROVIDENCE 
b r h 
5 0 0
Sellig.l . ... 
Marsella,r 
K’Jowski.m 
Perrin,1
3 0 12 OiRoberge.c
4 0 11 OiCorbett.2 , 
4 0 0 0 3|Reilly,ss . 
3 0 0 0 3!Connors,p
Loniax.p . 
xMarion ., 
xxBurns ..
4 0 
3 1
4 0 1 
3 0 1) 
3 0 1 
2 0 0 
0 0 0 
0 0 0
Totals 
Yale .. • 
Providence
30 3 7 27 9
0 0 0 0
Totals .
10 10 1
^oviaciivc ................. OOOOOu.
Errors—Williamson. Booth, Perrin. Hits * 
Off Connors. 6 in 6 innings; off Lomax, l in 
2 innings. Stolen bases—McGowan. Fletcher
9 Two base hits—Maine. Three base hits__
Parker, Perrin. Sacrifice hits—Kimball 
pond, Reilly. Double plays—Parker to Wil­
liamson. Struck out—By Connors, 3; bv 
Lomax, 1; by Wheeler, 5. Base on balls—Off 
Connors. 2; off Lomax. 1; off Wheeler, 3.
Passed balls—Roberge. Hit by pitched ball__
By Wheeler /'Marion). First base on errors__
Providence. 2; Yale, 1. Left on bases—Provi­
dence. 9: Yale, 8. Time of game—2 hours 
25 minutes. Umpires—Schroeder, (platei- 
Skelly (bases). j
32 I S 24 8 
0 0 Q x—3 
0 10 0—1
IxBatted for Connors in 7th. xxBatted for Lomax in 9th.
Scoring for Friars
Boltliy IHon, Providence College till rd baseman, crossing tbe plate for 
(be first tally in eighth Inning of Providence College-Manhattan Col­
lege game yesterday afternoon at Hendricken Field. Dion scored Hom 
third with bases full on Koslowskl’s hit. The Friars won 3 to 0.
.... .................... sme Played: 19)1932
fnIARS TOP MANHA TTAN 3-0
—
Lomax Pitchs Masterful
BaJl, Allowing Two Hits
Providence College Thus Wins 
10th Game.—All Scoring
in Eighth.
Best Game or Season 
The game was the best played at the
Friar.ball grounds this season. Up un- 
til the eighth Inning, the two mounds- 
men were engaging in a pretty pitchers'
I duel. Batters on both teams were being 
retired with surprising regularity. But 
baseball games call tor “breaks” and the ' 
one in this game came in the eighth 
which broke up the interesting mound
) battle.
During the first seven innings only 22 
batters faced Lomax and Blake worked 
on two more. There were indications 
that one of them might go through with 
a perfect game to his credit, but Corbett 
spoiled the ambitions of Blake in the 
seventh and Sisko quelled the Hopes of ' 
Lomax one inning later.
Both teams played good ball afield 
with the Manhattan infield making a 
double play in the second Inning for 
one of the features. Only one extra 
base hit wa-s made and that w'as by 
Corbett who tripled.
The first man to get on base was Kos­
lowski of the Friars, who was hit by 
a pitched ball but he was put-out on 
second on a double play in the second.. 
Keegan of the Jaspers drew a -walk in 
the third but he was caught attempt­
ing to steal second base, in this same 
session Reilly. Friar shortstop, erred on 
Tremark’s grounder but the Jaspers 
failed to follow with a scoring blow'.
Blake Issues Passes
Blake walked two men in the fourth 
but he held the Friars from scoring 
Again in the fifth and sixth, Blake is­
sued bases on balls but he was effective 
in the pinches. The Jaspers were re­
tired in order in the fourth, fifth, sixth 
and seventh innings. Corbett tripled 
tor the Friars in the seventh with only 
one out but neither Reilly or Lomax 
could produce a hit.
Both Sisko and Leonard got singles 
for Manhattan in the seventh with only 
one out but Lomax forced Keegan to 
ground out at first and fanned Blake 
I to retire the side. The Friars bunched
four hits W «^th for their total 
I three runs and this was enough to win
Slim Bill Lomax gave an excellent 
hurling exhibition as the Providence 
College baseball team returned to win­
ning ways in defeating the Manhattan 
nine of New York 3 to 0 yesterday after­
noon at Hendricken Field.'
The star Friar pitcher allowed only' 
two hits as his team chalked up its 10th 
triumph in 11 games and its second 
victory of the season over the Jaspers.
Lomax was a complete puzzle to the 
Manhattan batters. It was not until 
the eighth inning that a hit was made 
off him. And it was in this session that 
Jaspers made both of-their hits. Sisko, 
Manhattan second baseman, spoiled an 
opportunity for Bill to hurl a no-hit-no- 
run game, when after one was out in 
the eighth he. hit a grounder that was 
too hard for Ed Reilly, the Friar short-, 
stop, to handle. Leonard followed Sisko j 
with a single, but this was the extent 
of damage that Manhattan could do. 
with the offerings of Lomax.
Blake Also Hurls Well
Blake, the Jasper hurler, pitched good • 
enough baseball to win any ordinary 
game but yesterday fate was not smiling 
his way. Up until the eighth inning 
when the Dominicans tallied all three 
of their runs, Blake was matching the 
effective hurling of his mound rival. The 
Friars got their first hit off Blake in the 
seventh inning and it was Walter Cor­
bett who accounted for this with a lustly 
triple to deep centre field.
In the eighth inning the Friars 
bunched four hits to score their three 
runs. Two of these bingles were of the , 
scratch variety, but as it was, they were , 
enough to provide the undoing of Blake. 
The Friars played smart baseball in this 
inning in capitalizing their scoring op­
portunities but it was an unfortunate 
ending for the Manhattan pitcher.
Dion, first at bat for the Friars in the 
eighty!, hit a clean single between short 
and second. Sellig sacrificed him to 
second and thfe latter was safe'on first. 
Marsella advanced both runners with 
his scratch hit. which was played safe 
by the Manhattan third baseman, and 
the bases were loaded. Koslowski hit a 
hard grounder that went by Sisko, Man­
hattan second baseman, to score both 
Dion and Sellig. Marsella scored while 
Perrin was being put out on the latter’s 
ground at first base.
the game as Lomax retired the Jaspers • 
in order in .the ninth.
The score: 
PROVIDENCE
COLLEGE
Dion,3. 
Sellig,1 
Marsella,r.. 
Koslowski.m 
Perrin,1.. 
Roberge, c. 
Corbett,2. 
Reilly, s.. 
Lomax,p.
r
1
1
1
0
0
0
3 0 
3 0 
3 0
0 12
0 8 
1 0 
0 1 
0 1
| MANHATTAN
a! ab r ho a
3|Tremark,m 40020 
OjO’Neil.s... 4 0 0 0 3 
0|McCorm’k,I 4 0 0 2 0 
OJHassett.l,. 2 00 13 1 
0 Thomas,r .. 3 
OISisko,2..
Leonard.3. 
Keegan,c.. 
Blake,p. ...
0 10 
1 1 3 
1 0 1 
0 4 1 
0 13
Totals ...27 3 5x26 1$ Totals . ,27 0 2 24 12 ! 
Innings .................... 123456783
Providence College ... 0000000 3 x—3 . 
Errors—Reilly, O'Neil, Blake. Stolen base—
Tremark. Three-base hit—Corbett. Sacrifice : 
hits—Blake. Sellig 2. Double play—Sisko: to, 
O'Neil to Hassett. Struck out—By Lomax 7; 
Blake 4. Base on balls—Off Lomax 2; Blake 
4. Hit by pitched ball—By Blake (Koslowski). 
First base on errors—Manhattan 1. Left on 
bases—Providence College ,7; Manhattan 3.
| Time—lh. 35m. Umpii^s—- Meehan and Foley.
xHassctt out for interference by batter.
The Winner oPihe Final BaB3n
STORM PREVENTSI
FRIAR-BROWN TILT
Rain starting just before Providence 
College and Brown were ready to lake 
the field in their second intra-city ball 
game yesterday caused the indefinite 
postponement of the contest.
spectators waited for more than half 
an hour for the storm to pass awav but 
the rain fell steadily so the postpone 
ment was announced. Graduate Mm 
ager John E Farrell of Providence Col-' 
lege declared that a new date would 
be set for the game. The Friars won 
the first game a week ago 2 to 0
NEW YORK HERALD TRIBUNE
Fordham Nine 
Gains Lead for
Eastern Title
GENERAL RECORDS 
Team Standings
(Games with alumni or professional teams 
not included)
W. L. Pet.. W. L. Pet.
Fordham ,. .12 1 ,923iSwarthmore 7 6. .538 
Providence . 10 1.9091 Princeton .. .9 9.500 
Holy Cross.. 0 1 .857 Manhattan .8 8,500-
Boston Col. ,10 2 .833ILehigh........ 0 « .500
Army ...........10 2 .S33 Georgetown .5 5 .500
Lafayette... 9 3 .750 Bucknell ...4 5.444
Williams... rt 2 .750,Union........ .3 4 .429
Tufts ........ 8 3 .727 j Colgate ... . 5 7 .417
Villanova .. .10 4 .714'C. C. N. Y.. . 7 11 .3X0
Yale ...... .12 5 .700,Temple .... .0 11 .353
•N. Y. U. .. 9 4 .092!Stevens ... .3 0 .333
^Columbia.. lo 5 .0(57-Navy.......... .3 0 .333
Amherst.. .- (? 3 .0071 Gettysburg . 2 4 ,333
Harvard ... 7 4 .0.30 Rutgers . . . .3 7 .300
Seton Hall.. 7 4 .030{Boston U.. . .3 8 ;273
Brown....... 0 4 .BOOiWesleyan .. . 2 0 .250
Penn State. 0 4 .000 Syracuse .. . 2 7 .222
Dartmouth , 6 4 .0001 Vermont ...
Penn.......... . 7 5 .583'Cornell .... 8 .111
•Played 1--1 tie.
Metropolitan Series Standing-
W. L,i , W. L..,..5 0: Manhattan
*N. Y. U... ....2 DC. C. N. Y.. . .0 4
•Columbia . ....3 2i
•Played 1—1 tie in seven innings. 
Individual Pitching
Name & Coll. W.L.jName & Coll. L.
Auer. Fordham. S 
Coughlin, Army 6 
Kammer, Prin. 4 
Quinton, Prov.. 4 
McCuskey, A'ht 4 
Gallagher. B.C. 4 
Blanche, Prov.. 3 
Thompson. D’th 3 
Graney, F’dham 2 
Holler. Lehigh. 2 
P’d’gast Man’n. 2 
Mulligan. H. C. 2 
Cramer, Temple 2 
Perina. Penn... l 
Jackson, Penn., l 
Simons. Penn... 1 
Davis. Lafayette 1 
Sprague, Cornell 1 
Powers, B.C... 1 
Lomax, Prov... 1 
Kies. Yale .... 1 
Mtgom’ry, V’ova 1 
Bowie, Brown.. 1 
Ciccollello.M’tan 1 
Com’ford. F’ham 1 
Karelis. A’herst 1 
Downes, B.C... 1 
O'Donnell, V’ova 1 
Keenan, F’dham 1 
Hagin. Colgate 1 
Reitz. Villanova 1 
Signer. N.Y U i 
Shearer. N.Y.U. 1 
Station. Tufts.. 1 
Vavra, N.Y.U... 5 
Glenn. Lafay'te. 5 
Broaca. Yale.. B 
Wheeler. Yale.. 4 
Filley. Williams 4 
Mahoney. H.C.. 4 
And’tvicz. Tufts 7 
White. Columbia 7 
Millard. Laf’ette 3 
Slpler. Sw’more 3 
Crown, Seton H. .. 
Debonis, Penn S. 3
Roy. B. c.......... 4
King. Villanova 4 
Blake. M'hattan 4 
Landry. Army. 4 
Rau'kolb CCNY 2 
Miller. D'tmouth 2 
Sheehan. W ms 2 
Glick. Lehigh. 2 
Taylor, Harvard 2 
Connors. Prov.. 2 
Joyce. Seton H . 3 
Wilkens, Col bia 3 
Kobilis. Villa... 3 
T-in’auist. G t wn 3 
Devens, Harvard 4
<)!Humphries,B’wn 4 o| Pohida, Penn. 4 
0 Stetson, S’more 4 
0 Meade, Penn S. 3 
0 Farmer, Vt,... 2 
0| Howard,' G’burg 2 
0 Taranto, S’vens 2 
O!Fry, Bucknell.. 2 
0; Corson, Bost. U 2 
O'Wilson,'Prin’ton 2 
o'Davenport. Navy 2 
Keller, Seton H. 1 
Halpin,'Brown. 1 
Ray. Princeton. 1 
Heaney. G’town l 
Carpenter, G’wn 1 
Thompson. T’ple 1 
Plotkin. Bost'n U i 
Aicher. Prin’ton 1 
Lidd.v, Rutgers. 1
olDill, Union........ 1
Ot Black, Syracuse 1 
OjSpanier. CCNY 4 
OIG. Parker. Yale 2 
0 (Meredith. Union 2 
0 Trudnak, B'knell 2 
01 Layton. Lehigh 2 
0; Lyman, Colgate 2 
0 McNamara. NYU 2 
0i Gudd. Temple.. 2 
0 La Flame, C’g’te 2 
0! Janin. Rutgers 2 
O 'Bowman, P’ton. 1
Cohen. C.C.N.Y. 1 
Mooney. Stevens 1 
Garrison. M'tan 1 
Sweet. Wesleyan 1 
Thompson. A’hst 1 
Wiggers, W’yan 1 
Kiffney. Sy’cuse 1 
Coombs, Navy.. 1 
Sereysk.v. C’nell 1 
Dougal, Temple 1 
Rutkowski, Vt. 1 
Burnell. Vermont 0 
1 Noznesky, G’t’wn 0 
'Woltman, P’ton 0 
Cowell. G’burg 0 
McLeaf. G’burg 0 
Whiskeman, Cell 0 
1 Schembs, S’more 0 
Champion. B. U. 0 
Bass, Boston U.. 0 
Lojko. Boston U. 0 
Steffenelli. Syr. 0 
Stevens. Syr... 0 
Ware. Lehigh.. 0 
Dow. Lehigh .. 0 
Hershon, Rut’grs 0 
Davies,. Rutgrs 0 
31 Dagenais, Co’biaO
i Providence’s Unexpected 
* Defeat by Yale Puts
Maroon Out in Front
Providence, the last major college 
baseball team in the-East to remain 
undefeated, was the victim of a sur­
prising upset by Yale last week, and 
Fordham went to the top
for the mythical Eastern title, lire 
Rams added two victims to their ®trmg 
in this period and brought their record 
i to twelve victories in
One of the defeated teams, Army, was 
'a close rival for top honois, but Ken
Auer turned the Cadets back.4 to 2, 
Saturday at West Point. The other 
victim was Colgate, which was van­
quished in an eleven-inning battle at 
Fordham Field. .
Providence bowed to Yale by ■i i. 
.Connors suffering his shut
the season in the box, but then shut 
out Manhattan, 3 to 0, and sweB®d its 
record to ten victories in eleven games 
Holy Cross, another perennial baseball 
power, won two games, lncreasing 1 
average to .857 and annexing thlrd 
place, Boston College and Army are 
tied for fourth, each with ten victories 
in twelve games. And four °f 
leaders—Fordham, Providence Holy 
Cross and Boston College—are mem
bers of the informal Cft.th0.1^t1u°nder 
Fordham's sophomore ^thander
Auer, continued to show the way to
rival pitchers in the East' “LHaieht 
over Army being his eighth_ ®trat8™ 
this season. Coughlin, of Army has 
won six and lost none, and Kammer, 
Prineetonj Quinton, Providence;. Mc­
Cuskey, Amherst, and GaUaglmr.^s 
ton College, Jaave won four in as many
^Fordham will have an °PPortuW 
to avenge its only defeat of Reason 
this week when it meets Boston College 
on Saturday at Fordham Field. The 
Eagles defeated the Bams by -9 to 8 a 
month ago, and their second content 
gives promise of being one of tne out 
standing games of the season.
me Will Play Host 
to Boston Red Sox
Quinton or Blanche Likely to 
Get Mound Assignment 
Against Big Leaguers.
Providence College's star baseball team 
fames major league opposition when the 
Boston Red Sox invade Hendricken Field 
this afternoon. Despite the fact that 
the Sox are trailing in the American 
League race, there Is much Interest be 
ing manifested in the game and a large 
crowd is expected to watch the teams 
perform.
The Red Sox, naturally, are favored to 
come through but the collegians will be 
determined to put up some real opposl- 
' tion. A1 Blanche or Ed Quinton prop 
ably will get the call against the Red 
Sox. Both are capable pitchers and mav 
give the big leaguers some trouble Both 
will welcome opportunity to show their 
wares before their foes today.
The Red Sox will come here with 
Johnny Reder. former Fall River soccer 
player, in their lineup. Reder. who whs 
a. sensation of the American League
training season, is slated to start today s 
game. Reder is well known here due to 
his soccer exploits while with Fall River 
The Red Sox will start their regular 
lineup. It is not definitely known who 
will hurl for the Boston chip but Mi 
ehaels or Leheny are likely choices
Oliver, the centre fielder, is the best 
sticker with the Sox. He is batting for 
.320 and is fairly high on the American 
League battling list.. Jolley, who was re 
cently acquired from the Chicago White 
Sox. also Is another heavy sticker with 
the Boston nine.
.The Friars will make a determined ef 
fort to regain its first place berth in the 
Easternrollege race this week-by-down 
ing St. Michael’s, and Tufts. The Do­
minicans have won 10 games and'lost 
one in 11 played.
Smcad Jolley, Heavy Hitting Outfle 
play Here Today in Exhibition Gi 
dricken Field, Jolley Hit a Homer 
Sox Defeated the Senators 6 to 2.
)
ame played: May 24,1932
SCORE FIVE RUNS
.................... ..........-.........................
IN NINTH TO SHADE
RED SOX 9-8
Webb’s Two Errors Prove 
Costly to Big League Nine
Blanche Holds Hub Batters Hit-
1
less in Last Four Innings . 
of Game.
A concrete example of how costly an i 
error can be in baseball was given a.t . 
Hendricken Field yesterday afternoon ' 
when the Providence College nine de­
feated the Boston Red Sox ot the Ameri­
can League 9 to 8. .'The major leaguers 
had the game Cinched until the ninth 
inning. When the collegians appeared 
for their final turn at bat. they were 
trailing 8 to 4. Victory already was 
conceded to the Hub team, but this 
was premature, as Earl Webb. Red Sox 
right fielder, insisted on playing a part 
that completely changed the tide of
battle. ' J
The Dominicans scored five runs Tn 
their thrilling final inning spurt and 
four of these tallies were direct causes 
of two errors by Webb, who had little 
to do during the game until he sadly 
miscued the two chances that came his
Webb's Error Cosily 
The Friars got. four hits in the ninth
inning but three of these were scratches.
:T11ese bingles coupled with Webb’s er­
rors did all the damage necessary. Dick 
Burns, pinch hitting for Walter Corbett, 
opened the ninth for the Dominicans 
i with a single. Reilly followed with an­
other single to advance Burns to second.
' Tom Griffin was sent in to hit for A1 
Blanche but he flied out. Dion got a 
scratch single to fill the bases and Sellig 
followed Dion to score Burns.
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The bases still were loaded when,Mar­
tha went to bat. - He hit a fly to right 
held that oil most occasions Webb would
th! bam ' m. bUt tIlls time he topped 
Jt . P'5 served notice to the Friar 
runners to, advance and in an effort to 
catch, a man at third base, Webb made a 
wild throw which was so wide of the
hot corner that four Friars—Reilly, Dion 
being and Marselta—were able to score, 
/■bese four tallies put an end to the hos­
tilities ana sent the Red Sox back to I 
■Boston with another defeat on their 1 
record.
Blanche Stars on Mound
Considerable credit for. the Friar trj- 
Uniph should go to Al Blanche, who held 
the Red Sox hitless during the four 
innings he hurled. The two runs the 
; Red Sox scored off him in the seventh 
were the result of an error by Sellig on 
Oliver’s fly to left field with two men
; on base. In the other three sessions, 
i Blanche retired the Sox in order.
Ed Quinton started on the mound for 
the Dominicans and he was easy for the 
Boston team. He was nicked for nine . 
nits, including a double and two triples, !
I during the five innings he hurled. The ’ 
J Red Sox scored six of their eight runs 
, off Quinton. Big Bill Kline hurled for '
the Red Sox and he was nicked for eight 
hits. Up until the ninth he kept them 
well scattered. He toyed with the Friars 
during the early innings, but the latter 
encountered more success with his offer-I 
ings as the game progressed.
Sellig Gets Homer
One of the hits made off Kline was 
Sellig’s long line drive to left field in 
the fourth Inning for a home run with 
one man on base. Two othei’ Friars also 
got extra bases. Frank Marian, hard hit­
ting substitute first baseman, tripled in 
the fifth while batting for Quinton. He 
scored Roberge who had doubled. Marian 
was caught at home plate when he tried 
, to stretch ills triple into a home run. 
Jolley, Pickering. Connolly and Kline
each made two hits for the Red Sox.
One of Jolley’s went for a triple.
The Red Sox scored a run in each of
the first three innings. In the opening 
session, Pickering doubled after two were 
out bnd he scored on Jolley’s single. 
Boston again .tallied in the second with 
two out. Connolly tripled and scored 
on Kline’s single. " Wastler opened the 
third for the Red Sox with a single. Pick­
ering also singled. Jolley hit a grounder 
to Corbett, Friar second sacker, who 
threw to Reilly to put out Pickering at 
second and Reilly completed a double 
plav by tossing to Perrin at first to retire 
Jolley.. While the Friars were making 
this double killing, Wastler scored the 
third Red Sox run.
. Two-Run Error 
Quinton walked Olson, first tin in fourth. Connolly singled 'X boto 
I scored when Sellig made a wild throw 
in an attempt to catch Olson at third 
after he had caught Wastler’s flv. The 
Friars were retired in order in the first 
free innings, but scored two runs in 
the fourth. Dion drew a base on balls 
run Seil‘B foIlowed hlm with a home !
inJ+nle«,?CC0Unted for the Boston run. 
whiiTw Lu When he triPIed and scored , 
bale m,ebb WflS bping put °Ut first 
to 6' , B Friars also scored in the fifth 1 
rin,1?, e the count fl to 3 when Roberge I 
doubled and Marian tripled. The scor- 
moin118!011, of thp Red Sox was halted
Perdardy by Blanche when he took 
I LX Pi?d intlle sixth. Two runs were 
I B«nche in the seventh. He
dickering and Webb and both 
to left fi VL spIli? dropped Oliver's fly 
: scoring.'field- This ended ‘be Bed Sox
I Tho tt • Fl'max in Ninth 
drew „r n'S tallied in the sixth. Dion 
WatwoeJ>alk' Sellis was safe at first on 
Koslnv J S e70r’ Marsella flied out. but 
p °S’m aI’° "Tlked to fill the bases.
■ RnbT scored '°n with a single, but 
i , T f8?llled and Corbett ground-
j ed out at first to end the inning 
fX fur‘her scoring was done by the1 
Fiiais until the ninth, when the climax 
or the game occurred.
The score:
PROV. COLLEGE 
_. „ ab r h -Dion.3 ...
Sellig,! ...'
Marsella.r 
Koslowski, m 
Perrin, 1 ..
Roberge.c .
Corbett,2 
Reilly,s ,.
©Hinton,p''. 
xMarian ..
Blanche,p 
VBurns . 
zGriffln .. '
I BOSTON RED SOX
2 3 1 3 2iVVatwood,lab 1 h 
5. 2 2 5 OReder.l 5 0 0 8 0 0 0 0 2 1 
5 1115
4 2 2 0 2
5 12 0 0 
2 10 2 0 
4 0 0 0 1 
3 10 2 1
1 0 3 0 Wastler, s.
0 0 1 lPickering.3 
0 18 0! Jolley,! . . .
112 Oj'Webb.r ...
0 0 2 3!OIiver.m
1 3 3 4|Ol$on.2 ... o x „ * x
0 0 0 O'Connolly,c. 4 2 2 7 o
0 1 0 0'Kline.p . . 4 0 2 3 2
0 0 0 0
110 0
’ Totals 
. Innings . . 
Providence Cohere 
Boston Red r~
1 0 0 0 0’
34 9 8 27 10! Totals 36 8 9 *25 12 
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 0 0 2 1 1 0 0 5—9
Errnv;"'« k'UX......... 1 1-1 2 10 2 0 0— 8
! Webb 9 w-?ellljir 2' PipKerinP- Watwood. 2. 
Blanch* Off Quinton 9 in 5 innings; off
Robercc %,in 4‘ Two-base -hits—Pickering; 
Marian ' ,.Three'base hits—Oonholly, Jolley, 
Corbett run—Sellig. Double plays--)
wnrtri -J° lo Perrin: Wastler to Wat--
1- hv S?Uc* out—By Kline 5: by Quinton, 
4- nfr Sa.nphe 1. Bases on balls—Off Kline'- 
,k;°fn Qumton 2; off Blanche 2. Umpires—,
an<l McLaughlin. , ,
for Quinton in 5th inning,, 
in\»c for Corbett in 9th inning.
^Batted for Blanche in 5th inning, 
cne out when winning'run scared.
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SHANO COLLINS MISSES SEEING 
FRIARS DO THINGSTO RED SOX
Aided by Earl Webb, Local 
Collegians Score Five Runs 
in 9th to Chalk Up Vic­
tory—Shano Leaves
"Nice little ball club you’ve got, Jack,’’.) 
said Manager "Shano” Collins of the i 
Boston Red Sox to Coach Flynn of the I
■ Providence College nine as he passed in 
back of the Friars’ bench during the 
1 first half of the ninth inning of yester-
1 day’s game at Hendricken, Field.
The score, at that time, was 8 to 4
in favor of the big leaguers and Collins, 
who was making an early getaway, prob­
ably figured he could afford to be mag­
nanimous. “It is a good club,” replied 
Flynn, “but it is better than what you’ve 
seen. The wind has bothered some of 
my boys and they were suffering from 
stage fright at the start, They ve 
steadied down now.”
"Well, see you later, Jack.” ■
"See you later, Shano.” ... 1
So, Collins resumed the long walk to
the gate in left field. Every few steps 
he would turn to see what his batters 
were doing. One struck out, the second 
man filed to "Chief” Marsella and the 
next one was retired on a pretty play by 
Eddie Reilly. By that time Collins 
reached tKe exit and soon he was seated 
in a taxicab. His mind was at ease. 
The Sox, who had defeated the Senators I 
in Washington on Monday, had won two , 
in a row. And away went the cab.
Collins didn't know It then, 
but before the cab was out of 
sight of the college Ills Sox had 
frittered away a four-run lead 
and finally emerged on the 
wrong end of a 9-8 score when 
Earl Webb, holder of the world s , 
record for two base Kits, 
dropped Ktarsella’s fly, with the 
bases loaded, then pegged weird­
ly past third base Into the left 
field bleachers allowing every­
body to score.
It was Dick Burns, husky substitute 
’icatcher, who started the ninth Inning 
I uprising. The lad from Spring Green 
| was sent in as pinch batter for Walter 
) Corbett and he responded by delivering 
j a whistling single. Ed Reilly followed 
with a one base knock, then Tom Grif- i 
fin, swinging for A! Blanche, gave Webb !
a hard chance in right. Bobby Dion ; 
dropped a safety in short right and the • 
.bases were.filled. j
Capt. George Sellig, whose terrific 
home run drive gave the Friars their 
first two runs in the fourth Inning, tried 
to repeat, but he topped the drive. Yet 
there was so much power ln his swing 
.that the bail, after striking the ground 
in front of the plate, bounced high in 
. the air. and Pitcher Bob Kline had to 
I wait for it to descend before he could 
I make an effort to get Burns at the home 
' station. He was too late—and the cush- 
i Ions were still populated. Then came 
, Marsella’s lift to short right, close to 
; the foul line. Webb got Ills hands on It,
I but muffed and when he let go with all 
| he had the throw sizzled through the 
infield, between shortstoo and third base 
| and into the bleachers. Reilly tallied, so 
did Dion, so did Sellig to tie the score, 
and Marsella kept on to the plate for the 
winning run as Urban Pickering, third
baseman, retrieved the ball.
BLANCHE PUZZLES
BIG LEAGUERS
Kline went the entire distance for 
the Sox. while Ed Quinton and Blanche 
toiled for the Friars. Quinton was 
hardly up to his usual standard. He 
found difficulty in keeping ahead of the 
hitters, and when they got him in a 
hole they simply waited for his fast 
ball.. The Sox obtained all of their nine
hits and six of their runs during his 
five-inning stay, but they couldn’t do a 
thing with Blanche's offerings, and the 
two runs they negotiated in the seventh 
were the result of a couple of (passes and 
a muff by Sellig—the second ball he had 
dropped during his career on Smith Hill.
Smead. Jolley, Ed Connolly, Pickering 
and Kline gave Quinton plenty o£ both­
er. ..Jolley had a triple and single, so 
did 'Connolly, Pickering a double and 
single and KUne a pair of singles. The 
Sox scored in the opener on Pickering’s 
two-bagger and Jolley's single; in the. 
second on Connolly’s triple and Kline s 
first single; in the third on singles by 
"Rabbit” Warstler and Pickering and 
Jolley’s terrific infield drive that was 
turned into a double play by Corbett, 
Reilly and Perrin; two ln the fourth on 
a pass to Marvin Olson, -singles by Con 
nolly and Kline, and Dion’s(failure to. 
snare Selllg's throw-in; in the fifth O ; 
Jolleys three-bagger and Webb s infield
"vs s&
cloud-scraper. 1
L
MARION TRIPLES 
AS PINCH HITTER
The first of three passes obtained by- 
Dion, together with Sellig’s mighty 
smash, gave the Friars two runs ln the 
fourth. Ollie Roberge's double and a 
!\pincH three-bagger by Leo Marion, who 
swung for Quinton, accounted for the 
third run, in the fifth. Marion was out 
when he tried to stretch his drive into 
a homer on Oliver’s relay throw to the 
plate. Dion's second pass, in the sixth, 
an error by Kline on Sellig’s tap, and 
Oscar Perrin's single, to right brought 
the total to four. The bases were clogged 
but Roberge fanned and Corbett drib­
bled to Johnny Watwood. Another 
opportunity was wasted in the seventh, 
when Reilly was given a life by Wat- 
wood's error and Dion worked Kline for 
his third pass, but Webb gobbled Sel­
lig’s boomer and Pickering disposed of 
Marsella.
Fielding gems were contrib­
uted by Hion, who robbed Kline 
in the sixth by a gloved snare ot 
a well-bit grass cutter, and by ‘ 
Reilly, who refused to be fooled 1 
by a badly bouncing skimmer 
from -Jolley’s bat in tire ninth.
A pair of former National League um­
pires, Bob Hart and Pete McLaughlin, 
handled the game in effcient manner. 
Hart is now a tax assessor in Lowell. He 
worked behind the plate, so the fans 
were deprived of the pleasure of listen­
ing to “Singing Pete,” and they had to 
be content with Pete’s magnificent pos­
turing as he waved out players at the 
different bases.
Coach Flynn was unusually silent—for 
him—as he made his way to the dress­
ing room when all was said and done.
"A penny for your thoughts,” inter­
rupted “Chuck” Murphy, one of a line 
i of excellent catchers that included 
i Johnny Halloran and Joe Harraghey, be­
fore the coming of George Tebbets and 
: Ollie Roberge. Murphy rushed up to 
offer congratulations.
“I was just trying to figure it out,"
, replied Flynn. “That victory makes us 
! champion of something or other, but I
don’t know what it is.”
Maybe “Shano” Collins can supply the 
answer, if he didn't lose his voice when 
he found out what happened after his 
departure from the scene.
Friars Get 21 Hits to Beat 
$t. Michael’s Nine 17 to 1
(Hammer Three Pitchers.—Ef- 
rors Swell Score.—Victory
12th for Dominicans.
Staging its strongest drive of the sea­
son, the Providence College baseball
X78?o ltS Way t0 an toPtessive
, 17 to l victory over the St. Michael’s
* 2 V!®6 nme of Vermont at Hendricken
Field yesterday afternoon. The Friars 
collected a record number of hits this 
season, getting 21 for a total of 31 bases 
This was the 12th triumph in 13 games' 
for the Dominicans. S mes
In diiect contrast to the heavv hittino-(Of the Friars was the weak stKoft of
, the visitors, who could get only thref 
bingles off the combined delivery 
Danny Connors and Charles Ren,3-^ 
All three hits were made off Connors in 
the s x innings he pitched. Rennick 
held the opposition during his three 
inning stay on the mound
Parade Starts in Third
Ruggiero started. He lasted four inning 
and was nicked for 12 hits. The 
got to him for seven runs In the +, 
inning. Bob Meade, who hurled a4hw 
Springfield on Tuesday, followed0^ i 
giero to the mound but he ntezC-F Ug" the going rough and th^ 1 
scorechfive runs off him in two innin«
Jun Hannon left his third base nK.' 
tion in the seventh to replace 
He allowed three runs in 
but held, the Friars scorelest in ?i?’ 
eighth. Six hits were made off Hannon 
in the two innings he worked. nnon
The Friar bats were registering with 
regularity throughout the game R,lh 
giero got by the first two innings with' 
out being scored upon and there were in 
dications that the game would develon 
in a pitchers' battle, but Ruggiero’s efP 
ffectiveness lasted only two innings.
Support Fails Ruggiero
Ruggiero also would have got by third 
session without damage being done but 
after he had forced two Friars fly 
to centre field, his support failed him 
This upset Ruggiero and before the n-' 
nmg was over he had allowed seven runs 
This was the turning point in the game'
Coach Jack Flynn of the Friar/used 
almost his entire junior varsity nine 
during the latter part of the game and 
the jayvees continued the good work of 
their predecessors. The batting of An­
drew Haggerty, Dick Burns and Frank 
Marian stood out for the subs, while < 
the hurling of Rennick also was note­
worthy. Burns hit a home run in the 
seventh inning. Oscar Perrin and Chief 
Marsella led the regulars at bat.
Game played: nay 27,1932
Neither team scored in the first two 
innings. After two were out in the 
third, Marsella doubled and scored on 
Koslowski's single. Perrin singled and 
Roberge walked to fill the bases. Cor­
bett also was walked, forcing Koslowski 
home. Crosbie erred on Reilly s ground­
er and Perrin scored the third run of 
the inning. Roberge. Corbett and Reilly 
all tallied when Colville dropped Con­
nors’s fly to left field. Connors made the 
final run of the inning when Connery 
muffed Dion’s fly in centre field.
Burns Hits Homer
Marsella opened the fourth with a 
single, reached third on an error and 
was scored by Perrin. Koslowski, who 
was safe on Connery’s misplay of his 
fly, was scored by Corbett’s single for 
the second Dominican run in this ses­
sion. Colville’s double and an error by 
Dion enabled the losers to tally their 
lone run of the game in this inning.
The Friars banged out four consecu­
tive hits in the fifth, three singles and. 
a double, to score three runs. A base 
on balls, two doubles and a single gave 
;he Dominicans two more runs ln the
In the seventh Perrin tripled and he. 
was brought home when Burns hit a
home ™7The final run made by Prov­
idence College came when, Bellly, who 
was walked, scored on Dions bingle.
TpROVIOTNCE | ST. MICHAEL'S .
COLLEGE I ab r h p.WR' 
1 0 1 0 O'ab r h po »nion 1 . 6 12 1 4iRupont,r.. - - - ■ ,
Marseha.r. 3 2 3 0 O Meade.p. 1 0 0 0 0
_ - - Q Q {) 1
4 10 6 0Koslowski,m 3 2 10 OlR giero.p.sGriffin, m.
Perrin,1...
Roberge,c..
Burns,c...
'nrbett.2..
Hamill,!!..
< leiily.s....
<s.... oiooo
3 0 2 1 olrevnan.c.. - - - -
6 2 4 13 0 tlannon.p.3 4 0 0 0 4
2 10 2 llcolville.l. ■ 4 0 2 3 0
2 11 4 OiConnery.m
4 2 3 2 2ibemieux,l 
1 0 0 0 1 Langlois,2;
4 2 2 0 2
3 0 0 4 0 
3 0 0 8 0 
3 0 0 3 6
on .crs.p. 
Rennick.P
310 12 
1 0 0 0 1
sGobis..... 0 0 0 0 0
Totals . 46 17 21 27 13 Totals . 32 1 3 24 12 
Innings ................... nn723230 x—17St° Michael’s........ 0 S 0 ? 0 0 0 0 0-1
Ermrs-Connors, Dion,' Koslowski Corbett 
Colville 2, Crosbie. Hannon Connery. H •
—Off Connors, 3 in 6: oft Rennick’ 0 1;l 
off Ftueglero 12 in 4; off Meade. 3 in 2. on Hanno^ 6 in 2. Two-base hits-Haggerty. 
Marsella 2. Marion Reilly. Colville. Three
I,,,, hit__Perrin. Home run—Buyns. Bacn
Bee hit—Dufford. Double plays—Reilly to 
Corbett to Burns; Ruggiero to Langlois to 
Lemieux. • Struck out-By Connoys 3. by 
Rennick '3, by Ruggiero 1, by
Hannon 2. Base on balls—G®. 
off Meade 1, off Hannon 1. Hit by pitcn-n 
ball—By Rennick (Dufford). Umpires—Mee­
han. Poley.
THE SPORT WINDOW
By ARTHUR MARKEY
RUGGED ROAD AHEAD FOR P. C.
JACK FLYNN’S Providence College baseball stars are -very much in!
ac r™ni"g for the Eastern intercollegiate championship. With but i 
one defeat to date, that by Yale, the Friars are in a good spot to dispute ' 
the issue with all rivals. The club is not out of the woods by any means ' 
On Saturday at Aldrich Field the Brown Bear1 
awaits the P C. horde. The Bruins are always at 
their best when the Dominicans supply the oppo­
sition. Flynn may decide to send AI Blanche 'to 
the firing line, considering the excellent piece of 
pitching he dished out against the Red Sox on 
Tuesday. Humphries remains Brown’s best bet. 
If he is in the form displayed in the first setto 
with the Friars a fortnight ago it will take timely 
hitting and equally good pitching by the Smith 
Hillers to gain the verdict. P. C. has Ed Quinton 
prepared to aid Blanche should AI wobble at all 
Holy Cross and Boston College come to Provi­
dence on Tuesday and Saturday of next week. A 
pair of brilliant baseball teams. It will take some
Arthur Markey
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^e-awake competition on the part.of the Fly™ ensemb^ to gi Z? 
this pair of sturdy foes. past
Brown has a holiday game scheduled with Harvard Thi= , i 
fixture general,, p„vito , “"f
the y„today. c.aeh KeI„her wouJd , ™ *»
Should Humphries draw the mound duty against P f tin- i; j aCl“ 
» like,, t, l.„ th, N„„„ H,Z ,n E. i P
man who can throw a snappy strike. *^t Providence young
dition^r^’Su^S^S Tim **
iTpX'118010 bat in the M°rning with games on 811 the
* * * *
EASTERN COLLEGES HAVE SOME GOOD PROSPECTS 
JSLANCHE, a Somerville youth, gives every indication of a bright f
ture in professional baseball. He has the build, pitching i„<=r 
and control. George Tebbetts, Providence catcher, is anoXr V ^ 
youngster who should make the professional grade. He is re™™’- 
from an appendicitis- operation and is probably out of the game icJn? 
balance of the current season. George looks pretty swee^back of tl 
bat. Marsella, Friars’ sterling outfielder, is still Another PXtial Sri 
leaguer. I he Southern and Western colleges have been supplying th 
majors with the bulk of rookie talent the past few seasons. Se East k * 
due to get busy once a^ain. Yale fans are singing the praises of Pitoi 
Johnny Broaca, Holy Cross is cheering Buck Mahoney, Harvard has 
Charley Devens, Fordham nominates Ed Auer. A collection of likely 
pitching luminaries. Several major league clubs have been casting 
longing eyes the way of Harvard’s Devens and Cross’ Mahoney. Ed 
Quinton of P. C. looks good enough to deserve minute consideration so 
also does Mickey Martynick, a Woonsocket boy who is undefeated on’the 
firing line in nine games for Rhode Island State. 1
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Bruin, Friar Nines 
to Play Saturday
The second game of the an­
nual intra-city series between 
the Brown and Providence Col­
lege baseball teams will be played- 
on Saturday at Aldrich Field, ac- 
cording to an announcement 
made yesterday. The game was' 
originally scheduled to be played 
last Saturday but was called’off 
because of inclement weather. 
Providence College won the first 
game of the. series played on Mav 
14, 2 to 0.
3
Brains Take Lead
!
i
Tracey, Brown first baseman, shown scoring on Fowlers double Io left 
In the ninth Inning 'of the Brown-Providence College ball game yester­
day. Tracey’s run put the Bruins ahead 4-3 but the Friars tied the 
count In the last half of the ninth and won the game in the 10th.
FRIARS DEFEAT BRUINS
FOR CLEAN SWEEP
Reilly Singles in 10th
to Down Bruin Nine 5-4
Eddie Reilly’s sharp single throus-h 
shortstop with the bases loaded and none 
out in the last of the 10th inning gave 
Providence College a 5 to 4 victory over 
Brown at Aldrich Field yesterday to ter­
minate one of the weirdest contests of 
the long series between these intra-citv 
rivals. The triumph gave the Friars a 
clean sweep of . this season’s series, the 
Bruin nine having taken a 2-0 defeat 
from the Friars two weeks ago.
A freaky ninth inning saw the Bruins 
stage, a. four-hit, three-run rally to forge 
ahead to a 4-3 lead in the first half and 
saw the Friars parade on free passes to 
force in the tying run in the last half. 
Then a downpour of rain halted pro­
ceedings for 35 minutes. When the 
game was resumed the Bears were set 
down without undue trouble but the 
Friars continued to garner free trips to 
first with two bases on balls arid a field­
er's choice filling the cushions and set­
ting the stage for Reilly’s winning single.
Blanche Winning Pitcher
Eddie Quinton, ace of the Providence 
College mound corps, who was seeking 
his sixth straight triumph over the Bru- 
! ins, had his long winning streak over 
the Bears broken when he was yanked 
for. a pinch hitter in the last of the 
ninth. A1 Blanche, his successor on the-
slab, got credit for the victory.
Quinton twirled superb ball for six 
innings, .holding the Bears hitless. In 
the seventh the Bruins opened with a 
three-hit bombardment that brought 
their first run. Then, iri the ninth the 
big rally brought about Quinton’s re­
tirement.
Bert Humphries, star of the Brown 
mound staff, met a fate similar tb'Quin- 
ton s. He was retired for a pinch hitter 
in the eighth after having held the Fri­
ars to five hits and three runs, all of* 
which were unearned, in the eight* 
frames he was on the mound. Sweeney i 
and Halpin followed with bounteous do- 
> nations of free passes
opened the scoring in the' 
!C“ld “^ing when Perrin, first sacker-i-—-- --—..-6 Beilin, nrst sacker
for the Dominicans. singled and reached 
second on a wild pitch by Humphries 
Roberge-flied out but Corbett punched a 
single to centre field to send Perrin to 
(.bird. Fowler. Bruin catcher, threw bad­
ly to second in an effort to catch Corbett 
stealing and Perrin counted at the plate. 
Humphries pulled himself out of the 
hole by fanning Reilly and Quinton.
■ame played: May 28,1932
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Providence College Takes Both 
Games of. Intra-City Series. 
Quinton Retires.
In the .Wtt-w)- the.Friars garnered two 
ore runs with Perrin again leading the
J" acJ“r He drew' a pass after Koslowski 
nad filed out and then stole second. Ro- 
erge was safe at first on a scratch hit 
to Humphries but was forced out at 
second. Hunt to Harris, on Corbett's
grounder.
Hunt Makes Error
Reilly drove a grounder at Hunt which 
he latter bobbled just when he had the 
opening for an easy double play. Perrin 
raced to third and both he and Corbett 
scored when Kroeger retrieved the ball 
efter Hunt’s error and tossed it well over 
Gilmartin’s head at third.
Brown’s accomplishments; in the first 
■ix innings were negligible, two bases on 
balls and two stolen bases being the best 
they had to offer when on the offensive. 
Defensively the Bruins flashed and 
burned out intermittently. Kroeger’s 
running catch of Marsella’s long drive to 
eentre field in the first inning was a gem. 
Bucky Harris robbed Sellig of a Texas 
Bsaguer in short left in the third and 
ollowed that with, a fine stop and snap 
throw to first to nip Marsella after the j 
latter had sent a , slow roller deep Into I 
| the shortfield territory.
Harris continued his good work in the 
Brums’s seventh. He opened that in-I 
mng with a single, advanced on Kroe- , 
-er s single artd scored after Gilmartin 
bad forced Kroeger at second and Reilly 
the ball over Perrin’s head in an 
i H,, +. t0 coraPlete a double killing, 
j nilu8. '"'bale was wasted when Tracey.
P nch-hitting for Caulkins, and Fowler 
! went 0,,t in ord(fr.
BJuin shortstop again headed the 
i»a, „1”ttin? order in tbe ninth but 
a sin , ecI out On strikes. Kroeger got 
-ingle and moved to. third on Gli­
ding deflected ^7 ®eW’ tbe bail 
.b°uncinsx nton’s §!ove and
Into over0 the middle
Hunt f?aCey Gets Freaky Hit 
h°me when but Tracey sent Kroeger 
hack Of the fetd^ped a freaky hit just 
through with tcber s box’ Fowler came 
?e ’«t fiem a two/base wallop down 
, Tracev nn. ! tO scot'e Gilmartin 
\£«h‘ng'sttyn ended the iMlng 
the Fri°ars’b^BifCt /°r Corbett to start 
a baSe on bail 01 tbe nlnth .and drew
Sweeney j ls' Reilly Popped out to 
gerty, hattfni” effort to bu“t. Hag- 
fahhed c g 111 Place of Quinton, 
troubjg . ®weeney /had considerable 
m finding the plate and issued
Corbett's
garden.
head to roll
FBHBSTBIWfl 
0VEMHUINS5-4
Perrin,1... 
Roberge,c.. 
Corbett,2.., 
tMarion... 
Hammil.2.. 
Reilly 
Quint/ 
tHaggeriy, 
Blanche,p.
to Dion and Dick Burns
P Hamm r u f°L Tlg' to flu tbe bases 
uieri Lh? Td Sweeney and contln
Marse ls fn ?Ut f<ee Passes by walklnj 
Marsella to force In the tying run. Th 
nning ended when Koslowski filed out
^a,.f™eger' A beavy raln which had 
started midway through the final hall 
in the game* * 35-mlnute bal,
p,.^rr.is1Sl!lgled after two were out In 
wlnJV half °£ tbe 10tb but his punch 
ed out D0US Wh€D KrOeger 8r°lmd-
start^thL ?ndr ?°,berge dr" passes to 
mfi wh ast ?alt 01 tbe 10tb- Ham- 
Corh^H Jras playins second In place of 
thfrd and h8 ‘° G1I™n at
Umpire Ken t were loaded wb®« 
third X Kelleher ruled that the Bruin
.“"“X?",”« •« ,
The score:
PROVIDENCE ICOLLEGE I BROWN •
Dion,3........ 'b0 2P»?!f“m“’n,r 4 0 o”’
sellig,1.......... 2 0 0 ? J Hlv°?en’1' S 0 o 2
•Burns........ o o n I S 5arns’s-- S 1 2 3
Marsella,m. 3 0 0 ? SS0^/’® 4 1 2 4
Koslowski r 3 n n ? wS rtin’3 4 3 1 1 :
Perrin. 1 ' 3 ? i in ?i5unf,-2-• • • 4 0 13
4 n i 1? 1 Caulkins,1 2 0 0 4
; 0 1 11 OfTracey.l.. 2 1 1 2 <
n J 1 9 J!Fo^ler.c. . 4 0 1 g ■
0 10 0 OHuniph’s.p 2 0 0 0 i
...... . o J ? 0 l^Gilbane . 1 0 0 0
uinton,p’.'. 3 0 J 2 2 Hainan'p 0 1 « 
-Haggerty, 1, ? ? g 2 gjKalpin.p.. 0 0 0 0 c 
’l .n o 0 0 0 1|
Totals. .. .32 5 6 go 8| Totals. .38 4 8 127
Hhsrl°O(T"nel11?'’ Hunt 2‘ Kroeger. Fowler
V" ? innings "off
in i •>’•>. Humphries o In 7; off Sweenev i
-Kroe'ger Raa.Ipin 1 in t-T~3' St°Ien base' 
Two-base hitRa"mu“5™' Gilmartin. Perrin 
Koslowski.h aS'mif Sacrifice hlts-Sellig. 
Hunwhripc 4- ulie out~B.V Quinton 8; by 
balls—Off Quinton 2eCnnV u Fi,rst base on
Brown 6 Tun? ;?s~Providence College 12- Sa6ughUnmae„°df^e'h-2h’ 50“' U“P‘r«
tBafteH f'”' Se”'B in 9th- 
fnr £obbett ln 9th.
SBattld fnr 5ulnt°n in 9th. 
fNone o,d Jf.Umphrles in 8th.
one °u£whenjvinnine run scored.
V-
Runs, Hits and Errors ByAlBanx
holy cross started off like a house Afire, ) th^’wthi: 
with Niemieo on first Cammarano slammed/ ainihiowa 
one out op the Picture for "3 bases CCp«ew 
Murray Followed with a hoist over 
The Risht field fence. - after
~ That We Providence pitcherZ x Settled down to business
MULlteftH’s GLOVE-At
i r was worth The SwEPT ,t up t° tirst 
Price of admission oust 
To hear umpire ««AU6HLIW 
'' Croon -
LEAD~ And GOTCAUCHTTRYHVr TA 
REACH 3EPON THE Hit® 70
■ame Pl ayed: June 1,1932
——t—
rovidence College Bats
............ .. ..............■..................—;—- ------- —---------- -—-—
to Beat Holv
AL BLANCHE GIVES 
PURPLE BUT 4 HITS
hirst, But Friars Bunch Six Hits With 
Passes and Two Bad Errors and Win in 
□eventh
Sellig’s Single Scores Two Runs 
to Win in 7th.—Crusaders 
Get Three in First.
as
dence College's bn TT nche-.x»Ka,fc»»s°?n,;u;is
S'”sas»r*5s“^«ss
;s"..!XrrsB">s‘'i-
mini cans and the fifth Rtr f°5 the Do“ 
Of the season for Blanco tr?tSilt vict°ry 
Sellig won ?he game or th^' Ge°^ 
the seventh Innin? wheh u. T in 
:scXrt ST a?ld B^«ite ,slngIe
been sounding ^u^Plat6’ w?ich has
typical Shion. The c™«'w£tarted in 
three runs in the oTUsaders seared 
triple, home} run and q„lnnine on a 
after this dismal start Butparehtly was nervouJ?The' who aP- 
tled down oT suXd htehe°Tet' Set' 
bats. fenced the Crusader
; Each
T"e.!TZTarte 811 «»°^tscohunt!
-71
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sinstb s* when the ~Xe
wW?eClthPirmn,WaS Cager fOr victt»y and 
While then play on a whole was gdod 
n?,0 at times. Blanche helped
FssW-.'S
game ar, s?,ore tWO runs and «e the? 
Cross catcher311' D°na Whard, Holy 
finTt W^.Cr’ paved the way lor the. 
L' ru° Irjar runs in the seventh in-! 
D when he made a wild throw on I 
Cion s sacrifice hit. on
Mulligan Vaukeil )
effort7 + 10'? us*d tw° Pitchers in an I 
Toe m, m stop the determined Friars • 
ed butUh!g^n’+g3Jlnt “giit-hander, start-i 
n„ but he lasted only six innings. Mul-■ 
I1,Hr? yratid at the start but he' 
in favd beVen bal1 until he was yanked ! 
the n °r-°, Uck Phoney off whom! 
2® D w?iCa?s scored their whining1
i Prnv-’h’Wben Mthhgan left the mound 
denfe Was ahead s to 3. The Friars
S mi 0U^hits off Mulligan in six innings, 
o-re/ir D°minican prospects of victory 
greatly decreased after Holy Cross scored
worl rU?3 in the first but they kept 
diking for victory until the climax of
' them fXieM.016 S6Venth lnnhlg touud 
Murray Gets Homer
ganienmeC n, Holy Cross started, the ! 
?ver o r°11Ing to Blanche who threw j 
we2^mns bead at first base. Niemiee ;
( 2 to second »n the wild throw. Mar- . 
trbn„.]gl',0Uncte<1 out but Cammarano 
n»v?? to score Niemiee and Murray, 
bom < bat’ bit a homer over the right 
ai'..n,,‘C1Jce *° send Caihmarano home 
anead of him.
bacp6 ,Fr?ars ®’ot on® 01 these three runs 
easv ™- t he, fl4st- Dion and SelIiS were 
SLn S but Mulligan walked both 
to »Pd Kosl°wski. Perrin singled
vanco Mm'sella from second and ad- 
22®°flowski to third. Perrin was
choS.Orifi baSC °K R°berge’S 
th»1An°h®,retlred Holy Cross in order in 
' ho>v,S€COnci but Heillyof the Friars hit a 
Innin r?n 10 deep centre field in this 
- , ® to cut the lead of the Crusaders 
t-niiL™ 2' Heitheriteam scored in the
.or tourth. Blanche walked two 
mist61 s In tl'e fourth after two were 
Oit but Maynard could not come 
through, with a hit.
! ~ Runs °n Two Errors
[the fifth iinm^hy1sco1iad 4 to 3 in
K'l erred on Ms when Mar- !
) walked. Marcpiia g °under. Dion was. 
Blanche and Dion to score
•Cross batters faced Ri?nl? three Holy 
««i and sixth fnningsnCTW°th th® 
“«hXTom'' adVantaS' to 5 to% ln-
SSI*™- XnSS: 
“S-
i-eventh lnatog afc fitbe sror® in the
s»s sw S” I
|ReiVys error Of Mahnf C?rne honle on i 
J ThekPriars carn grounder. j
ha f of tlle seventh t8btback * their 
Blanche started the ralJv"11?* the same. I 
«2e Was sacrificed to Wth a slI»gle-I 
' n aynarti threw wild in' „ °nd by Dion. ! 
Won at first. Blanch n f’ffort to get 
°fi the error and Dion £ 2ent to third 
has ,hard Single iustaln °ad- SeI'ig baa® hue to score Bianc^g t!le third1
° Connell singled fp11, and Dion
the6 £lBth bpt h was L?O1Z Cross 
2 bases. was Ieft stranded on
I 111 score:'
Po°olSE
Q R _ ,1 J^0h.3 
i ^Pllfe i ~' 
'.¥ayellay
Roberge c 
gorbett,2
Reiliv.s 
Blanche.p 
I Totals
----- BOhy cross
J5 5 5 0 a'Niemiee 3 a$ 5 h ° a 
a 1 1 o 0 Murray 1 H 1 5 0
3 2 1 0 3'SS'P- f 0 0 0 1 
- -_;zs*hoen:cf } 0° 0° ° ° I 
7S27S! —■ huiings ■‘!9 6 8: Total,' PTT------—
Providence.................... I 2 3 4 5 '«4-° 2 24 12
!H°lv Cross .................. i 1 0 0 2 1 2 n ” -
C&'. 2vm 2.
J ^hree-ba<;p ?-base> hits—Mar^n *,J«.vMaro, 
Murray Rei]j£t~~S?'mmaMno; 'Home C°!ucci-
J ou(—By pfu,y; Sacrifice hit n-Ome runs— 
honey ] r“c1^ 7: by Mulfea??0?- ^StruckhIl’Ihgan 4 off A°r2hbans-Off Blancd Vo Wa~
J Evidence ron/;Iahoney 2. Left 1 2' off
-"WeLaughlir8-f ;3; HoJ.v CrosVo T?ase5^- 
Om. S n an<2 Hart. Time‘S3, ^^Pires 
me game—2h
h ~L2_atted for Phoney jn 9th.
PAWTUCKET BOY SCORES
Dona Maynard, Holy Cross catcher, scoring tying run, 5-5, on Kelllv’s 
error In seventh Inning ot game here yesterday, Providence College even­
tually won by a 7-5 count.
FRIARS RISE TO GREATEST 
HEIGHTS TO TOP CRUSADERS
Blanche Baffles Holy Cross Hitters 
After First Inning; Score, 7-5
recorSh?? ? Starts ls «i0
College basebah P-°''itie„cefar "ut tbeha1S4,C,°mPlled 80
which ca^ yesterday at u tr?mph' 
Field, is the pilze exhibit of iebndrlCken 
String. The of the whole
cleve^mtehV dlstance clouting
fieldingT?* X nd smartlr sensational
(attracttv:" °“blMd tO make the
BLANCHE.IMPROVES 
after shaky start
after mettinV a sPlendld game
start in th A™?7 ‘° a rather shaky
working right ha d”1'11,?' The smo°th 
i , rlSnt-hander held the Holv£X* 5i":n tO tW° hits ln the temaSr 
£rewhtarappeal'®d aItft«eanedvous as he
»»nr^,s:?i\vPS's°s
ly convert 81167 Wh,Ch Were Prompt- 
George ££ “V trlple and a homer, 
sella , S Sellls. Perrin and Chief Mar-
Friar’aWteii8 the batting he.roes of the 
right trlumph. Sellig proved to be the
emtrtien £ the rlght SpOt iu the sev-
the third h ’ u‘ a vlcious slngle d0W!1 
he third base line to bring in Bobby
proved8^ hlat1Che wlth the runs that 
Hn t?? be the winning tallies. Per- 
saeks tiCe dellvered with men on the 
fS tht flrst tlme belnS in the initial 
seA?e»#When he sIngled over flrst to 
»coie Marsella and the second occasion 
, ldg ln tbe sixth when he again sln-
enabling Ed Koslowski to tally 
?m second. Marsella played the hero's 
■ .when he slammed a double to deep 
gnt centre ln the fifth which scored1
Dion and Blanche,
PERRIN SPARKLES 
AROUND FIRST BASE
au^b teshtem ^heX Alba°nvtPOSt *' 
ster twisted himself younStures to spear throw££hic, 'w “C P°S 
formly high wide and hand Were Uni' 
surely takes’ rank with the^t’ «H( 
sackers in college ranS “ * first
» • •'
The redoubtable Buck Mahoney struct 
no fear Into the Friar hearts f™ « k 
gieeted him with one run in his deh,,£7 he sixth and then came bac^XnS 
the ball game with two more in the sev­
enth. It may be added, however tw 
Mahoney was hardly at his best ha£ *
Pitched the fuli game in £eXsaderV 
10-2 triumph over Boston College 
Worcester on Monday. S at
' • • *
Niemiec turned in a pretty bit of field
ing In the third frame Sellig smacked' 
hm grounder at Mulligan and the ba'' bounced off the hurler's glove-Nle£ie
dashed into the sronn tuTTTn" 'x 
it to flrst with on 811 flnd iooi
to nip the Friar outfield ot? and ln time 
able maygin °UtfleIder by a comfort.
upDt°onhiYrSiir„U’Sa’d€r Catcher' >ived 
he caught Ed ? a sPrlnter when i seventh8 Mayna^dS,™’S,Z°Ui in tb*
/ the stands and tlimm?” fmy behind 
’ make the put out. 8 8 S8nd pit to
I
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G_ ame played: June 4,1932
GIVES FRIARS 6-5 VICTOR V
OVER EAGLES
re 6-5 Victory 
Over Eagles in 10 Innings
Dion’s Double Breaks Up Close 
Battle to Give Dominicans 15th 
Triumph of Season.
Displaying " the timelv hitting 
a dogged determination to win factors 
Il Which have brought ,it many triumphs
this season the Providence College base 
, ball team defeated the Boston CohX 
' nine 6 to 5 in 10 innings -at Hendricken
'! tort ,yhe pday- ThiS is the second Vic" 
J the yrjais have scored over the
Eagles this season and their 15th tri­
umph in 16 games.' Bobby Dion won the 
m raiehe°7mf Domlnibans with his double 
Tjlmhe Jhhiug which scored Ed
Reilly with the deciding run.
Dion was the true hero of the game 
It was he who delivered the hits which 
tied and won the game for the Friars 
In the eighth inning, when the Eagles 
weie ahead 5 ,to 4. Dion came through 
with a slashing single that scored Cor 
bett with the tying run. These two 
timely hits by Dion proved the undoing 
of the Eagles, who tried hard for victory 
i The Friars used three hurlers and the 
Eagles two. Bill Lomax started for the 
Dominicans but he lasted only two in- 
nings. Tbe Eagles got to him for two 1 
singles and a triple with none out in i 
third for two runs. Lomax was wild in 
the first two innings and barely man- f 
aged to come through without being I
scored upon. Blanche relieved Lomiavi 
and he sailed along smoothly until the f 
eighth when he hit one man a”nd allowed,* 
three singles, which gave the Eagles two ’ 
runs and a 5-3 advantage. He was| 
benched in favor of a pinch hitter in 
the eighth and Ed Quinton replaced him. 
Quinton toyed with4 the' during
the ninth and 10th innings.
fqsteiw Couese L.-~-
TlT/F '/
Looks-very promi-rin^
Kov Weakens 
Emil Roy hurled .eight innings lor the
Eagles and when he was relieved '.by Ed
Gallagher the count, was tied 'at-five all.
Roy, who. was in many holes during his 
stay on the mound, weakened ■ in the 
eighth with victory, within'his grasp and 
,,allowed the Friars to tally two runs. The 
. Friars found Gallagher easy. He man- 
1 aged to weather the ninth after diffi- 
iculty hut could not weather the storm in 
the 10 tliT
The Friars again.: made most of, their j 
sOven hits figure In the scoring. The i 
Eagles also failed to waste many of their j 
six hits. Wildness of pitchers helped f 
both teams to score. Roy walked eight 
men, Lomax four and both Blanche and 
Gallagher two each.
Walter Corbett, Friar second baseman, 
provided an unusual batting feature; 
The first time at bat he hit a home • 
run and he drew a base bn balls on his 
next four visits to the plate. He scored I 
three of the six Friar runs.
The Friars staged a courageous battle 
in their uphill fight to victory. When 
thte Eagles tallied twice in the eighth, 
prospects of a Dominican triumph grew, 
but the homesters took advantage of 
Roy’s wildness in the eighth to raise 
theirhopes again.
Both Score in Eighth
Blanche hit Boehner, first1 man to 
face him in the eighth. Chesnulevich 
popped out to Roberge and Gatturna 
fiied out to Koslowski for two Puts. Mc­
Intyre singled. Both Boehner and Mc­
Intyre scored when Roy singled. This 
gave the Eagles a 5-3 advantage.
Roberge and Corbett, the first two 
men to "face Roy in the eighth were 
walked. Reilly advanced both runners 
with his sacrifice hit. Andrew Haggerty, 
piiich hitting for Blanche, hit a sacrifice 
fly'to left field to score Roberge, cutting 
Boston College’s lead to 5-4. Dion’s sin­
gle scored Corbett from second base with 
the tying run.
Corbett was walked for the fourth 
time in the 10th. He was sacrificed to 
second by Reilly. Chesnulevich erred on 
Reilly’s sacrifice and the latter was safe 
on First, Quinton hit a grounder to Gal­
lagher and the latter forced Corbett out i 
at third. Reilly went to second on the , 
play and Quinton was on first on a field- 1. 
er’s choice. ■ Dion then doubled to score 
Reilly and break up the ball game.
Lomax walked two Eagles in the iiist , 
inning but he kept them from scoring, • 
The Friars got a man on base in the 
first but could not score him. Lomax 
(walked two more in the second but a; 
fine double play which was started by. 
him prevented any Boston College scor­
ing. Corbett hit a home run with Perrin 
on base in the second for two Friar runs.
Eagles Take Lead
The Eagles scored, three runs -in the! 
third. Crowley and Spognardi, flSst two; 
batters singled. Downes tripled to score 
both. Blanche- relieved Lomax ,at this 
point of the game. He fanned Boehner 
and forced Chesnulevich, to ground out 
at first. Reilly erred on Gatturna’s
grounder, enabling Downes to score the 
third run of the inning.
Both Sellig and Marsella singled for 
the Friars in third, but both were left 
stranded on the bases. Blanche walked 
Crowley and McIntyre in the fourth, but 
checked the attempts of the other 
Eagles’ batters. Corbett, first at bat for 
the Friars in the fourth. He advanced 
to third on Dion's grounder and scored 
when Chesnulevich made a wild throw 
to first in an attempt to catch Dion, 
Blanche easily retired the Eagles In the 
fifth, sixth and seventh innings. The 
Friars had Roy in trouble in these three > 
innings, but did not score.
PROV. COLLEGE (BOSTON 
abrhpon
Won.3.......... 6 0 3 0 l|«ttredge,l-
gellig.l......... 5 0 f 2 07rowiey,3..
Marsella.r. ..3012 Olpogn’di.s.
Griffin,Cl... 0 0 0 1 opbwnes.r.. 
koslowski,Ci. 3 0 0 1 0<3oehner.l
COLLEGE 
ab r h po a: 
4 0 17 0
3 113 0 
.112 4
4 110 0
u „ , .................... 4 10 3 0
1 0 12 03hesn'v’h.2 5 0 0 3 0
1 0 10 4!3att'rna.m 4 0 0 2 0
1 4 ilclntyre.c. 3 118 0 3 0 10 313 1-3 10 1 IRoy.p........ - - - „ „
0 0 0 0.5 ailagher.p 0 0 0 0 z
Perrin,1. 
soberge.c... 
yorbett,2..,
Seilly.s........
tomax.p.... - - - - 
Slanche.p... 2 0 10 2 
□ ulnton.p... 1 0 0 0 0!
'Marian .... 0 0 0 0 0(
,-IIaggerty.. 0 0 0 0 0( -
Totals ...32 6 7 30 14; Totals ..34 5 8*289
Innings ................ 123456789 10
Boston College........003000 0 20 O—5
providence College.. 0 2 0 1 0 0 0 2 0 1—6
Errors—Corbett, Reilly. Chesnulevich 2. 
Hits-- Off Lomax 3 in 2; off Blanche 3 in 6: 
off Rov 6 in 8; off Gallagher 1 in 1 1-3; off 
Oulnto'n 0 in 2. Stolen bases—Gatturna, Per­
rin Spognardi, Dion 2, Marian. Two-base 
hit—Dion. Three-base hit—Downes. Home. 
run—Corbett. Sacrifice hits—Crowley. Roy. 
Rei’lv 2 Griffin. Double play—Lomax to 
Roberge to Perrin. Struck out—By Lomax 
2- bv Roy 7: bv Blanche 5; by Quinton 3. 
First base on balls—Off Lomax 4: off Roy 8; 
off Blanche 2: off Gallagher 2. Wild pitches
_ Rov 2. Hit bv pitched ball—By Blanche
(Spognardi. Boehner) Left on bases—Provi­
dence College 9; Boston College 7. Time of 
game—2h. 35m. Umpires—McLaughlin and 
Kelleher.
zBatted for Koslowski m <tn. 
yBatted for Blanche in 8th.•One out when winning run scored. j
Wineapple Hits Homer for Friar Alumni
le Wineapple provided the feature in the Provl,’eU^ ”711^10..W to clinch the game for
endricken Field when he hit a home run with the teammate, and Dudley, Crimson catch ,
sviars. The Providence College team won, 9 to •.
t
i
watch him come home.
(Frier Alumni Nine Wins
Over Harvard Grads 9-5\
Eddie Wineapple’s Homer in 5th
with Bases Loaded Clinches
Game. i
-
A parade of walks followed by Eddie 
Wineapple’s home run In the fifth in­
ning brought the Providence College 
Alumni baseball team five runs and en­
abled it to defeat the Harvard Graduates 
9 to 5 yesterday afternoon at Hendricken 
Field. The weather was not suited for 
for baseball but this did not dim the 
ardor of the players. Wineapple’s circuit 
hit came with the bases loaded and pro­
vided the feature of an otherwise slow 
game.
Two double plays by the Providence 
College Alumni helped to enliven the 
contest. Both of these double killings 
came when Wineapple was on the 
mound.
Wineapple hurled five innings for the 
Alumni nine and was nicked for six 
hits and three runs. Joe Whalen re­
lieved Wineapple on the mound and held 
the graduates to four hits and two runs. 
McJennett started for the Harvard nine 
but he was relieved by DonAghy, con­
verted shortstop, in the sixth inning, 
when the former found difficulty in 
finding the plate.
Issues Four Passes
McJennett worked well'until the fifth.— ------------- )
In this inning Tie issued four successive ! 
walks and allowing Wineapple to hit his 1 
home run. He returned to the mound 1 
in the sixth, but he walked the first man 
to face him and was relieved by Don­
aghy. He was more effective than his 
predecessor and shared with. .Wineapple 
the hitting honors, getting four hits in 
five times at bat. He hit three singles 
and a home run.
The Harvard team scored in the first 
inning after two were out. Chase reached ! 
first on Allen’s error, but Nugent hit .into 
a double play. Donaghy singled and 
Lord tripled to score Donaghy. The lat­
ter was left stranded on the bases. The 
Friars had three men on base in the first 
inning with only one out, but McJennett; 
toyed with the next two batters.
Friars Take Lead
The Friars scored twice in the fourth 
to take a 2-1 lead. McElroy fanned but 
Murphy was hit by a pitched ball. Wine­
apple tripled to score Murphy and Ed 
scored on Allen’s sacrifice fly. Harvard i 
regained the lead in the fifth inning by ' 
scoring twice. Huxtable singled. He 
was sacrificed to second by Dudley. Duffy 
erred on McJennett’s grounder and Hux- '• 
table scored. Chase was safe on a field­
er’s choice and he scored on Donaghy’s , 
single.
The Friars came back in their half of 
the fifth to clinch the game. McJennett 
walked the first four men to face him, 
forcing in a run and then Wineapple 
hit his home run to clear the bases.
Harvard scored a run in both the sixth 
and seventh Innings but the Friars 
scored twice in the sixth. Neither team' 
scored in the final two innings.
The score:
PROVIDENCE 
COLLEGE ALUMNI 
ab r h o 
Allen,3 ..5 0 2 0 
Main.2 .... 4114 
Capalli.s ... 4 1 I 3
Doyle,r........ 2 0 0 3
Graham,1 ..2 0 0 4 
Duffy,1 .... 1 l o 9 
Holland,m .10 0 1 
Whole;,',m ..2100 
McElroy.1 .. 3 10 0* 
Harraghy.c .110 1 
Murphy,c .. 110 2 
Wineapple.p. 4 2 2 0 
Whalen,p .. 0 0 0 0
HARVARD 
GRADUATES 
a ab r h
7 Chase.r.2 .510 
4 \'ugent.2,s .501 
4 Donaghv.s.p 5 2 4 
OlLord.l .... 4 0 2 
0:3illigan,m. 5 0 0 
OiTodd.l .... 4 0 1 
OHuxtable.3. 4 2 1 
0 Dudley.c .200 
O'McJen’ett.p 2 0 0 
OjCutts.r ... 101 
0!
2|
01
o
0
1
1
7
3
2
0
9
1
0
2 1 
2 
1 
0 
0 
0 
1 
2 
0 
0
Totals ... 30 9 6 27 17i Totals ; . 37 5 10 24 8 
Innings .................... 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9
. Providence .................. 0002 5 200 x—9
: Harvard ...................... 1 0002110 0—5
1 Errors—Allen. Nugent 2. Duffy 3. Whalen, 
Capelli. Donaghy. Hits—Off Wineapple 6 in 
5 innings: off Whalen 4 in 4; off McJennett 
4 in 5; off Donaghy 2 in 3. Stolen bases— 
Main 2. Nugent. Duffy. Huxtable. Three-base 
hits—Lord. Wineapple. Home runs—Donaghy. 
Wineapnle. Sacrifice hit—Dudley. Double
plays—Capalli to Main to Duffy: Allen to 
Main to Duffy. Struck out—By McJennett 
7: bv Whalen 1: by Wineapple 1: by Donaghy 
3. Base on balls—Off McJennett 6: off Wine- 
apple 1: off Whalen l: off Donaghy 3. Wild 
pitch—McJennett Passed balls—-Harraghy. 
Hit bv pitched ball—By McJennett (Doyle, 
Murphy). Umpires—Meehan and Foley.
Game played: June 7,1932
HE'ftAl.l) TRIBUNE,... MONDAY. JUNE G, 1 932 ___
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jjEead in College
Baseball Taken 
By Providence
Defeat by N. Y. U. Weakens 
Fordham Bid for Crown 
as Dominicans Win Two
Beginning two games last week i 
Providence College’s team forged to I
; the front in the race for the mythical 
' baseball championship of the East.
Fordham, which had led the field dur­
ing the last month, dropped its sec- 
om. game with N. Y. U., but then went 
on to conquer Rutgers in the last game!
• on its schedule, while the Dominicans j 
defeated two of the strongest college, 
t teams in the east and its traditional, 
rivals—Boston College and Holy Cross, i 
Providence now has fourteen inter-1
1 collegiate contests and lost one for a. 
percentage of .929, while Fordham has 
lost two and won fourteen. Provi­
dence still has two more games to 
play, one with Syracuse and another • 
with Holy Cross. Army closed its 
schedule in third place, with eleven ■ 
victories in thirteen games. N. Y. U.
' and Seton Hall are tied for fourth with 
eleven victories and four defeats. 
Both ended their campaigns last week.
Auer Gains Tenth Victory
, Though Fordham lost a game during 
the past week, Kenneth (Dutch) Auer,
J its star pitcher, was not in the box 
: at the time. He worked in the game 
, with Rutgers and gained his tenth 
consecutive victory of the season. In-
| eluded among the ten is only one 
j shutout, but the Maroon ace counts 
, among his victims some of the best 
teams in this section of the country, 
i He holds decisions over Princeton,
1 Yale, Temple, Manhattan, Seton Hall, 
1 Columbia, N. Y. U„ Army and Boston
College.in. addition to Rutgers..
Several of the previously undefeated 
pitchers lost for the first time thi. 
week. Lynn McCuskey, of Amherst 
lost two games after winning fou 
straight and Thompson, of Daitmouth, 
and Jackson, of Penn, were defeated 
after three straight victories Quin- 
ton, of Providence, added
umph to make his record six straight , 
andP put him in third place behind ( 
Auer and Coughlin, of Army, who has , 
won seven in a row.
Columbia May Win Title
In the league, Columbia’s pair of 
victories over Penn on Memorial Day 
gave the Lions a chance for the title 
for the first time since baseball has 
been played on Morningside Heigh . 
The Lions wound up their fi^ht in 
the league with this pair of games, 
but Yale, leading the loop at P^sent’ 
still must play two games with Pro­
ton. If the Elis break even a tie will 
be created and if they lose both Co­
lumbia will win the pennant. In other 
words, the Elis must take both games 
of the series to win the title. ,.
. Columbia also hit Its way to the 
bitting lead and established new 
league records in five offensive depart­
ments. The Lions set marks in team 
batting with .347; m runs scored, 93; 
m runs hatted In, 80; in double plays, 
9, and in total hits, 130. I**® last le 
ord beat by fifteen the mark set by 
Penn last year.
Barber Leads In Batting 
•Wank Barber, of Dartmouth, vir­
tually has clinched the Individual bat­
ting championship, though he did not 
mrticinate in his team’s last 
with Penn He has compiled a .500 
average twelve hits In twenty-four at 
bat Bi'll Graupner, of Penn, is second 
with .462. ___________ .
L -College Baseball Records
General Records
Team Standings
(Games with alumni or professional teams 
not included)
L. Pet. 
6 .500 
non,
n ,. W. L. Pet,Prv dence 14 1 ,9“a 
Fordham. 14 2 '575 
Army.... n £> .sir,
:«N. Y. V. 11, 4 .733
Seton Hall 11 4 .733
■Tufts----- 10 4 .714
'Penn state !) ' 4 .<;<>2 
williams.. » 4 .1312
(
Lafayette. !> 4 .nit-'
Harvard, n 5 .gss 
•Col’mbSa 13 fi .684 
Bost’n Col 1(1 5 .067 
Holy Cross 8 4 .<(<17 
Yale..... 13 7 .850
Villanova 10 « .825 
Amherst., 7 5 .583 
(Brown.... 8 6.571 
j Sw’thmore 7 6 .53s
; Penn........ » § .iiaii
Princeton 10 10 .'500'
} ’Played 1-1 tie In seven innings.
Metropolitan Series Standing 
r, W- L-l W. !'■R?rdiam.......... 3 1 C.C.N.Y........... 1 4
u............3 1 Manhattan.... 1 5
’Columbia........ 3' 21
’Played tie game.
Individual Pitching
Name. College W.L. I Name, College W.L.
Auer, Fordham..10 0 ICorson, Bost'n U. 2 2
' ■ w.
J tinmith.. o 
Lefflgli,... « 
G’rgetown ff (i .non 
Navy..;., fi 6 .4 55, 
Bucknell.. 5 fi .455 
Colgate... ,8 It .421 
Manhattan 8 11 .421 
Union.... 5 7 .417
Temple... 8 13 .381
Gettysburg 3 
Stevens... 3 
mislayan. 4 
Rutgers... 3 
Syracuse. 3 
Boston U.. 3 
Cornell... 3 
Vermont.. 3
.3. . 
fi .333 
9 .308 
8 .273 
8 .373
8 .373
9 .250 
18 .143
Coughlin, Army. 7 0 
Quinton, Prov... 6 o 
Blanche, Prov. .. 4 o 
Kammer, Prince. 4 o 
Holler, Lehigh... 2 o 
Pren’gast, Manh. 2 o
Wilson, Prince.
Cramer, Temple. „ 
Signer, N. Y. U. 2 0 
Perina, Penn... i o 
Simons, Penn. .. l o 
Davies. Lafayet’e 1 o 
Sprague, Harv’rd l o 
Powers, B. C... 
Downes, B. C...
Lomax, Prov.’.’.’.* 1 o
1 0Kies, Yale.......... x vMontgomery V,il 1 o 
O’Donnell, Vil... l o 
Reitz, Villanova.. 1 o 
Comerford, Ford. 1 o 
Keenan, Fordh.. l o 
Shearer, N. Y. u. l o 
Staffon, Tufts. . . 1 o 
Bowie. Brown... 
Cic'lello, Mr- nh 1 0 1 0
Miller. Dartm'th 2 2 
Halpin. Brown... 1 1 
Whiskeman, Cor. 1 1 
Ray, Princeton. 1 3 
Aicher. Princeton 1 1 
Heaney, G’town. 1 1 
Thompson. Temp 1 1 
Plotkin, Bost. U. 1 1 
Spanier, C.C.N.Y. 5 fi 
Powhida. Penn.. 4 5 
Blake, Manh .... 4 5 
0 Lyman. Colgate. 3 4 
Bowman. Prince. 2 3 
Farmer, Vermont 2 3 
Kiffney, Syr’cuse 2 3 
G. Parker, Laie. 2 3 
Trudnak, Buck’ll 2 3 
Layton, Lehigh.. 2 3 
McN’ra, N.Y.U.. 2 3 
Thompson, Amh. 2 3 
Meredith. Union 3 5 
La Flamme, Colg, 3 5 
Janin, Rutgers.. 2 4 
Sweet. Wesleyan 2 4.v, uu., j. v o i. w i v
Karells, An.herst 1 o Wiggers, Wesley. 2 4 
Fowle. Williams. 1 0 Sereysky, Corn.. 2 4 
Sabatini . Union.. 1 o Liddy. Rutgers.. 1 ♦»
Quinn, Hpiy c.. l o Dill. Union.......... i o
I Winn, St. . l o Black. Syracuse. 1 2 
< Hagin. Gplgtte.. 1 0 Cohen. C.C.N.Y.. l •> 
' Broaca./Yale. i.. fi 1 Mooney, Stevens. 1 2 
Vavra. N Y. u.. G 3 Garrison. Manh. l 2 
9J,eHn* **afayette 6 .1 Spalding, Temple 1 2 
White, Columbia. 8 2 Coombs, Navy... i a 
Crown. S. Hall.. 4 UDougal, Temple., l g 
And wicz, Tufts. 9 3 Rutkowski, Ver.. l 7 
Jackson, Penn... 3 3 Noznesky, G’twn 0 3 
Thompson, Dmth 3 3 Woltman. Prince (1 1 
Debonis. Penn s. 3 l Cowell. Get’burg 0 1 
Sipler, Swthm. ..33 McLeaf, Get’burg 0 3 
Connors, Prov. ..31 Schembs. Swthm 0 1 
Mahoney, H e.. 5 2 Campion, Bos. U. 0 3
S’ 5 2 Bass. Boston U.. 0 3
Wilkens Colum.. 5 2 Lojko. Boston U. 0 3
2?Jens’SvartL 7 3 Steffen’li, Syrac. 4 3
F iley. Williams, fi 3 Stevens, Svrac. 0 3 
Wheeler, Yale... 4. 2 Ware, Lehigh... o }
Landry, Army.. 4 2 Dow, Lehigh.... 0 3
Gallagher, B. C.. 4 2 Hershon, Rutg 03 
Davenport. Navy 4 2 Davies, Rutgers 0 3
McCuskey, Amh. 4 2 Harr’gton, Penn. 0 3Carpenter’ Gtwn 2 3 
R’kolb, C.C.N.Y.. 2 3 
Keller. S. Hall... 2 3 
Sheehan. Wms.. 2 3 
Glick. Lehigh... 2 3
Kelly, Penn........ o 3
Giac’dino, Fordh 0 3 
W’bridge. Wesley fi 1 
Newton. Yale.... 0 3 
Grinkevitch. Laf. 0 3uncK. b n n .1 Lxrinkevlt  
Graney, Fordh... 2 3 Clouser, Temple, fi 3 
Meade, Penn St. 5 SiCampbell, Navy. 0 1 
Millard, L’f’yette 3 2 Brown. Tufts..' fi 3 
Taylor. Harvard 3 2 Burnell. Vermont 0 2
toy, B. C............. 4 .3 Williams, Cornell 0 “
King. Villanova. 4 3|Poss, C. C. N. Y fi •> 
Hum’ries, Brown fi 5 Dagenais. Colum 0 •>
Stetson, Swthm. 4 4 amuels, Prince ’ 0 “»
KobiHs. Vil’nova 3 3 Weafer, Bost. U. 0 2
Lindquist. Gtwn. 3 3 Rollins. Stevens. 0 2
Howard. Get’b’g 3 3 Bradley, Syrac 0 2
GuVremDlp-" 7 Vermont 0 3
AMONG THE P. C. GtlADS
jpKOVIDENCE COLLEGE will lose several of its prominent athletes 
when the sheepskins are handed out at Smith Hill tomorrow. From 
the football squad goes Eddie Nawrocki, centre; Charlie Jorn, end; Chick
Bleiler and Johnny Brady, sterling quarterbacks, and Mickey Foster, what 
a halfback. The baseball squad will bid farewell to Bobby Dion and 
George Sellig, the former a third sacker and last season’s leader, and Sel- 
Iig,' outfielder and present captain. In addition Eddie Hammill, sub in­
fielder, and Jimmy Welch, sub catcher, will be lost to the diamond. Welch, 
incidently, goes under the surgeon’s knife for removal of his appendix 
on Saturday. Star catcher, George Tebbetts had his carved out some 
weeks ago. Allyn Sullivan, brilliant captain of the P. C. tennis aces, is 
another who graduates, while from the basketball team will go George 
Cody and Johnny McCormick, steady, dependable athletes.
The football team is hardest hit. It isn’t every day you can pick up 
quarterbacks with the brains and resourcefulness of Bleiler and Brady. 
Nothing this pair couldn’t do and do well. Coach Archie Golembeski says 
! he gets a headache every time he thinks of scouting about for two such
signal barkers.
The Friars will have another good ball team in 1933. Coach Flynn 
has two men already picked out to fill the shoes of Dion and Sellig. Sul- 
livan’s tennis brogans will take a lot of filling. It is a part of the game.
___ * *. .....- ..
Thursday; Meet H. C. at 
Worcester Saturday.
The Providence College baseball team 
will realize its season’s objective—the 
mythical Eastern championship—on 
Thursday afternoon if it is victorious in 
its game with the Syracuse nine. As a 
matter of fact the Dominicans will have 
(two opportunties this week to win the 
crown as they have two games carded, 
tile other being with the Holy Cross nine 
pn Saturday. A victory over either the 
Grange or the Crusaders will bring the 
title to Providence.
The Fordham team, which has been 
leading the race during the past month, 
lost to N. Y. U. last W'eek and finished 
ilts season witli a record of 14 victories 
and two defeats. This defeat by N. Y. U. , 
i virtually eliminated the chances of the 
! Earns for the title.
Favored to Beat Orange
The only hope Fordham has to come 
out on top is for the Friars to lose both 
of their remaining games with Syracuse 
and Holy Cross. Syracuse has not fared 
very well on the diamond this year hav­
ing scored only three victories in ll 
; games and the Dominicans will be top- 
' heavy favorites to win this game and 
[the championship.
j The Friars are leading the Eastern col­
lege race with 14 victories and one de- > 
feat with Fordham second. Army is in ; 
third place with 11 victories and two de­
feats but it is 29 percentage points be­
hind the Rams in the standing. If the 
Friars defeat Syracuse Thursday, their 
record will be IB victories in 16 games 
for a percentage of .938, a mark which 
neither Army nor Fordham can match.
Good Chance to Win 
If the Friars win from Syracuse and
lose to Holy Cross, their percentage will 
be .832 which would be seven points 
higher than the Fordham mark and 36 
points higher than that of Army.
Eddie Quinton, Friar hurling ace, 
stands third among the college pitcheis 
of the East. Quinton has won six straight 
games. Auer of Fordham, who has scored 
10 straight victories, tops the list. A1 
Blanche of the Friars and Hammer of 
Princeton are tied in the fourth berth 
with four straight victories each.
Game played:
June 9,1932
Eastern Baseball Title
FRHH NINE WINS 
EASTERN CROWN
Dominicans Clinch Baseball 
Championship with Victory 
Over Syracuse, 8-3.
•schedule TOMORROW
H°ly , CroSS uam« at Worcester 
W"' N0t lnvolve' Leadership ~ 
-of Providence
team roahzeT'^te^easo F°IIege baseball 
terday when it defeat” h °bjectlve 5’es- 
nine. 8 to 3, at HendwU » ® Syracu«’ 
ing the Eastern colleoe clinch-
Plonship. Realizing thatb«eta11 cham‘ 
gl.ve them the croX^u* lictory would 
determinedly against th ® nfiarS played 1 
outcome never was Uie I
was a feature Of th«5 nbt' 71,6 game I 
Day program. tbe Comme»cement f 
This is the ltd, „■ .
for the Dominicans it°2’ A? games 
best record in Fast g/'es them the 
competition and to th?ir
Friars have one more i?iSt%y' The 
They meet Holy Cross scheduled.
morrow. Regardless of th Or?Ster to- 
that contest, however * t^e ™tcome of (. 
Jja^e won the title. ’ th Dominicans
oidliam Hopes Blasted 
Tlie Fordham nine Un +, 
pntil last week. Then e race I 
N. Y. U. nine wrecked th.d^eat by the 
Hams for at least a „ ’hog»°< »• |
S” 2SX "“ ■* 2- “/»„ t “Io ?, j
.983. If they are downed by Holy Cross 
tomorrow this win be reduced to 882 >
PILING UP SCORE
" X
’ 'z;
Is shown scoring third run of ’ sec-
sterday. Reilly had Just tripled andReilly Providence College si onrt inning as Friars heat Sy 
came In on Connors’s single.
The Friars have played good baseball 
throughout their campaign. They have 
scored victories over some of the best 
college teams in the East and boast a 
triumph over the Boston Red Sox of the 
American League. The Friars have not 
been a hitting club, but they have hit 
at opportune times. Timely hitting and 
good hurling have been the secret of the 
success o.f the Dominicans this season. 
The Friar hurling statff rates with the 
best in the country, and is headed by Ed 
Quinton, A1 Blanche and Danny Con­
nors.
Friars Get 14 Hits
During the early stages of. the game 
vesterday, the Friars made everything 
count. With victory practically certain 
later, they lapsed a little in the closing 
Innings.
Danny Connors hurled steady ball for 
(the Friars. He was nicked for nine sin­
gles, but he was effective in the pinches. 
{On two occasions. Syracuse had Connors 
'in a hole, but each time he weathered 
the storm without much damage. The 
Friars exhibited a sustained offensive, 
collecting 14 hits, including a home run 
and a triple, off Dominic Stefanelli, Syra­
cuse hurler. The attack by the Friars 
yesterday was one of their strongest of 
the season.
"Chief' Marsella provided the batting 
feature in the sixth inning, when he hit 
a home run to deep centre field with 
Bobby Dion on base. Marsella also col­
lected a single and a double in his five 
times at bat.
Sellig and Dion Graduate
For Capt. George Sellig and Bobby 
Dion, captain of last year’s team, yester^ 
day’s contest marked their last college 
'game at Hendrlcken Field. Both were 
{graduated yesterday. Both Dion and 
(Sellig turned in creditable performances 
'Afield in their final home game. '
- Neither team scored In the first in- 
intng, both being put out in order. In 
(the 'second inning, however, the Friars 
scored three runs after two were out. 
Roberge started the- rally with a single. 
Corbett followed with another bingle 
and Reilly scored both with a triple to 
left field. Connors also singled to score 
Reilly, but the former was left stranded 
on first when Dion flied out to centre 
field. Syracuse came through with 
three successive singles in the third in­
ning. and was further aided when Con­
nors hit Sulkowski with a pitched ball. 
But despite this, the Orange scored but 
one run.
The Friars added another run to their 
total in the third inning. Marsella 
reached first on Frank's error on his 
grounder. He was advanced to second 
on Griffin’s single. Stefanelli walked 
Perrin t,o fill the bases. Marsella scored
the other
o/tX^X6 ,SCOTed a run in the fourth 
“7 “ and Hn error- The FrW-s
la thelr half of the fourth 
tally twice after two were out and
wMkede^lr advantage to e to a. Dion 
Mked, stole secondhand came home on
I Being ® Slng!e’ Marsella doubled to score
mSSeCXe^COT^ its third and fiaal run 
m the fifth. Sulkowski singled and 
™ached ^cond on Corbett’s error. He 
home when Dion miscued Lipitz’s
n,^ Dominicans scored their final two 
In the Slxth when Marsella hit his 
home run with Sellig on base. Both 
mnot8 \m.en ou base in the flnal in- 
basas’ bUt thes® were w“ted on the
The score: 
providence 
COLLEGE 
r^. ab r h,Dion,3..........  4 i £
Sellig.l........ 5 x-2
Marsella, r. ..5 2.3
Sriffin.m... 5,1 1 
Perrin,1..., 3 0 1 
Roberge.c.. 4 12 
Corbett. 2... 3 12
Reilly,s......... 4 11
Connors,p.. 4 0 1
’ SYRACUSE 
ab r h
0 aiFahy.I........5 1
T 6|3ock.s........ 5 0
7 OiCramer.m.. 5 0 
0 Sulkowski,2 3 1 
O 0;Frank. 1... 5 0 
6 O'Lipitz.r.... 4 1
6 0{Maister.2. . 4 0 _ „ 
2 SlChapninn.c 4 0,04 
2 ljstetanelli.p 4 0 0 0
Totals . .37 8 14 27 11J Totals . .38 3 $ 24 10 
.................... I2345678S
Svracuae .................. 03120200 x—8B5racu,e........................ 00111000 0—3
bafe—Curbett- DI°n- Stolen 
b««e hn £ase mt—Marsella. Three-
mi,"5 ‘i . Home run—Marsella. Sac- 
beu to P.rSlrbCi Double play—Dion to Cot-
StefaneBfa n® UCk 0,“—Connors 5: bv
Mar sella Hits Homer for Friars
Chief Marsella of the Providence College Baseball Team Provided One of the Features as the Friars Downed 
the Syracuse Nine, 8 to 3, at HendricJcen Field Yesterday, to Clinch the Eastern College l'itle. Marsella’s Homer 
Came in the Sixth and Dion Scored Ahead of Him. Marsella Is Shown Crossing the Plate with Umpire Dad 
Meehan and Catcher Chapman Looking On.
MORS HOLDS SYRACUSE 
AS MATES HITHARD ANO OFTEN
Marsella Contributes Home 
Run and Double; Quinton 
Picked to Face Holy Cross 
at Worcester Tomorrow
Unleashing a barrage of 14 hits for a 
total of 21 bases ^n eight turns at bat, 
the Providence College nine clinched 
the Eastern college baseball champion- | 
ship by defeating Syracuse, 8 to 3, be­
fore a Commencement Day crowd at 
Hendrlcken Field. The victory marked 
the 16th triumph in 17 starts for Coer 
Jack Flynn’s boys, who close their 
schedule tomorrow at Worcester, when.
; they meet Holy Cross tbr the second 
' time. . ,Although he was trtuched for 10 hits
• —all singles.—Danny Connors of the 
; Friars would have held the Orange to
one run if his Infield mates hsjd tend- 
: ered him tighter support. Tht visitors 
; bunched three blngles for their opening 
I tally in the third inning, but Walter 
Corbett erred in the fourth and again 
„in the fifth to provide openings for Syra­
cuse tallies.
-MARSELLA LEADS 
; WITH THREE HITS 
‘ ‘'Chief" Marsella led the Providence 
f attack with a homer, double and single.
' Capt. George Selllg chipped in with a 
J two-bagger and single, Corbett had a 
1 brace of one-timers, as did Ollie Roberge, 
J while Bobby Dion, last year's captain,
• Eddie Reilly, Oscar Perrin. Tom Griffin
• and Danny Connors each made one safe 
1 knock. It was the first time this sea- 
; son that every member of the outfit hit 
; safely and Reilly’s effort—a screaming 
triple—set the champions off on the 
right foot, coming as It did -with two 
runners aboard the sacks in the second 
lining.
Each side went down in order in the 
opening session, but Roberge opened the 
Ting for the Friars, with two out. In 
t ie second. The big catcher whistled a 
sngle to left and Corbett duplicated the 
dose. Then came Reilly’s three-ply wal- 
1m to left centre and Connors sent Eddie
home with another left-field single.
With two Syracuse batters retired on 
strikes in the third, Fahy, Bock and 
Cramer came through with succes*£® 
hits the former scoring, and the bases 
were filled when Sulkowski was struck 
by a pitched ball, but Frank hoisted to 
Dion to end the rally Providence got 
the run back in the last half of the 
third on Bock’s bobble of Marsella s 
grounder, a single by Griffin, a pass to 
Perrin and Roberge’s long lift to Cramer 
In deep centre.
e lor Friars
Bobby Dion, left, and George Sellig, right, members of the Providence College baseballI team tWg
final college game at Hendricken Field today against Syracuse. Both null graduate today .Sellig 
year’s team while Dion captained the 1931 nine. ____________ _____ .
DOUBLE PLAY CHECKS 
SYRACUSE IN FIFTH.
! The Orange picked up its second 
' marker In the fourth on a single by 
Lipitz, Corbett's failure to hold Chap­
man’s roller, with a double play in sight, 
and Fahv's second -hit. Sulkowskl's hit, 
another miscue by Corbett on Frank’s 
dribbler, with another twin-killing in 
prospect, and a puzzling hopper by 
Lipitz that took a queer bounce as Dion 
was about to field it, netted Syracuse 
its third and final run in the fifth in­
ning, A nice play by Dion on Maister's 
drive started a double play to check the 
Orange’s chances in this inning.
Dion and Sellig, who were playing 
their last contest before a home audi­
ence, scored for the Friars in the fourth. 
Dion walked and pilfered second base, 
then Sellig doubled past first and Mar- 
sella doubled to left to chase his captain 
to the pay-off station. Dion’s single in 
the sixth was followed by Marsella’s 
four-bagger, a poisonous smash to the 
fence between left and centre, and that 
ended the scoring for the day, although 
the Friars had a chance to add to their 
total in the seventh when PeTrin and 
Roberge hit safely and moved up a peg 
on Corbett’s pretty sacrifice bunt, but 
neither Reilly nor Connors could nego­
tiate with Stefanelli’s slants in the
emergency..
SELLIG PUTS IN BUSY 
i)AY IN OUTFIELD 
' Cap’.. Sellig climaxed a busy day in 
the field—he accepted, seven chances— 
by a pretty running catch of FrarHc’s 
drive, with two Syracuse men on the 
bases and two out, in the ninth. As, soon 
as he made the catch. George pocketed 
the ball, which he will treasure' as a 
souvenir of the game that gave his team 
the college title, then he ran for the 
showers. On the way he tried to think 
of some explanation to offer Coach Flynn 
for over-running first base and trying, to 
stretch his' single in the eighth into a 
double. The erisuing run-down, in which 
four Syracuse players took part before 
they finally tagged Sellig, provided the 
spectators with a merry moment.
Coach Flynn indicated that Eddie 
Quinton would get the starting call for 
mound duty against the Crusaders at 
Worcester on the morrow. Eddie did re­
lief work against Boston College last 
I Saturday when he relieved Lomax and 
stopped the Eagles in the ninth and loth 
innings. Quinton has not been called 
upon to go nine innings since the sec­
ond Brown game on May 28. Lomax was 
to have faced Syracuse yesterday, but 
did not put in appearance, so Flynn 
nominated Connors and kept Quinton 
! isnd A1 Blanche in reserve.
PROVIDENCE WINS
FROM SYRACUSE, 8-3
PROVIDENCE, June 9—Providence 
College baseball team became claimant 
to eastern college baseball honors this 
afternoon when it defeated Syracuse, 8
tOToday’s victory gave Providence a rec­
ord of 16 games won out of 17 playact
—----- ---------- SYRACUSEPROVIDENCE
ab.bh.po. 
Dion,'3.... 4 1 1
9eHisr.lt.. Marsella.r. 
Griffin.ef. 
Perrin, 1... 
Roberge.c.. * 
Corbett.2.. 3 
Reilly, 3.. 4
Connors.p
2 5 0
5 3 2 0 
5 12 0
3 16 0
4 2 6 0
2 3 1
4 112
4 111
Fahy.lf. .. 
Bock.s. 
Cramer.cl 
Sulk’ski,2
ab.bh.po.a. 
,5210 
5 3 3 1
4 14 1 
3 10 43U1K. bivi  x.. « 7 -,X X
Frank, 1... 4 1 10 0
Lipitz,r... 4 1 2 0
Maister.3.. 4 0 0 2
Chapman.c 4 0 4 0
8tefa'elli.p 4 0 0 2
Totals.. .37 14 27 _9 Totals.. .37 3 24 10
EffageeO. o o § oJLkl
' Runs—Dion 2. Sellig. Marsella 2 Roberge,
7 Syracuse iO. Umpires—Meehan and Foley.
WORCESTER TODAY 
FOR H. C. CONTEST
Gams is Last of Season for 
Eastern Champions; Blanche 
to Pitch.
With the eastern college baseball 
championship safely In its possession, 
the Providence College baseball team in­
vades Fitton Field, Worcester, today for 
the second game of the annual two game 
series with the Holy Cross nine. The 
Friars downed the Crusaders 7-5 here 
last week and today they hope to''make 
a clean sweep of the series. The Friars 
never have downed Holy Cross twice in 
a season but today they have a good 
opportunity to turn the trick.
A1 Blanche, who mastered the Cru­
saders last week, again will take the 
mound for Providence today. Ed Quin­
ton will be ready to pitch if needed. 
Blanche hurled excellent ball against, 
Holy Cross, allowing but four hits and| 
he .is confident that he will repeat his 
triumph.
Last Game for Friars
The Friars will find the Crusaders 
much harder to. defeat at Worcester and 
.consequently will have to play their best 
baseball to emerge victorious. This is 
the last game for the Dominicans who 
have made an enviable record this sea- 
j son, winning 15 out of 16 college games. 
Realizing that another victory over Holy 
Cross will add to their prestige, the 
Friars will make a determined bid for
victory today.
For, Capt. George Sellig and Bobby 
Dion, today’s game will mark theirdast 
in a Providence College uniform. They
I graduated last Thursday.
Improve Hitting
The Friars have shown a marked im­
provement in their hitting during the 
recent games and if they continue their 
strong offensive, their chances of win­
ning today will be much stronger.
Mahoney, who relieved Mulligan In 
the game at Hendricken Field last week, 
is slated to hurl for the Crusaders. If 
Mahoney is in good form, the Friars will 
find him hard to beat.
t/il 111V -- J-------
plate in tlie third inning by Bona Maynard, Holy Cross catcher. On 
the light. Marshall of Holy Cross canglit at home plate by Catcher 
Oliver Roberge of tlie Friars in the third inning. Marshall attempted to 
score, on Murray's Texas Leaguer to deep short but l.d Reilly made an
excellent throw to Roberge., The Friars were defeated by the Crusaders 
S> to 4 at 'Worcester in their hunt game of the season.
1Crusaders Pound Dominican 
Hurler s for 8 to 4 Victory
Providence College Unable to 
Hold Early Lead as Al 
Blanche Weakens.
Fitton Field. Worcester, Mass., June 11. j 
—The Holy-Cross offensive struck with 
much fury here, today, raising havoc 
with Providence College pitchers and 
making it altogether a sad ending for the 
Friars, who were defeated 8 to 4. It was 
their second defeat in 17 college games.! 
The Crusader bats rang merrily for 16 
hits and a total of 27 bases. Holy Cross’s , 
victory today evened the annual two- i 
game series between tire two teams.
The Dominicans, who on Thursday 
clinched the eastern college baseball 
championship, nicked Arthur “B^ck" ( 
Mahoney for nine, hits but after an er-jj 
ratic start,: the Crusader hurler settle^’'
! down and toyed with the Friars in the . 
pinches. An unusual feature of the game j 
was that the Crusaders scored all of 
'their runs after two were out in each 
' of the three innings in which they tal­
lied.
Webster Honors Sellig
George Sellig, captain of the Provi-, 
dence College team, was presented; 
a. gold purse by his town folks from 
Webster, Mass., when he went to bat in 
the first inning. There was a large dele­
gation from Webster to watch their 
favorite play. For Sellig and Bobby Dion, 
today’s game closed their baseball career 
with the Friars.
The Crusaders really won the game ir. 
two innings, the fifth and the eighth.; 
In both these sessi-ons Holy Cross staged 
strong attacks. By virtue of excellent all- ; 
round play during the first four innings, 
in which every Crusader rally was easily 
nipped, the Friars took a 4 to 1 lead and 
were on their way to an apparently easy 
victory. But in the fifth the Holy Cross 
bats found their mark for five successive 
hits, a home run. triple and three sin­
gles. to score four runs and entirely 
change the aspect of the battle.
Al Blanche^ who had been hurling
steady ball, was the victim of this heavy 
fifth inning attack. The Crusaders hit 
his offerings unmercifully and he was 
replaced by Ed Quinton. Quinton 
weathered the storm until the eighth 
when he was nicked for three successive 
hits, a home run. triple and a single, for 
three runs. It really was an error by 
Walter Corbett, Friar second baseman
: on Mahoney’s grounder after two were 
■ out that paved the way for these three
Holy Cross runse ___
^ame played: June 11,1952
MEMBERS OF THE FRIARS CEFB OF PROVIDENCE COLLEGE
k
First Row. Left to Right: Francis Reavey, This City; Marty Ker­
rigan. Clinton, Mass.; Joseph McCarthy, Fitchburg, Mass.; John 
MacNamara. This City; Thomas O’Brien, New Havep, Conn.; 
John Gl<£nnt>n, New Bedford, Mass.; Lambert Bawrque, Nashua, 
N. H. Second Row, Left to Right: John Smith, Fail River; John 
VAadeen, P\Vtal\e\d, Mass.; Robert CarrdW, TV>\s C\XyTheodore 
\ .d\, V=\AAs.y\\v\«a, V— 3oY\r\ TW\s. G Wy \ VA a.\A_Y\ e-sej O’VAaX-
X'A a.-s.a.., -a.v\dk 52>a.-s»\aVA
___
home runs for the Crusaders, the for-
■ mer’s coming 'in the .eighth with two 
men on base. Frank Cammarano hit two 
triples and a single in five times at 
bat, while Tommy Farrell banged out 
four successive singles in as many times 
up. Perrin, with two timely singles, 
drove in three Friar runs, while Blanche 
'accounted'for another with his home 
‘run.
l riars Take Early Lead 
The Friars took a 1-0 lead in the first
i inning. Sellig and Griffin drew bases 
j on balls and Sellig scored on Perrin’s :
‘ single to right field. Nlemiec, who was i 
hit by Blanche with a pitched ball in 
the first inning, was the only Crusader 1 
j to get on base in this session. The Friars
■ were retired in order in the second. The'1', 
i Crusaders got two singles and a sacrifice
hit in the second, but airtight fielding 
by the opposition prevented any scoring.
Providence tallied twice in the third. 
Dion, first up, singled. Sellig was hit 
by a pitched ball. Marsella advanced 
both with a sacrifice hit anti both scored 
on Perrin's single. Blanche’s home run 
i in the fourth gave the Friars a 4 to 1
, lead.
I Maynard and Mahoney accounted for 
j the first two Crusader outs in the the 
' fifth, but Niemiec came through with a 
home run. Marshall followed with a 
single, and he was scored by Camma- 
rano's triple. Murray singled to score 
Cammarano, and Farrell’s single brought 
Murray home. At this point Quinton 
relieved Blanche on the mound, and he 
fanned Colucci for the third out. '<
The Friars were retired in order in 
both the fifth and sixth innings. O'Con­
nell doubled for the Crusaders in the 
sixth but he was left on base. In the 
seventh the Crusaders had men on sec­
ond and third after two were out but 
Quinton forced Colucci to fly out to Kos- 
lowski for the third, out.
Dion Hits Into Double I’lay
Reilly singled for the Friars in the 
seventh but Dion hit into a double play. 
With the count 5 to 4 against them 
the Dominicans made a real bid for vic­
tory in the sixth. Sellig fanned but ; 
Marsella singled. He was advanced to ( 
third on Koslowskl’s double but with the • 
tying and winning runs on base, neither j 
Perrin or Pinch Hitter Marian could j 
deliver a telling blow. .
The Crusaders clinched the game In 
the eighth when Marshall hit a home 
run with Niemiec and Mahoney on base. , 
Reilly drew a base on balls for the Friars 
In the ninth ahd Hammill. pinch hit­
ting for Quinton, doubled but Mahoney ■
forced Dion to hit Into a double play 
to end the game.
The score:
HOLY CROSS I PROVIDENCE
ab r h pa a | COLLEGE
niemiec,3,. . 4 2 2 0 3! abrbpoa
Marshall.s.. 4 2 2 1 l'Oion.3........ 5 110 0
Sam'areno.l 5 1 3 11 l|3elllg,l.... 2 2 0 1 0
Murray,!. ...5131 
Farrell.m... 4 14 0 
3alucci,r. ... 3 0 0 1 
O'Connell,2. 4 0 15 
Maynard,c. .2018 
Mahoney,p.. 4 10 0
O'Marsella.r. 3 0 110 
OK’slowski.m 1 0 1 1 o 
0i3rlffin,m.. 2 0 0 0 0 
5|Perrln,l... 4 0 2 8 0
1 Burns,c.... 0 0 0 0 0
2 Roberge.c. .40161 
Corbett,2.. 3 0 0 4 3 
Reilly,s.... 3 0 13 7 
Blanche,p.. 2 110 3 
Quinton,p.. 0 0 0 0 1 
aMarian... 1 0 0 0 0 
yHaggerty. 1 0 0 0 0 
'(Hammill ..10100
, Totals.. 35 8 16 27 13! Totals.. 32 4 9 24 15 
Innings ....................  123456789
Holy Cross .................. 0 1 0 0 40 03 X—8
Providence College.... 1021004)0 0—4 '
Errors—Corbett, Perrin. Hits—Off Blanche * 
10 in 4 2-3 innings, off Quinton 6 in 3 1-3. | 
Stolen bases—Roberge. Murray 2, Farrell 2.
' Two-base hit—O’Connell. Three-base hits— 
Cammarano. 2. Home runs—Blanche, Nie-
I miec, Marshall. Sacrifice hits—Marshall, Ca- 
lucci, Marsella, Maynard, Quinton, Double 
plays—Corbett to Reilly to Perrin: Reilly to 
Corbett' to Perrin: O’Connell, unassisted: 
O'Connell to Cammarano. Struck out—By 
Blanche l. by Mahoney 6, by Quinton 3. First 
. base on balls—Off Blanche 1, oil Mahoney 3.
•Hit by pitched ball—By Blanche (Niemiec). 
by Mahoney (Sellig). First base on errors— 
Holy Cross 2. Left on bases—♦foly Cross 8, 
Providence College 6. Losing pitcher—Blanche. 
'Umpires—Ayres and Hart. Time of game— 
’2h. 20m.
zBatted for Roberge in 8th. 
yBatted for Corbett in 9th. 
x—Batted for Quinton in 9th.
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Records of Eastern College Baseball Teams
General Records
Team Standings
(Games with alumni and professional team3 
not included)
W. L. Fc't.l W. L. Fct.
Providence. 15 2 .882lGeorgetown. 6 6.500
•r.i___ 11_____ 1 J *1 OTK T3 v( 11 />o f on 11 12 4(8
8 .40Fordham.. 14Army......... 11
Holy Cross 12 
•N.Y. U... 11 
Seton Hall. 11 
Harvard... 13 
Williams... 10 
Lafayette.. 10
Yale........... 16
Penn State. 0 
♦Columbia. 13
Tufts.......... io
Villanova.. 10 
Boston Col. 11 
Amherst... 8 
1 Swarthmore 7
! Penn......... 9
Brown.......  8
2 .875 
2 .846 
4 .750 
4 .733
Princeton.. 11 12
Union......... 7
Dartmouth. 6 
Navy........... 5
331 Colgate.... 7
722 Lehigh....... 6 8
714 C. C. N. Y.. 8 11
714 Manhattan. 8 11
696 BuCknell ... 5 7
692 Temple. .... 8 13
(5.625iStevens... 
« .6251Wesleyan..
7 .611 (Syracuse.. 
6 .571 IRutgers. .. 
6 .538!Boston U..
8 .529Cornell.... 
8 .5001 Vermont..
7 .462 
6 .455 
9 .438 
.426
_ . .375
3 6 .333
4 10 .286 
4 10 .286 
3 8 .273 
3 8 .273 
3 9 .250
4 18.182
C. C. N. Y.. 
Manhattan
W. 
. 1 
. 1
♦Played 1—1 tie.
Metropolitan Series Standing 
W. L.
Fordham ........ 5 1
»N. Y. U...........3 1
♦Columbia .... 3 2
♦Played 1-1 tie in seven innings.
“Little Three” Series Standing
- W. L.l W. L.
Williams ...........3 1 Wesleyan ......... 1 3
Amherst..............2 2|
Individual Pitching
Name. Col. W.L.’ 
Auer, Fordham.. 10 0 
Coughlin, Army,. .7 0 
• Quinton, Provi.. ..6 0 
Holler. Lehigh. ...20 
Prendergast, Man.2 0
Kies. Yale .......... 2 0
Cramer, Temple.. .2 0 
Signer. N. Y. U... .2 0 
Perina. Penn..... 1 0
Simons, Penn........10
Davis, Lafayette..1 0 
Sprague, Harvard.1 0
Powers. B. C....... 10
Downes, B. C.......10
Lomax. Provi.......1 0
Montgom’y. Villa..1 0 
O’Donnell. Villa.. .1 0 
Reitz. Villanova.. .1 0 
1 Comerford, Ford. .1 0 
: Keenan, Fordham.1 0 
Shearer. N. Y. U. .1 o 
I Staffon. Tufts.... 1 0 
! Clccollello. Man.. .1 0 
I Karelis. Amherst.. 1 0 
j Fowle, Williams.. .1 0
Name. Col. VZ.L. 
Filley. Williams.. .7 3 
Taylor. Harvard. .4 2 
Mulligan, Holy Cr.4 2 
Wheeler, Yale....4.'1 
Landry. Army. ...42 
Davenport. Navy...4 2 
Carpenter. G’town2 1 
R’sch’b, C.C.N.Y..2 1 
Keller, Seton Hall.2 1 
Sheehan, Williams2 1 
Graney, Fordham.2 1 
Meade, Penn St... 5 3
Roy. B. C.............5 3
McCuskey. Amh’stn 3 
Millard. Lafayette.3 2 
King, Villanova.. .4 3 
Humphries, Br’n..6 6 
Gallagher. B. C..4 4 
Stetson, Swarthm.4 4 
Kobilis. Villanova.3 3 
Lindquist, G’town.3 3 
Howard. Gettysb’g3 3 
Kiffney, Syracuse.3 3
Fry. Bucknell........3 3
Gudd. Temple. ...33
Sabatini. Union.. .1 0|Glick. Lehigh........2 2
Quinn. Holy Cross.l o 
Winn. Penn State.1 0 
Hagin. Colgate... .1 J
Broaca, Yale........ 8 1
Vavra, N. Y. U.. . .6 1 
Glenn. Lafayette..6 1 
White. Columbia. .8 2 
Kammer, Prince..4 l 
Blanche, Provi.. ..4 1 
Connors. Provi.. ..4 1 
Crown, Seton Hall.4 1 
Mahoney. Holy Cr.7 2 
Jackson. Penn. ...31 
Thompson. Dart. .3 1
Taranto. Stevens..2 2 
Corson, Boston U..2 2 
Wilson. Princeton.2 2 
Miller, Dartm’th..2 2 
Bowie. Brown ...11 
Halpin. Brown.. ..11 
Whiskeman. Cor. .1 1 
Ray. Princeton. ..11 
Aicher. Princeton. 1 1 
Gosnell. Prince’n..l 1 
Heaney. G’town.. .1 1 
Thompson. Temp.l 1 
Plotkln. Boston U.l 1 
Spanler. C.C.N.Y..5 6
Debonis. Penn St..3 1 Powhida. Penn.. .4 5 
Sinler. Swarthm'reS 1 Blake. Manhattan.4 5 
Devens. Harvard..8 3 Meredith. Union. ..4 5 
Jovce. Seton Hall..5 2 Lyman. Colgate.. .3 4 
Wilkens, Colum.. .5 2 Bowman, Prince. .2 3 
And’sklewicz, T’ftsft 4‘Farmer, Vermont.2 3
Name. Col. W.L. 
G. Parker, Yale.. .2 3 
Layton, Lehigh. ..2 3 
McNamara, N.Y.U.2 3 
Thompson, Amh. .2 3 
La Flamme. Colg..3 5 
Janin. Rutgers.. ..2 4 
Wiggers. Wesley’n.2 4 
Serevsky, Cornell.2 4 
Trudnak, B’cknell.2 4 
Liddy. Rutgers.. ..12
Dill. Union.......... 12
Cohen. C.C.N.Y...12 
Mooney. Stevens. .1 2 
Garrison. Manhat.l 2 
Spalding. Temple. 1 2 
Sweet. Wesleyan. .2 5 
Black. Syracuse.. 13 
^oombs, Navy ...13 
Rutkowski. Vt. ...2 7 
Dougal. Temple... 16 
Maskilieson, Dart.o;! 
Noznesky. G’twn.O 1 
Woltman. Prince..0 1 
Cowell. Gettysb’g.o 1 
McLeaf. Gettysb’g.o 1 
Schemfcs, Swarth.0 1 
Campion. Bost. U.O 1 
Bass. Boston U.. .0 1
Name. Col. W.L. 
Lojko, Boston TT...0 1 
De Angelo. Tufts..0 1 
Stevens, Syracuse.0 l
Ware, Lehigh........0 1
Hershon. Rutgers.0 1 
Davies, Rutgers.. .0 1 
Harrington. Penn.O 1
Kelly, Penn.......... 0 1
Giacondino. Ford.O 1 
Woodbridge. Wis.O 1
Newton. Yale....... 0 1
Krinkevitch. Lafa.O 1 
Clouser. Teraple..Ol 
Campbell. Navy...0 1
Brown. Tufts....... 0 1
Burnell, Vermont.0 2 
Williams. Cornell.0 2 
Steffenelli. Syra..O2
Poss, C.C.NY........ 0 2
Dow. Lehigh..........0 2
Dagenais. Colum.0 2 
Samuels, Prince.. .0 2 
Weafer. Boston U..0 2 
Rollins, Stevens..0 2 
Bradley Syracuse.O 2 
Beckleyi Vermont..0 3 
Spicer. Vermont. .0 3 
Hassett, Temple ..04
Eastern League Records
Pennsylvania 
Dartmouth .
Yale ............
Princeton ..
Team Batting
G AB. R. H. SB. RBI. Av.
... 10 375 93 130 29 89 .347
.. 10 332 56 98 54 49 .289
... 10 340 65 97 28 48 .285
. . . 10 345 47 89 26 42 .258
. .. 9 321 49 72 18 38 .224
. . . 9 283 IS 54 8 16 .191
Yale ........
Dartmouth 
Princeton 
Pennsylvani 
Columbia .
Team Fielding
G. PO. A. E. DP. Avg.
. . 10 282 104 19 5 .933
.. 10 263 124 20 6 .951
. . 9 9 r, 1 105 19 4 .951
. 10 268 129 25 1 .941
. . 10 267 130 25 9 .941
. . 9 228 108 29 4 .921
Individual Batting 
(One or more hits)
McHugh, Dartm’th 
Barber, Dartm’th 
Saner, Yale... .
Pond, Yale..........
Seguin, Columbia. 
Graupner, Penn.. 
Matal, Columbia. 
Wilkens, Columbia 
Williams, Cornell. 
McDowell,. Col’bia 
Kammer, Prlnc’t’n 
White,. Columbia. 
Siergiej. Columbia 
Borger, Princeton 
Thompson, D’m’th 
Boisseau, Dart’th 
McLoughlin. C’bia 
Martens, Penn... 
Williamson, Yale. 
Kellett, Penn.......
Flumerfelt, C'nell. 
Gengarelly, Yale. 
Edwards,Dartm’th 
Lipehan,Columbia 
Hemeon. Penn.... 
Pasto, Cornell.... 
Wegener, Prlnc’t’n 
Mack, Dartmouth. 
R. Parker. Yale.. 
Wecman. Dartm’th 
Powel, Penn..,... 
Kimball, Yale....
1 1 1 1 0 0 1.000
1 24 2 12 1 13 .500
3 6 0 3 1 1 .500
3 (» 0 3 0 0 .500
3 4 0 2 1 2 .500
10 40 10 19 14 13 .475
10 39 13 18 6 14 .462
4 ft 3 4 0 1 ,444
5 16 2 7 1 3 .438
10 42 10 18 3 9 .429
6 10 0 4 2 3 .400
9 28 7 • 11 1 6 .393
7 28 6- 11 0 7 .393
9 26 6 11 o 2 .379
6 16 3 6 2 2 .375
6 8 1 3 1 0 .375
10 43 10 16" 4 17 .372
10 42 4 15 3 6 .357
10 45 4 16 3 6 .356
10 2ft 14 10 16 4 .345
10 45 13 15 6 2 .333
9 30 7 10 0 8 .333
7 18 3 6 0 1 .333
8 31 8 10 3 4 .323
10. 44 8 14 6 3 .31S
10 38 11 12 7 4 .3165 13 1 4 3 2 .308
8 20 1 6 0 1 .300
3 10 2 3 1 .30(1
10 37 11 11 4 8 .297
9 31 5 9 4 4 .290
9 31 4 9 3 3 .290
ft 31 3 ft 1 1 .290
10 41 6 12 1 T .28(?
G. AB. R. H. S1B.1S.BI..
5 7 1 2 0 0
6 18 3 5 1 3
7 29 5 8 3 4
9 37 5 10 3 10
7 26 3 7 1 4
4 15 0 4 0 1
10 38 9 10 5 7
10 42 5 11 5 10
5 16 q 4 0 0
6 12 1 3 0 1
5 12 2 3 1 0
5 12 2 2 0 0
3 4 1 1 0 0
2 4 0 1 0 0
9 25. 4 6 0
9 25 2 (> 2 3
10 38 10 9 2 11
10 38 . 5 9 3 7
9 30 '5 7 0 6
9 39 7 ft 1 5
5 5 2 1
9 31 2 7 •» 4
9 36 10 8 A 4
10 32 8 7 0
9 32 3 7 2 1
8 26 1. 5 1 1."
9 37 7 7 3 5
6 17 3 3 0 0
9 23 2 4 1 , 5
9 36 3 6 1 1
l 7 30 2 5 1
6 18 5 3 •1
Jackson, Penn....
Chesnule vich.D’th 
Goospasture, P’t’n 
Eno, Princeton...
Powhida, Penn...
Booth, Yale..........
Maine, Yale..........
Hendler, Penn...
Buchanan, Col’bia 
Bowman, Princ’t’n 
Rivero, Columbia.
Purnell, Frinc’f a.
Ray, Princeton. . ,
Foley, Dartmouth 
Arthur; Dartm’th.
Jones, Penn..........
Stelljes, Columbia 
-Fletcher, Yale....
McCoy, Columbia.
Morse, Princeton.
Bessire, Princeton 
Kappler, Cornell..
Snow. Dartmouth.
Dennison, Penn..
Smith, Cornell...
Frost, Cornell....
Maskilieson, Dart.
Wheeler, Yale.'...
Trerotola, Penn..
Payne. Cornell...
Herzog, Princeton 
Knell, Princeton,
Dubins, Cornell..
Larsen, Princeton
Broaca, Yale........
McGowan. Yale..
Burke, Yale..........
O’Brien, Dartm’th 
Grant, Cornell...
Draney, Cornell..
Hatkoff, Cornell..
Rich, Dartmouth.
C. Parker. Pri’ton 
Walters. Penn....
Ford, Pennsylv’nia 
Miller, Dartmouth 
Craig, Princeton..
Sereysky, Cornell.
Pitchers' Records 
(One oi more decisions.)
G.CG.H.BB.SO
Broaca, Yale............ 8 7 53 13 70
White, Columbia... 9 6 55 32 52. 
Thompson, Dartm’th 5 3 46 25 23 
Kammer, Princeton. 6 1 26 15 10
Jackson, Penn..........  5 2 23 .9 12
Wilkins, Columbia.. 4 1291515
Wheeler, Yale.......... 2 1 23 8 5
Powhida, Penn........ 7 4 44 19 3n
Sereysky, Cornell... 7 4 40 19 23 
Bowman, Princeton 6 1 32 21 25 
Miller, Dartmouth. .4 1 23 20 11 
Boisseau. Dartmouth 6 1 36 8 9 
Gosnell, Princeton.. 3 ■ () 4 6 4 
Stevens, Cornell.... 3 0 13 5 < 
Williams. Cornell.. 2 12217 9 
Whiskeman, Cornell 2 0 6 4 - 
Samuels, Princeton. 2.0 11 3 - 
Wilson, Princeton. .1 0 6 4 -
Final Standing of the Teams 
Y.Cl.Pn.D.Pr. Cr. W-
Yale .................... — 2 1 1 2 £
Columbia .......... 0 —
Pensylvania .... 1 0
Dartmouth ...........1 0
Princeton .......... 0 o
Cornell .................9 1
2 6 
'6 25
8 19
9 26 
7 21 
3 7
0 0 
0 3 
0 1 
1 4 
4 0 
1 0 
0 1 
0 1
Avg. 
.286 . 
.278 
.276 
.270 
.269 
.267 
.263 
.262 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.250 
.240 
.240 
.237 
.237 
.233 
.231 
.227 
.226 •)00 
‘.219 
.219 
.192 
.189 
,175 
.174 
.167 
.167 
.167 
.167 
.160 
.158 
.154 
.143 
.143 
.143 
.138
31 0 4 .1 1 .129
16 1 2 1 1 .125
16 b 2 1 0 .125
8 i 1 0 1 .125
8 i 1 1 0 .125
9
20
10
3
0
•,1
1
1
0
0
3
0
.111
.100
.100
L.Pct 
1.875 
2 .750 
1 .667 
11 .667 
1 .500
1 .500 
4 .429 
4 .333 
o .333
2 .333
3 250 
1 .000 
l .000 
1 .1100 
1 .000 
1 .000 
1 .OflO
Lost
1 1
— 1
1 
1 0 -
6 6
Game remaining unplayed—Pr.-nc 
Cornell (May 7, rain),
o soo 
•’ -o«
•g
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Yale Nine Wins 
j First Official 
J Title Since ’89
Victory Over Princeton 
ClincliesLeague Honors; 
Broaca Sets 3 Records
Champion ol the Eastern Intercol- I 
legiate Baseball League by virtue of its i 
victory over Princeton Saturday, Yale ( 
today holds an official baseball title i 
for the first time since 1889. The vie- I 
tory of the Elis over the Tigers, 6 to 3, : 
in ten innings, was Yale s second of the 
season over Princeton, both in extra­
inning games, and made Yale’s league 
record eight victories in ten games. 
The Blue lost one game to Penn, 8 
to 0, and one to Dartmouth, 9 to 7, in 
the nightcap of a double-header on 
May 7.
The last time that Yale won a recog­
nized title, in 1889, Amos Alonzo Stagg, 
'88, participating as a post-graduate, 
pitched the Elis to a triumph in the 
American College Baseball Association 
—Yale’s eighth victory in nine league 
games. After that campaign, the as­
sociation was disrupted by the first 
Harvard-Princeton football break and 
the East was without organized col­
lege competition in baseball until 1929.
In the Interval, Yale eight times had, 
the best general record in the East. In 
this year's campaign the Blue won six­
teen games and lost seven,
The best general record of this sec­
tion, however, was turned in by Provi- 
i dence, which won fifteen and lost two 
for an average of .882. Fordham is 
■ seven points behind, with a record of 
fourteen victories in sixteen games.
The “Little Three” series also was de­
cided last week-end, when Williams 
conquered Wesleyan, 5 to 2, and 
avenged an earlier 8—2 defeat. Wil­
liams won three games in the series, 
also conquering Amherst twice. Am- 
i herst finished second with two vic­
tories and two defeats, ■
Johnny Broaca, of Yale, set three 
hew league pitching records in his tri­
umph over Princeton. He ended t..e 
season with seven league victories!and 
one defeat; he established a low mane 
for earned runs, with an average of 
1.30 for each nine-inning game, and ne 
set a record for strikeouts, his total 
of seventy being just double the rec­
ord set in 1930 by James Peterson, of 
Penn. Altogether, he won eight games 
and lost one, including a victory over 
Holy Cross.
Friar Captain
Tom Griffin of Somerville, Mass., who 
yesterday was elected captain of the 
1933 Providence College baseball team.
Providence College Nine
Captures Eastern Crown
- ..i . r ~—  ** ' '
Wins 16 Out of 18 Games Dur-; 
ing 1932 Campaign; Showed 
Fine Defensive Strength.
| Scoring 16 victories in 18 games, the 
J Providence College baseball team com- 
: piled the best record ever made by a
Friar nine to win the 1932 Eastern col­
legiate championship. The team played 
consistently throughout the season, a 
feature of its play being a strong de­
fence.
The only two defeats received came 
from Yale and Holy Cross, but the set­
back from the Crusaders was avenged as 
the Dominicans won the first game of 
the home and home series between them. 
The Eli nine downed the Friars, 3 to 1, 
■whilathe Crusaders trounced the locals 
in their final game of the season, 8 to 
4, at Worcester.
Heat Red Sox 9-8
One of the victories scored by Provi­
dence was over the Boston Red Sox. A 
four run rally in the ninth inning 
brought the collegians a 9 to 8 victory 
over the major leaguers.
The hurling stafT of Providence was 
rated as the strongest in the East. With 
A1 Blanche, Ed Quinton, Bill Lomax and 
Danny Connors doing the pitching -or 
the Flynnmen, the opposing teams found 
it difficult to get base hits. Each one of 
, these hurlers turned in an exceptionally 
good performance during the season- 
1 Double victories were scored over Man­
hattan and Boston College, two of the 
team’s keenest rivals. When the Friars 
and the Eagles met for their first game 
,each was undefeated in eight games. It 
was a home run in the ninth inning by 
Ed Reilly, star shortstop, that turned 
defeat into victory for the Dominicans 
and halted the victory march of the
Eagles. . ■ ,
Top Bruins Twice
Both games with Brown in the inter­
city championship series were won by 
the Dominicans, the first by a 2 to 1 
score and the second 5 to 4 in 10 in-
Wlth the exception of Bobby Dion,
third baseman, and George Sellig, left
-fielder, every member of the champion­
ship team will be available for the 1933 
Campaign.
'Following is the season’s record: 
Providence 14, Lowell Textile 2, at Provi­
dence.
Providence 7, Pratt Institute 1, at Brook­
lyn, N. Y. •
Providence 9, Manhattan 6, at New York 
city.
Providence 3, Springfield 2, at Providence. 
Providence 4. New Hampshire 0, at Dur­
ham, N. H.
Providence 4, Mt. St. Mary’s College 3, at
Providence.
Providence 9, City College of N. Y. 3, at
Providence.
Providence 3. Boston College 1. at Boston, 
Providence 2, Brown 1, at Aldrich Field. 
Providence 1, Yale 3, at New Haven, Conn. 
Providence 3, Manhattan o. at Providence. 
Providence 5, Brown 4. at Aldrich Field. 
Providence 9, Boston Red Sox 8, at Provi­
dence.
Providence 17, St. Michael’s College 1, at
Providence.
Providence 7, Holy Cross 5. at Providence. 
Providence 6, Boston College 5, at Provi­
dence.
Providence 8, Syracuse 3, at Providence. 
Providence 4, Holy Cross 8, at Worcester.
Game played: April 16,1952
ELI J AY V EES SHADE 
FRIAR SECONDS 5-4
(Special to the Providence Journal.)
New 'Haven, Conn., April 16.—Hair- 
raising ninth-inning rallies,by both the 
Providence College Jayvees and Yale en­
abled the Blue seconds to garner a 5, to 
4 win over thejjflminicans here this af­
ternoon. The Providence lads went into 
the ninth trailing by one run, but Mc­
Carthy crashed a long hit between cen­
tre and left field to make a iome run 
and knot the score at four all.
The Eli seconds, not to be denied, 
bunched a couple of hits in their half 
and the game was over with but two
outs. Howland, after Rogers had been 
retired, singled, and advanced to second 
on Hall’s grounder to third and Kroehl 
drove him home with a sharp hit to deep 
left. Rennick twirled well for the losers, 
but bunched hits proved his downfall. 
The score:
Yale
Holifjan,2.. 
Howland,2.
Hall,T.------
Franks,.... 
Kroebl.s .. • 
Nikkei,!.
JAYVEES 
ab r bh po a
PROV. JAYVEES
ab r bh po a 
Holden.m. .4 0 0 0 0 
Bleiler,3... 4 
McCarthy, 1 5
■ .r • • u 
Hargrave,.!.. 0
Brown,in....
Egan,m......
Thorrye.l.. 
Will’tfn’n.r. 
Larsen,r... 
Al^en.c.... 
Rogers,p..
011 0
Burns,r.. 
Madden,s.. 
Noon,l.... 
Healey,2. .. 
Foster,c... 
Rennick,p.
110 3 
1 3 14 0 
0 110
0 0 1
. .34 5 10 27 14 Totals 35 4 7 x26 12I Totals _ ______
U Innings .................... 1 2
Yale Jayvees .............. 0 1
| Prov. Jayvees.............. 0 0
Errors—Holigan 2, Hall—3; Madden, Healey 
■—2. Two-base hit—Nikkei. Three-base hits 
—Hall, Allen. Home run—McCarthy. Sacri­
fices—Brown, Rogers. Struck out—By Rog­
ers 5; by Rennick 8>. Bases on balls—Oft 
Rogers 4: off RennicK 3. Double play—Ren- 
i nick to McCarthy. Umpire—Stevenson. Time 
—2h. 2m.
4 5 6 7 8 9 
0 0 0 1 0 1—5 
2 1 0 0 0 1—4
xTwo out when winning run was scored.
^ame played: April 22,1932
FRIAR JAYV EES
Learnon Leads Attack for Win­
ners; Bridges Hurls in ,
Fine Style.
(Special to the Providence Journal.) 
Worcester, April 22.—Providence Col­
lege Junior 'Varsity romped off with an 
easy 9 to 0 victory over Becker College 
here today. Bridges, visiting boxman, 
had the Becker nine at his mercy, al­
lowing only two hits and striking out 
12 batters. With all the Becker regu­
lar pitchers on the injured list, Brez- 
niak. .’Varsity third baseman, took up 
the hurling duties. The Jayvees ^olved 
his delivery early, Learnon leading a 12 
hit attack with a home run, double and 
a single.
The score:
PROVIDENCE ! gECKER
JUNIOR-'VARSITY 1 COLLEGE
ab r li po a’ ab r h po a
Demoe.2.. ♦ 10 0 SWCabe.m. 4(1110
Oliver.3 .. 4 0 10 1 Ellsw'th.m. 0 0 0 0 0
Urbsis.m... S 1 1 1 O'Sweenev.s.
Berartl.c...' :4 2 2 12 (hSullivan.c.
Learnon, 1, " 5 2 3 10 O.iRogers.l..
Holden,r:.. ' 5 oil 0®ragen,2 
Noon.l........ ■ 5 2 1 2
Madden.s. L 4 13 1 
TTfldgWhp. . 4 0 0 0
0 1 1 
0 0 4 
0 0 13 1
o o a o 
0 0 0 1 
0 0 3 0 
0 0 2 0 
0 0 0 1
2
0;Stitt.3. 
2’Glase.r. . .. 
2!5eliar.l.. . 
iBrezniak.p.
Totals ..40 9 12 27 7! totals .31 0 2 24 10
Innings ................ 1 23 4 5 6 7 8 9
Providence .................. 040001 1 0 3—9
Becker .........................  0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 O'—0
Errors—Demoe. Madden—2: .Sweeney 2. 
Stir 2. EMsworth—5 Stolen bases—Demoe. 
Madden. Learnon Rrcn,, .Cracen. Two-bas* 
hiti-2. Hold’n. : .Madd»n. T earmn 
Norn. Home run—Learhon. Double play-
-^lvee’'*f» Craven *o Rofi'^r^. Base or, 
balls—Off Bridges 1; off. Brezniak 2. Struck 
rrt_Bv Brides 12. bv Brezniak 3. H’ts-f 
Off prides 2 in 9 Innings: off Bre’ni«k. V’ 
O inning. Pit Brinin’..
(Demo**!. Winning pitcher—Bridges^ Losing 
r»jtcbnr_-Rreznjak. Time—2.03. Umpire—
Ted Hardy.
rame
HI
played: April 30,1952
friar jayvee nine
vn«
ul
WHIPS ASSUMPTION -
J --------- -—-
fqnpcial to the Providence Journal.) 
'Xester, Mass., April 3O.-The =
telmlrthard aS took advantage of the 
"sloppy fielding here today to score 
a 10-1 victory over Assumption.providence3" scored- one in the second 
took advantage of two passe . Wt aod J 
o-n prrn” to set three more in the tnnu. 
and then hunched five hits' ™'
misplays to score four others
^Tucker on the mouiid^or the. visitors 
he"’locals to eight well scattered, 
hits and fanned 14 batsmen.
P^vvEPSCE ASS™°hoa
JAYV^r h o a Gaudreau.s 4 13 4 5 
Demoe.2.., 3 4 2 10 2 Savour 40122
. 0 '
4 2 3 < Q-Bolduc.m. • 4 0 0 0 0 
1 0 1 2 irouenette.3. 4 0 0 2 3 
-iiia ’{^Tremblay,1 4 0r. o rieii'-v n
Holden,r...
Gobis.m....
Foster,c;...
Marian,1...
Sennick,!.-..
Noon.l........
Morrison,1. .
Healy.3......... .... AnonMadden,s. . , 4 0 0 2 0 
Tucker,p.. .. 4 1 1 u z __
Totals . .4210 11-27.61 Tota^. .26 1827 12
Province J.. 0 * 3 4 0 0 J O 0_10- 
Assumption . . u u , dfau 3; Trem-
2. Struck OJit—By ^uck.r 4 innings;
3^ 5°roslng -pitcher-W
37irne—2h.'’ Umpire—King.
> •• ''
1000 0 Pleury.p.
' 1 2 1 Rheault.p.
........." .............
Indians Register. Fourth Straight 
Victory—R6lly in Sixth 
i ells - Siory.
Three runs made' in the sixth'Innin* 
because or errors 'of omission by ' 
Providence College Junior ’Varsity n e 
brought the crack Bryant-Stratton br 
ball team an 8 to 6 triumph over ■ ne 
Friar Jayvees yesterday afternoon at 
Heldricken Field. It was tie fourth 
victory of the season for the Indians. 
They were outhlt nine to eight but they 
made good most of their scoring oppor-
j tunities.
The Friar “subs” were ahead 5 to 3 
going into the sixth but in this Inning ’ 
•(centre fielder Peter Gobis dropped God- 
mksy’s fly and this started the Indians
1 on what proved to be the winning rally.
Johnnie Rogers hurled for the win­
ners but he was not at his best. The 
Friars nicked him for nine hits, five 
going for extra bases, but he received 
good support from his mates, two double 
plays coming at opportune stages. Big 
Charlie Burdge started, fo: -he losers and 
although the count was 7 to 5 against 
him when Charles Hfennick replaced him 
in the eighth inning, he hurled good 
. ball. He held the Indians to six hits
‘during this time and with better sup- i 
, port, victory may have gone to him. I
There were two players yesterday who 
stood head and shoulders above the rest. 
They were Leo Marian, Providence Col­
lege first baseman, and "Chopsy’ ’Sulli­
van, Bryant-Stratton centre fielder. 
Each got three hits in four times at bat. 
Marian banged out a home run, double 
and single, while Sullivan got a home 
run, triple abd single. Marian also field­
ed his position in fine style. Marian’s ■ 
play yesterday stamped him as a pro­
spective member of the Friar ’Varsity.
The Indians scored two runs in the 
first inning on Godmsky’s single, Con­
ley got to first base when he was hit by 
Burdge, he went to second on McDon­
ald’s putout,' Sullivan drew a base on 
balls and both he and Conley scored 
when Godmsky singled.
Marian scored the first Friar run in 
the first inning with his homer. The 
Friars scored again in the third when 
Marian’s single scored Demoe. who had 
walked The Dominicans tallied three 
runs in the fourth on Demoe’s triple,
* Noon’s single, a sacrifice hit and a base
•
uame played
Bryant-Stratton College pitcher safe at the plate In sixth Inning of Providence College Junior ’Varslty-Brj 
ant-Stratton College game yesterday at Hendrlcken Field. The Indians won 8 to 6. Dick Burns Is the Prov 
deuce College catcher. ’
on balls. Sullivan’s home run account­
ed for the Bryant-Stratton run in the 
fourth. .
The Indians scored; three runs in the 
•sixth on one single, an error’and a base 
■ on' balls. 'The Friar infield became dis- 
i organized in this's ession and, the oppo-; 
tsition capitalized all scoring chances. 
The Friars tallied their last run in-the 
eighth. when Paul Healy, who had 
doubled, came home on Kearns’s error 
of Demoe’s grounder.
■ The score:
BRYANT & STRATTON FROV COL. JAYVEES 
ab r h pt>n abrhpoa-
1onl»y,3.... 2 10 1 0!Demoe,2 ,,4.2 13'
Grasso,1 ... 
xM’Donald.2 
Sullivan,jn . 
! Godmsky. 1 
Rogers. 
Murpr 
Kearr, 
JStiles,
: Holmes, r 
I FHealy.r .
Totals 
Innings
__ Noon.l .,.
6 4 Marian,1 
Burps, c .. 
Ward.c .. 
Gobis.m . 
Bleiler.s , 
Holden,r . 
PHealy.3 
Burdge, p 
Rennick,p
S
4
4
1
4 0 
2 1
0 2 10 
1 3 3 0' 
0 1 13 01 
0 0 0 1; 
"110, 
0 0 0, 
0 0 0 
112
3
4 ______
4 10 0 3 
0 0 0 0 1
34 8 8 27 14'- Totals .. 35 6'9 27 7
1234567 8 9
0 3 10 1—8 
0 0 0 1 0—6
Bryant-Stratton ......2 0 0 1
Providence .................. l 0 1 3 v w v * v «
Errors—Holden, Grasso. GodmsKv. Murphy,- 
Gobis, Burdge, Hits—Oil Burdge 6 in 7 innings; 
.off Rennick 2 in 2; off Rogers 9. Stolen Base- 
Noon. Two-base hits—Marian, Kearns, Godm­
sky. P Healy. Three-base hits—Burns, Demoe, 
Sullivan. Home runs—Marian, Sullivan. Sacri­
fices—Holden, Godmsky. Double plays—Rog­
ers to McDonald to Godmsky, Kearns to Mc­
Donald to Godmsky. Struck. out—By Burdge 
12* by Rogers 6; by Rennick 2. Bases on 
bails—Oft Burdge 4; off Rennick 2; off Rogers 
2 Passed ball—Burns. Hit by pitched ball— 
By Burdge (Conlej’l. Umpire—H. W. YOulden. 
fn. Rullivsn in 9th inning.
Game played riay 6,1952
iFRIARSECOBW 
ST. JOHN’S 6 TO 3
Jayvees Score Three Runs in 
First inning; Marion 
Stars.
The Providence College Junior ’Var­
sity, nine scored a 6 to 3 victory over St. 
John’s Prep yesterday afternoon at Dan­
vers, Mass. Charlie Rennick hurled a con­
sistent game, allowing but six hits and 
striking out eight men. Marion, stellar 
Jayvee first baseman, walked away with 
1 the high scoring honors of the day with 
four hits, including a double, out of five 
times at bat.
The Jayvees started things off in the; 
first, inning with a bang, and v/ent on a ! 
scoring spree which was not checked 
until three of the Friar sluggers had 
tallied. After this loose start, the St. 
John's nine tightened its defence and 
managed to put across a lone run in the 
fourth frame. At the end of a scoreless 
sixth inning, the Friar seconds came L 
back with another slugging fest to tally 
two more counters. Both sides tallied in 
the eighth, the Jayvees scoring their 
final run and the Prepsters their second. 
Rennick eased up a little in the final 
period but after allowing the losers one 
more run, he bore down and retired the 
side.
PROVIDENCE | ST. JOHN’S PREP 
ab bh po a! ab bh po a
,Holden,r;.,.. 5 0 0 0iCasey,r,3.... 5 2 2 1
! Madden,s..... 5 0 2 2|Dalgnault,s.. 5 0 0 1
Godis.m.......... 4 2 2 OlCanty.m..........4 14 1
Marion.l........ 5 4 11 i;i,M'Dermott,2 4 0 3 5
Dragelle.l........ 3 10 0
Burns,1. ...... 2 0 0 0
Ward.c. .. .... 4 0 7 0
Thompson,2.. 4 0 4 2
Healy,3............ 4 110
Rennick,p.... 12 0 7,_____ ______ _ _ _ _
W.M’Derm’t3 0 0 0 0 
(Buckley,p.... 1 0 0 0
IxDorsey........ 110 0
------------! ------——
Totals ... .40 10 27 12[ Totals ... 35 6 27 11
Innings ................... 123456789
Providence Jayvees... 30000 2 10 0—6
St. John’s Prep .......... 0 0 0 1 0 0 1 1 0—3
Errors—Marion. Ms.dtien. Thompson, rietg- 
nault. Brook, Welch. Two-base hits—Godis, 
Marion. Dragelle. Th»«e-h?se bil—Casey. 
Stolen bases—Marion, Brooks. First base on 
bells—Off Rennick 3; oft Buckley 1. Struck 
out—Bv Renn’ck 8: bv Cassista 1: b.v Marso 1. 
xBatted for Marso in 7th Inning.
Brooks.p.... 2 
Cassista.p.r.. 4
Welch,c........ 2
Jolivet.c.... 2
Marso.D........ 2
1 8 
0 1 
0 5 
O 3 
O 0
ame played: May 18,1952
FRIAR JAYVEES TOP
NICHOLS NINE, 5-1
■ ■" _ ________ __
(Special to the Providence Journal.)
Dudley, Mass., May 18.—Rennick held 
Nichols Junior College baseball team to 
lour hits here today to give, the Provi­
dence College Junior ’Varsity a 5 to 1 vic­
tory. Rennick fanned six batters, gave 
one pass and the four bingles he yielded 
were widely scattered.
Mickey Foster, Providence catcher, led 
the visitors' eight-hit attack with a 
double and two singles to four trips to 
the plate.
The score: 
PROVIDENCE 
' .J. V.'S
ab r bh po
Holden,r... 4 1 
Noon.], .... 41 
Foster'.c.... 4 2 
Go’ols.m.... 40
B
Rennick,p... ' 
Thompson, 2. 
Maddeh.s..
0 0 
1 0 
3 7 
0 L 
1 13 
0 2 
1 2
NICHOLS 
JR. COLLEGE
ab r bh po » 
Burke,s. ..3 0 0 1 4 
Deary,3. . y 4 0 10 3 
Donahue.I. 4 0 17 1 
Knights, r. 4 0 0/1 0 
Korch.’ki,c. -4 X. 12 1 
_ Leslie.!. . . 3 0 $ Il 0 
0 Carlisle,m. 2 0 0 2 0 
1 Stefanikj2.' 2 0 0 2 0 
5 Potter,p... 2 0 113
4 0
4 0 0 2 
4 0 2 0
Totals... 35 5 8 27 11 Totals. . 28 1 4 27 12
Innings . i........ 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8.9
’rovidence J. V.’s ... 2 0 0 1 0 0 0 2 0—5
iichols College .......... 0 0 0 0 0 0 1 0 0—1
Errors—Holden, Noon, Burke, Deary, Leslie. 
■Stolen bases—Noon, Healy 2. Two-base hits 
—Tucker, Potter, Korchinski, Foster. Three- 
base hit—Deary. First base on balls—Off 
Setter l; off Rennick .1. Struck 'out—By Ren- 
,i«v k TTmoire—Lonnergan. Time—lh. 2om..
ame played: May 10,1952
AUUlf/
P. C. JAYVEES BOW 
TO DEAN ACADEMY
(Special to the Providence Journal.) 
Franklin, Mass., May 10.—The provi-
dence College Jayvees outhit the Dean 
Academy nine in a tree slugging contest 
here today, hut dropped th«
a 12 to 5 score. Dean hit when hits 
counted, several extra base blows com- 
inz at opportune moments, wlule Page 
kept the 13 Providence safeties fairly 
well scattered.
Eurns, Providence catcher, led his 
am's attack with three hits including 
triple, while McDonough
double and home run, and McKenna 
1th two doubles and a single were the 
itting stars Tor Dean.
x-Kenna.I. . 1 3 3 1 n- b 2 1?"'s t g i r::: $ oho
’Neal,!. 
’alsli.m... 
;artin,2... 
allueci.r.. 
patch.c... 
ower.3..• 
ane.p.. .... 
iranger.r..
0 2 OiNoon.l.... 
4 2 2 1 S.Gabus.m.. 
4 0 0 1 O.Marion.l.. 
4 0 0 7 2' Burns.c... 
3 10 1 4 Bleiler.s... 
3 110 31 Madden,3. 
n 0 0 0 OiHealy.2 
Page.,)
4 2 3 0 10 0 4 0 2 0 0 
4 2 3 341
4 13 
4 1
2 J
4 3
,4 0 0 2 2
. 4 0 0 0 S
1 0 0 0 0
Rennick.p.. 3 12 0 2
Totals. .SlITlT^M; Totals^.305 g%24 
Innings .................. 4 I ? n h 0 0 4 x—12lean Academy ........ 2ft H n n o 0 1 (k- »
rov-idence Jayvees.. 0 2 2 0 Two-base
spSS”’?'»t” fe? aw
watch played: April 27,1952
FRIAR NET TEAM
DEFEATED IN SNOw\
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Worcester, Mass., April 27. Snow flur­
ries and freezing weather wrecked the 
Clark-Providence College tennis match 
today but not until after Clark had 
won three of the five full singles 
matches. Clark was conceded victory 
inasmuch as Graham of Clark had a 4-1 
lead over Fitzgerald of Providence in the 
rubber set of the unfinished singles. No . 
doubles were played.
The summary:
Tompkins. Clark, defeated Sullivan, Provi- 
^'power,'1 Providence, defeated Berkovitch, 
C1Burad’ck, Clark, defeated Alves, Providence,
8 Ha?l.5Olark, defeated Barrette, Providence,
darter, , Providence, defeated Sandman,
Graham: Clark,’ was conce_ded victory over 
rzgerald, Providence, 4-6, i-5 and 4-1 (un-
atch Played: ^ay 4,1932
\friar net men row
TO B.U. TEAM 7-2
(Special to the Providence Journal.)
Mfty 4-—Providence College's
tennis team went down to defeat, 7 to 2 
att?e hands of the Poston Uni,’ 
n nTmr'n' The Providence victors 
were Power, who downed Pocker of Bos- 
nrt Uylverstt3 e-2. 6-2, in the singles, 
and Fitzgerald and Gorman, who as
2^"’™ars ln the doubIes, won their 
match from Oxman and Klein, 6-4, 5-7,
Fitzgerald made a game uphill fight in 
n S match wlth Livingstone, the 
latter being forced to lo-S in the first 
hut Fitzgerald took the second set 6-4
hut dropped the deciding one 6-3
Alves stopped Twitchell 6-1 in' their 
opening set but was defeated 6-2 in the 
third set after being nosed out 7-5 in 
the second.
The summary:
, SINGLES
g_Murphy, (BU) defeated Sullivan, (P) 6-0,
WwltcheT? 6’3' «-2-
7-5; 6-2 BU drfeatsd Alves (P), 1-6,
Wight (BUI defeated Barrett (Pi 6-2 6 1 lo“’1S?6StO6n-3.,BD’ 'Weated P«‘^rald (Ph
Clem (BU) (P), 6-2, 6-2.
andafe?n(ptIU6-P4hy6^ de(<*ted Sullfv*” 
6nd1B6?mtn^d6^Kh6t.1,BU’ dPfCatfd Alv” 
andcTm 6^ defeated Oxm’n
played: May 6,1932
FRIAR NETMEN BOW 
TO TUFTS 5 TO 1
(Special to the Providence Journal.) 
Medford, Mass., May 6—The Tufts ten­
nis team chalked up its second victory 
of the season by defeating Providence 
College, 5 to 1 here today. Powers of 
Providence produced the lone Friars 
point with an extra game triumph over 
Howard of Tufts in the singles. The score 
was 6-4, 10-8. Sullivan and Barette of 
Providence made a strong bid for victory 
in their doubles match, but finally went 
down before Monier and Wilson in the 
only extra match of the day. Scores 
were 6-1, 0-6, 10-8.
SINGLES
Monier IT) defeated Sullivan (P) 6-1,,7-5. 
Powers (PI defeated Howard (T), 6-4 10.8. 
Walker (T) defeated Alves (Pl 6-4, 6-1. 
Wilson (T) defeated Barette (P) 9-7, 6-4.
doubles
Howard and Walker (T, defeated Powers
anMonierS and Wilson (T) defeated Sullivan 
and Barette (P) 6-1, 0-6.
fBROWN NET TEAM 
TRIMS FRIARS 9-0
Fitzgerald of P. C. Forces 
Dave Scott to Strenuous 
Measures to Win.
Returning , to action after their first, 
[setback of the season, a 9 to 0 defeat 
suffered at the hands of the North Caro- I 
lina team last Saturday, the Brown net- I 
men yesterday administered a similar [ 
drubbing to the Providence College ' 
racquet wielders on the Thayer street [ 
courts.
In scoring clean sweeps in six singles 1 
and three doubles matches, the Bears 
romped through without the loss of a set. 
For the most part the Bruin netmen 
found little difficulty in turning back 
their city rivals.
Fitzgerald of the Friar team forced 
Dave Scott, No. 8 man on the Brown 
outfit, to exert his best brand of play 
to win at 6-4, 6-4. The closest doubles 
encounter of the program came with 
Scott and Fitzgerald clashing again, the 
Brown duo of Scott and Dunkerton being 
forced to their utmost to pull out a 
6-3. 7-5 match against Fitzgerald and 
Gorman.
The summaries:
Singles
Butler, Brown, defeated Sullivan. P. G. 6-0.
* Chace, Brown, defeated Powers, P, C. 6-1, 
6--*.
Harris. Brown, defeated Alves. P. C. 6-2, 
6-0Vreeland, Brown, defeated Barrette, P. C. 
6’scott,‘ Brown, defeated Fitzgerald, P. C.
6-4. 6-4. _ „ „
Dunkerton, Brown, defeated Gorman, F. c.
6-3, 6-3.* '
Doubles
Chace and Harris, Brown defeated Sullivan 
and Powers, P. C. 6-2, 6-4.
Butler and Vreeland. Brown defeated Alves 
and Barrette. P. C. 6-2, 6-2.
Dunkerton and Scott, Brown aefeated Gor- 
man and Fitzgerald, P. C. 6-3, 7-5.
WORCESTER NETMEN 
BEAT FRIARS 6-3
(Special to the Providence Journal)
Worcester, Mass., May 14.—Worcester 
Tech's tennis-team scored its fourth vic­
tory here tod&y, defeating Providence 
College 6 to 3. Providence College won 
I two of the singles matches and scored - 
its third point in the doubles.
SINGLES
I M. Alber (T) defeated A. Sullivan (Pj, 6-2. i
P. Power (P) defeated U. Corsini (T), 6-0.
I 6-8, 6-4.
H. Carson (T) defeated H. Alves (Pl, 6-4. 6-3-
g't15™ (Tj defeated R. Berrette (Pi. 
4-8 6-i2Z8:|r3I<i ’p' defeated S. Palmer (T), 
g_E- Sanderson (T) defeated P. Gorman (P>.
DOUBLES
Corsini (Tiann ?°"'er |P| defeated Alber and
Carso,,’1';’-'’.,?-6, 6’2-
pi‘zS«aid W defeated Alves and
Ber- '
r Match played: 
May 10,1952
Match played:
nay 14,1932
?1atch played: May 18,1932
FRIAR NET TEAMS 
BEAT CONN. AGGIES
’Varsity Wins Match 7 to 2 
While Freshman Triumph 
8 to 1.
(Special to the Providence, Journal.) i 
Storrs, Conn., May 18.—Both the var-
. slty and freshman Providence College 
tennis teams scored victories over the 
Connecticut State netmen here today. 
The Friar varsity won 7 to 2 and • the 
freshmen 8 to 1. The Connecticut var­
sity was able to win only one singles 
and one doubles match of the nine 
played, while the freshmen won one 
singles match.
Tire summaries:
VARSITY
Singles
Sullivan (P) defeated Ersaftziof (0). 6-1. »
6- 4. „ I
Powers iP) defeated Redman fC), 6-,3, 6-3. 
Alves (P> defeated Zilli (C>, 6-3, 6-3. 
Barrette (Pi defeated Brooks (C), 6-0, 7-3. , 
Fitz-Gerald CP) defeated Straska (Cj. 6-0, j
6-1. : 
Jaffee (Cl defeated Gorman (Pi, 4-6, 7-5, s
7- 5.
Doubles
Sullivan and Powers (Pi defeated Ersaftz of 
and Redman(C), 6-1, 6-4.
Zilli and Straska (Cl defeated Alves and
Gorman (P>, 6-4, 0-6, 6-4.
Barrette and Fitz-Gerald <P) defeated
Brooks and Jaffee <C>. 6-2, 6-1.
FRESHMEN
Singles
Newberg iCi defeated Fiorillo (P). 6-1. 6-3. , 
Kelley iPi defeated Larsen (Ci. 6-1, 9-7. 
Hebert (Pi defeated Fielding 'Cl. 6-1. 6-2, 
Gagne <Pi defeated Breslaw (C), 6-3, 6-2. 
Hart (P> defeated Anderson (C). 6-2, 6-3. 
McGovern (Pi defeated Green (Cl, 6-3. 4-6, j
7-5.
Doubles
' Kelley and Hebert fP.i defeated Newberg 
and Larsen <Ci. 7-5. 6-2.
Hart and Fiorillo 'Pi defeated Fielding and
Breslaw (C), 5-7. 6-3. 6-3.
Gagne and McGovern 'Pi defeated Rosen-
i zwieg and Martin (C>. 6-2. 6-2.
Match played: way 20
SPRINGFIELD TRIMS 
P. C. TENNIS TEAM
(Special to the Providence Journal.) 
Springfield, May 20.—The Providence
College tennis team was defeated 8 to 1 
here this afternoon' as the Springfield 
College netmen registered their fifth 
straight victory. The only match the 
Maroons lost was in the singles where 
Hughes dropped to Power of the Friars, 
6-2. 9-7. Springfield plays its third 
match of the week tomorrow afternoon 
with Assumption of Worcester as the 
opposition at 2:30 o'clock.
Tlie summary:
SINGLES
Power (Pl defeated Hughes (S), 6-2, 9-7. 
McRae isi defeated Sullivan (P), 6-0, 6-4. 
Joyce is. defeated Alves (Pi, 6-2, 6-0. 
Seewagen (Si defeated Barrett (P), 6-2.
6-0.
Parks (SI defeated Fitzgerald (P), 6-0, 6-3. 
Miller iSi defeated C.onnan (Pi. 6-3, 6-0.
UOtlBLES
McRae and Ainsworth IS) defeated Power 
anti Sullivan (Pi. 6-2, 6-3. .
Hughes and Park IS) defeated Barrett ana 
Fitzgerald iPi. 6-1. 8-6.
Manlell and Rupp iS> defeated Gorman 
ana Alves (PI, 1-6, 8-6, 6-1.
Match played: hay 21,1932
FRIAR NET TEAMS
BEAT EAGLES 6-3
The Providence College ’Varsity tennis 
team closed its season auspiciously here 
today by scoring a decisive 6 to 3 tri­
umph over the Boston College ’Varsity 
netmen, The teams divided honors in 
the singles competitions, but. the Friar 
combinations proved too strong for the 
Eagles and as a result the locals made 
a clean sweep in the doubles play.
Rene Barrette of the Dominicans 
turned in the hardest fought match of 
the day when he downed Captain Keiran 
'of the visitors. 7 to 5 and 6 to 3. Allyn 
I Sullivan, Providence leader, showed fine 
j form in downing his rival in straight 
; sets, winning in the singles in straight 
sets. 6-4, 6-3, and then pairing in the 
doubles with Power to score 6-1, 6-4 
victories to close his collegiate tennis 
career.
The summary:
Singles—Power (Pi defeated Lyons (B). 
6-1 6-4: Sullivan (P> defeated Donelin (Bi. 
6-4' 6-3; Carr 1B1 defeated Alves (Pl, 6-1, 
6-3: Barrette (Pi defeated .Kieran. IB', 7-5, 
6-3- Drohan (Bi defeated Fitzgerald 'Pi, 6-3, 
6-4, Kenney 1B1 defeated Gorman <P|, 6-8, 
6-2 9-7.
1 Doubles—Power and Sullivfcn (P) defeated 
Lyons and Kieran 'Bi. 6-3, 6-1; Fitzgerald 
and Barrette <P» defeated Donelin and Con- 
nollv (Bi. 6-3, 6-4; Alves and Gorman (P) de­
feated Carr and Drohan <B), 6-3, 6-0.
BROWN FRESHMEN 
WIN TENNIS TOURNEY
Match played 
APril 27,1932
MOSES BROWN WINS
TENNIS MATCHES
Brown courts firm f^er2Pon at Moses lege Freshmen Co!- !
five of the six’drJi Mos®s Brown won 
up Its lead whicSgwa%?^C!?es to buiIri 
doubles. Where ut down ln the
two out of three So well ms? took 
the teams that nr>m° Matched were P’aved In t^X^6 sets were 
and WlldUOf Mo^^Brow0” by Persons
esgan?ea°r‘X’= ^^"5
West Warwick Wh^T Hebert’ fnr^Pr 
etar. was a factor tJ 20und athletic 
Persons. Meu«er Ah mf, Presh“an play 
^°rk for the neat
FRIAR FRESHMEN 
WIN TENNIS MATCH
Tlie Providence College Freshman ten­
nis team defeated the Bryant-Stratton 
netmen 5-0 yesterday afternoon at the 
Park courts. Only five matches were 
played, arid all of them went to the 
J?,arsL ,Tw?- ?/ the matches went to 
three sets. Kelly was extended through 
three hard sets, 6-2, 4-s, 6-1. before de­
feating Baker. McGovern lost the first 
set to McCook, 7-5, but rallied to win 
the last two sets at 6-1. 6-0, to win tbJ 
match. ' e
The summary:
- nlcrl,II\-P;, c-_defaated Betrucione, B.-s 
«'?’ ?"!’ P- C.. defeated Baker. B.-s
„ 4'6', 6_1: Hebert. P. c.. defeated Wojac,’
■ “ ’-/I’ S"3: Gagne, P. C„ defeated Lirike- 
®’1: McGovern, P. C., defeated^McCook, B.-S., 5-7, 6-1, 6-0. -
nate.h ^lavpd:
hay 16,1932
Winning all but one match in the sin­
gles, the Brown Freshmen tennis team 
defeated the Providence College first 
year netmen, 8 to 1 yesterday at the 
■ Brown courts on Thayer street. Gagne 
scored the lone point for the Friars by 
beating Robert D. Eddy in the singles 
7-5, 6-3.
Christopher was the only Bruin who 
was extended to win. He was matched 
against Hart of the Dominicans.. After 
losing the first set 6 to 4 he rallied to 
clinch the match by winning the next 
two 8-6. 6-1.
The summary:
>. : SINGLES
R. L. Eddy 
9-1.
Greason (E 
6-4.
(B)
6-3.
Cullen
6-4.
Christopher 
8-6. 6-1.
Abercrombie
6-2.
(B) defeated Kelley (P). 6-1,
j) defeated Fiorlllio (P), 6-1,
defeated R. D. Eddy (B). 7-5.
defeated McGovern (P). 6-1,
(B) defeated Hart (P), 4-6,
. (B) defeated Carroll (P), 8-2,
doubles
R. L. Eddy and Greason defeated Kelley
aIR. D°Eddy and Cullen defeated Gagne and
j MCh°ristonph!r1and' Abercrombie defeated Hart 
I and Carroll by forfeit^
a1;ch played: , April 30,1932
FRIAR CUBS BEAT
DEAN NETMEN 9-0
The Providence College tennis team had little oppo^ltio^”*11 
downing Dean Academy. 9 to o ^tln 
day afternoon at Franklin. Mass tu 
Friar netmen won all sets ln the sinJi. 
matches and all but one set In tl
j doubles. Haynes and Pigeon of nJ. 
won the second set of their match wit?
I Gagne and Carroll of Providence College
The summary:
Singles.
Siorillo, Providence, defeated Clark
6- 1. 6-2. ’ ■Mean,
Kelly. Providence, defeated McGovaw«
Dean, 6-3, 6-2. ern’
Hebert, Providence, defeated Pear, Dean
7- 5, 6-1.
Gagne, Providence, defeated Rancourt
Dean, 6-2, 6-1.
Hart, Providence, defeated Haynes, Dean
6-1. 6-1.
McGovern. Providence, defeated Bartell,
Dean, 6-0, 6-1.
Doubles.
Kelly and Hebert, Providence, defeated
Clark "and McGovern. Dean, 6-1, 6-3.
Hart and Siorillo, Providence, defeated Pear
and Rancourt, Dean, 6-4. 6-3.
Gagne and Carroll, Providence, defeated
Haynes and Pigeon, Dean, 6-3, 1-6, 6-2. 1
Match played: nay 10,1932
■AlNT THAT
WeiW„fir
®Pleas$3StK
Provi Jebceg 
College gets 
a good one
Gblf and Track Are Added
to Friar Sports Activities
“Mike” Thomas in Charge of 
Links Team; Trackmen Report 
to John Keating.
In accordance with a-policy of “ath­
letics for all” and a wider sports pro­
gram at which the Providence College 
athletic authorities have worked with 
.added zeal this year, it was announced i 
last night that one more sport would.-" 
be added to the Varsity list and pre­
liminary plans for another have started.
For the first time, the college will be 
represented by a golf team and John E. 
Farrell, Graduate Manager of Athletics, 
is working on a schedule for the golf­
ers. If there is sufficient interest and 
capable material available, it is likely 
that a track team will be organized. 
Inter-class track competition already is 
scheduled and in case a Varsity team 
is not fielded this year, the meets be­
tween the two classes will serve as an 
[important foundation for the future of 
the sport at the college.
Meetings for both the golf and track 
candidates were held yesterday. Nine-, 
teen reported for the golf team and 30 
for track. John Keating was named to i 
have charge of the track candidates and 
Michael J. Thomas of golf.
May Meet Bruins
It is likely that a Providence College 
relay team will compete against Brown ‘ 
and Rhode Island State in the track 
meet to be held at the Auditorium next 
month. Anthony Barbarito, Sophomore 
sensation of the football team last year, 
Bert Skipp. another grldder, and Howard 
G. Norback are three of the men who 
probably will face the Bruin and Ram 
players. All three were star runners 
during their schoolboy days and are 
products of New Haven high school. |
Both Barbarito and Skipp plan to 
>»ter various indoor meets and have 
started practice. Barbarito is holder of 
the yale interscholastic 220-yard record 
,nd was a star member of the New 
Haven high track team for three years 
He was undefeated in three years of dual 
competition in the ,100 and 220-yard 
Juiw. Skipp was a team mate of Bar­
barito the year New Haven won the 
Connecticut State schoolboy crown 
Norback was a member of the New Haven 
high mile relay team which set a State 
record. MasJl)e gwlngers Rep<,rt
A number of good players reported for 
the golf team, deluding R. g. Gilmore 
former star of the St. Johns Prep team 
Gilmore has a low handicap in the M'
A and has turned in low rounds at 
various Bay State .courses. Daniel Oa. 
So Playcd m the Eastern fnterseho- 
tastic tournament as a member of the 
Port Chester high team and p;acccl 
fairly hiSh-
McLaughlin of East Provi­
dence, another candidate, was a semi
' na±ntlnfl rt6 R1Wde IsIand Junior tour- 
.nament a few years back, and played 
two years on the champion East Provi­
dence high team. He has broken 80 i
tnhTstBrM°f ™eS °n Various courses in 
this State. Other promlsine nlaverc: rob« 
■ reported include Peter Vucci of Ea st
and Byrne Wamck“wA?” Kelley of New York.
Whether the college will send 
sentatives to the national collet 
mined3.1"611' n°‘ yet been
Active Sports Year
Providence College is in the midst of 
aftlTe athletlc year in history
The interclass competition, which start 
ed last fall, has attracted many of the 
Students to athletics and some keen 
.competition has developed. More than 
200 students, including members of the 
'Varsity, Junior ’Varsity, Freshman and 
interclass teams are playing basketball 
The interclass games have proved high)v' 
interesting. Class teams will compete 
In track, baseball, wrestling, boxing and 
volleyball with trophies going to the 
winners.
Three teams, ’Varsity, Junior 'Varsity 
and Freshman, will engage in outside 
competition in baseball, football, tennis 
and basketball. This new plan makes ; 
it possible for a much larger number | 
of athletes to participate against out­
side rivals.
Many on Track List
Other track candidates who reported 
follow. Edward Kleiner, S. Serera 
D. Schott, N. Verde, JQsePh F£shbeln, 
John Bamatavicz, C. J. Jr."McKeough Joseph Boiano Pete^^c- , 
Guire, Vincent Carr, Jerry.ff 
Thomas F. Curtin, Jerome Chjrnoff, 
.William E. Dwyer Ambrose Eugenejames 
cos, A. L- Alberino, S. Tnnn--
Ryan, j^eorge ^JiX^TnoW5011’ Jamea
Yrancls Hoga'n^and John F«
Other candidates for the £
Who rePorted Martin. EdwardFlannagan, Edward R. M A
J. Murphy, Crw?; McKenna,
Smith, John Shields, Naughton,
Matthew CNtolley, t sullivan and 
Michael S. Di Cola, Frank J.
Francis R- McLean.
Opening Day Events Listed
at New Municipal Course
2:00 o’clock—Opening exercises. 
Presentation of course by J. E. C. 
Farnham, chairman of Board of 
Park Commissioners. Acceptance 
of course by Mayor James E- 
Dunne, who will drive first ball. 
Remarks by John F. Conaty, presi­
dent of the Board of Aldermen.
2:15—City officials match. Aider- 
men Rush Sturges and Donald O. 
Burke vs. Councilmen Frank J. Mc­
Donald and Bernard A. McGuinness.
2:20—Amateur match. James S. 
Kenyon, president of Rhode Island 
Golf Association, and Ralph D. 
Rooks. 1923 State champion, vs. 
Henry M. Gartner, 1927 State cham­
pion, and Dr. Richard F. McCoart.
2:25—Women’s match. Miss Helen 
Hackney, president of Rhode Island 
Women’s Golf League, and Mrs. 
Frederick Davis, State women’s 
champion, vs. Mrs. Wilbur L. Rice, 
former titleholder, and Miss Jean 
Bauer of Pembroke.
2:30—Professional match. Joseph 
Pezzullo. Municipal course pro. and 
Tom Jones. Rhode Island Country 
Club, vs. George Gordon, Wanna-
moisett, and Lewis Myers, Ledge- 
mont.
2:35—Captain Bobby Hutton and 
Win Moore of Brown University vs. 
Nils Munson and William Cotter of 
Rhode Island State College.
2:40—Captain Michael J. Thomas 
and Daniel Golasso of Providence 
College vs. Captain Gerard W. Moore 
and Richard S. Nugent of Boston 
College.
2:45—Edward McLaughlin and 
Peter Vucci of Providence College 
vs. Caleb Scully and Edward Hal- 
ligen of Boston College.
2:50—Ira M. Mackenzie and Ben­
jamin E. Northup of Town Criers 
vs. Hugo Clason and Homer Thay­
er of Rotary Club.
2:55—Robert C. Carr and William 
J. Gow of Exchange Club vs. Andrew 
L. Intlehouse and William G. Rich 
of Lions Club.
3:00—Edgar J. Wholey and Milton 
Pooler of Civitan Club vs. Ernest 
L. Goodman and John J. Hallor­
an of Kiwanis Club.
3:05—Richard B. Watrous and C, 
J. France of Chamber of Commerce 
vs. Reciprocity Club.
k
Opening of New Municipal 
Links Is Scheduled Today
11 Exhibition Matches Wil! Be 
Played.—Exercises Start
at 2 O’CloQk.
Taking another progressive step In j 
ts program of providing recreational and j 
ports opportunities for the public, the 
itv Of Providence today opens the Mu- j 
licipal golf course in Triggs Memorial , 
?ark.
Conceived by Donald Ross, foremost 
inks architect in the land, and executed 
oy a staff of capable men under the di­
rection of Superintendent of Parks Er- 
nest K. Thomas, the new course will he 
open for inspection at 2 o’clock today 
when the official program starts
A golf course that is potentially the 
equal of the best in the country,
private, has been built on the site of 
tne old Obadiah Brown farm on Chalk- 
stone avenue. It is a full
6449 yards in length, with a par rating 
of 72.
11 Exhibition Matches Today
Today its potentialities will be tested 
bv a group of representative golfers. clty 
officials and civic club members. Eleven 
exhibition matches have been arranged 
by Mr. Thomas and Fred M. Knigl 
i retary of the Rhode Island Golf Associa- ,
ion. They include one between city of- 
icials, one between four prominent 
miateurs, another between W P°rol- 
-ent professionals, another between foul 
,{ the State’s leading women Pla>® ’ 
three between college players, and four 
between members of eight civic clubs
inThc opening exercises will start at 
n O’clock when J. E. C. Farnham, chair­
man of the Board of Park Commission- 
will officially present the course to
®rs’ citv Mayor James E. Dunne will ac- 
for'the city and will drive the first
Ce?, off the first tee. John F. Conaty, 
”al1 -rient of the Board of Aldermen, will 
Pr^k and then the match between Al- 
spea?„n Rush Sturges and Donald O.
’Se and Councilman Frank J. McDon-
B,U, mid Bernard A. McGuinness will set 
on the first test of the new course.
0° scheduled for 2:15 o’clock and 
fivLminute intervals thereafter will 
, , the other interesting matches onfollow v**y
I the ..—
Open to Public Tomorrow
A large crowd of golf-minded Provi­
dence citizens is expected to accept Su­
perintendent Thomas’s invitation to in­
spect the course today but they must 
! content themselves with -watching others 
wrestle with the intricacies of the new 
links. Only the 44 players invited to 
participate in the exhibition matches 
today will swing a club over the turf 
which has been so carefully nursed along ’ 
by Everett Pyle, the greenskeeper and 
course manager. At 7 o’clock- tomorrow 
morning, the course will be open for 
the public. It will be open at 7 o’clock 
every morning hereafter during the golf 
season and will stay open from that 
hour as long as anyone wishes to start
I out in the late afternoon and early eve 
1 ning.
The skill of Ross, the architect ;n 
planning, and of Pyle, the builder’, jn 
constructing, will be greatly in evidence 
at the Obadiah Brown Farm today . 
Twenty-five months ago the property 
was the typical New England farm, part-* 
ly -wooded, partly open, partly studded' 
with rock. The first six months of the 
time devoted to building this course were- 
spent in clearing away trees and rocks 
from the site of the proposed fairways’.! 
There followed close application to the 
plans of Donald Ross to assure that 
the finished course would be a full reali- 
, Nation of the ideas of the architect.
Varied Assortment of Holes
The course includes as varied an as­
sortment of golf holes as could be de- 
! sired. The holes vary in length from 
i the 134-yard fifth to the 506-yard sixth. 
There are four par three holes. 10 par 
four holes, and four par five holes. The 
greens are wide but varied contours 
’-make them by no means easy. More 
than 70 bothersome traps and bunkers 
offer the usual obstacles to good scor­
ing.
With Providence’s new golf course 
comes a new professional. Joe Pezzullo. 
former State champion, has made the 
big step in golf which is the dream of 
all caddies from the time they start out 
with tbeir first bag of clubs over their 
shoulder. Not many years ago. Joe was 
a caddy down at the Rhode Island Coun­
try Club. Today he is a pro, with the, 
city's course his post. Pezzullo an­
nounced his intentions of turning pro­
fessional last fall, when the P. G. A. 
championship was'being staged at Wan- 
namoisett. A few weeks ago he was en-i 
caged for the municipal links jobs by- 
John F. Cashman, who has the conces­
sion at the course.
Pezzullo will appear on the course to­
day in one of the exhibition matches, 
paired with his friend and teacher, Tom. 
Jones, pro a,t the Rhode Island Country 
Club. These two will play against 
George Gordon, the dean of the pros in 
Rhode Island, and Lew Myers of Ledge-, 
mont. Gordon is from Wannamoisett.
In the match between amateurs, 
James S. Kenyon, president of the Rhode 
Island Golf Association, and Ralph D. 
Rooks. State champion in 1923.,will play 
Henry M. Gartner. 1927 champion, and 
Dr. r". F. McCoart, another leading ama-
teur. , ,
Miss Helen Hackney, president of the ; 
R. I. W. G. L.. and Mrs. Frederick Davis. 
State champion, will oppose Mrs. Wilbur 
I,. Rice, former champion, and Jean 
Bauer, promising young player, in the 
match between the women stars of the 
State.
Three Colleges to Compete
Thl'fee Rhode Island colleges will sei^ 
representative golfers to the munici­
pal links today as will Boston College. 
Captain Bobby Hutton and Win Moore 
of Brown will play Nils Munson and 
William Cotter of Rhode Island State. 
Following that foursome. Captain Mi­
chael Thomas and Daniel Golasso of 
’Providence College will tee off against 
! Captain Gerard W. Moore and Richard 
i S. Nugent of Boston College.
Another Providence College pair, Ed­
ward McLaughlin and Peter Vucci. will 
meet Caleb Scully and Edward Halligen, 
also of Boston College.
The first match between the civic 
clubs will have Ira Mackenzie and Ben- 
jaminE.Northup of theTownCriers play­
ing Hugo A. Clason and Homer Trayer 
of” Rotary Club. Then Robert C. Carr 
and William J. Gow of the Exchange 
Club will play Andrew L. Intlehouse and 
William G. Rich of the Lions Club. Ed­
gar J. Wholey and Milton Pooler of the 
Civitan Club will play Ernest L. Good­
man and John J. Halloran of the Ki- 
wanis Club. Richard B. Watrous and 
C. J. France of the Chamber of Com­
merce will play a team yet to be desig­
nated by the Reciprocity Club.
In addition to trying to turn in the 
lowest score and thus gain the honor 
of holding the course record, the players 
today will have some material prizes to 
seek. The Hope Rubber Company, it 
was announced yesterday by Smiley 
Thorne, will give a leather golf bag 
to the amateur scoring the lowest, pro­
viding that score is under 80. ~ To the 
leading woman golfer who is 95 or bet­
ter will he given another bag. John F.J 
Cashman is giving a box of golf balls 
to the low scoring team from the civic-; 
clubs and another to the low scoring' 
team among the. college .Players.
PEZZIIHO HAS 74 
ATNEWMUNICIPAL
4000 Attend Inaugural Exer­
cises and Follow Exhibi-
t
tion Matches.
Beneath a pleasant sun which s p 
to auger well for the future oithe oourse 
hut amidst a driving wind which au 
r cured not so well for the golfers*
'city’s new Municipal golf course 
onened at Triggs Memorial Park on 
Chalkstone avenue yesterday
Scenes reminiscent of the National 
p G. A. championship at Wannamoisett 
last fall attended this first major g°lfinJ 
event of the 1932 season in Rhode Island. 
Nearly 4000 persons Yat+Che^|“e pres­
entation of the course to the city hy the 
Board of Park Commissioners saw 
Mavor James E. Dunne hit the first ball 
out on to the first fairway-with more 
or less success—and then divided up 
into smaller groups to watch the prog­
ress of the 10 exhibition matches.
Brown and Boston Gollege golfers were 
victorious in the intercollegiate matches, 
the Bruins defeating Rhode Island State 
S and 5 as the Eagles pinned a 5 to - 
defeat upon the Friars. Bobby Hutton 
was 79, the Brown captain winning the 
1 prize offered to the low scorer among 
I. the college players.
Joe McLaughlin won the only match 
the Providence College team took from 
the Friars when he defeated Jerry Hern 
3 and 1. Gerald Moore and Jim Nugent, 
the first Boston College foursome, nar­
rowly defeated Mike Thomas, Providence 
College captain, and Danny Golasso one 
up in the closest match of that col­
lege affair.
The summary follows:
SINGLES
Moore (B. C.) defeated Thomas (Prov.).
3 and 2.
Nugent (B. C.) defeated Golasso (Prov.),
5 and 2. „
Scully (B. C.) defeated Vucci (Prov.',.
6 and 5. ~
. McLaughlin (Prov.) defeated Hern (B. C.).
3 and 1.
FOURSOMES
Moore and-Nugent IB. C.i defeated Thomas 
and Golagso 'Prov.i. 1 up. , . .
Scully and Hern is. C.i defeated Vucci and 
McLaughlin (Prov.). 5 and 4.
Match played: April 30,1932
Match played: May 17,1932 | ___ ---------------------K
Brown boll Team Defeats 
j! Providence College 7 to 2
Vucci and Flannagan Only 
Friars to Collect Points 
at Agawam Hunt.
Q
The Brown golf team scored a 7 to 2 
i victory over the Providence College 
linksmen yesterday afternoon at the 
Agawam Hunt course in the'first meeting 
between these two rival*. The Bruins won 
four of the six singles matches and all 
three of the foursomes. Win Moore.
• I Brown’s No. 6 man, won individual scor- 
1 ing honors with a fine 78. Moore and 
his partner. Fred Bailey, also turned in 
1 tlie low best ball card with their com­
bined 71.
The two Friars to score points were 
o Peter Vucci, who scored a .brilliant two 
:i up victory over George Schwenck. and 
“Jud" Flannagan, newcomer to the 
i team, who also downed Fred Bailey two 
i up. Both Vucci and Flannagan were 
forced to stage remarkable finishes on 
the final hole to triumph- Vucci was 
dormie one but he needed a sensational 
birdie three on the 18th to win the hole 
and match. Vucci’s second shot on this 
hole stopped three feet from the pin. 
Flannagan was forced to make a re­
markable approach shot to. get his pat-
four on the 18th to down Bailey,
Bob Hutton and Mike Thomas, rival ' 
captains and No. l men, played on close 
terms for 13 holes but on the next three • 
holes Thomas encountered difficulty 
with his tee shots to lose the next three ; 
holes and the match. Hutton carded a i 
fine birdie two on the 16th to end the : 
battle. Thomas had a putt for a deuce !
on this hole but missed on his try. Thia 
birdie by Hutton also won-the foursom* 
match for him and Bof <Saace against 
Thomas and Daniel GoInsJSa 3 and 2. 
Chace defeated Golasso 4 and 3. Goldsso 
was not up to his usual standard'while 
Chace was playing good golf.
Joe McLaughlin of the Friars lost hl* 
first match of the season to Jack Roberts 
4 and 2. Moore defeated Bill Donahue of 
the Friars 4 and 3.
The summary:
SINGLES
Bob Hutton iBi. defeated Mike Thomas 
'PCi. 4 anti 2: Bob Chase 1B1 dsfsated ?la»- 
iel Golasso iPCi, 4 and 3: Jack Roberts 1B1. 
defeated Joseph McLaughlin .Pci. 4 and 2: 
Peter Vucci (PC), defeated George Shwenck . 
iBi. 2 up: Jud Flannagan 1PC1, defeated Fred 
Bailey 1B1. 2 up: wm Moore 1B1; defeated 
Bill Donahue <PCi.^a1id .1
Hutton and Cliase^iBi defeated Thomas 
and Golasso Pr] V?„T 2: Roberts and
Schwenck JB'- a,J' n al,d Vl"'-
i ci. 3 and 1: ®alI'5e’ria''"” -<10re ,Bl- defeated
Flaunaean arid £.onTiue-. s and 4.
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Red Sox Recruit
Dick Chapman, former Providence Col­
lege player and well-known amateur 
ball player who will leave this morn­
ing for a tryout with the Boston Ked 
Sox.
CHAPMAN TO RECEIVE j 
TRIAL WITH RED SOX \
Dick Chapman, member of the Provi­
dence College baseball team last sea­
son, will leave this city this morning 
for, Boston where he will be given a try­
out by Manager Shano Collins with the 
Boston Red Sox. He will work put every 
morning during the remainder of the 
week and, if he shows enough.jpfomise 
will be retained ny the Red Sox arid 
probably farmed- out to a minof league 
club.
Chapman is a shortstop but last sea­
son with the Friars he played in th: 
outfield. He is also well-known in local ! 
amateur baseball circles, having played 
with the Waldorf clothing nine last 
summer. He is a graduate of La Salle 
Academy and won all-State schoolboy 
honors while attending school there 
After his graduation from La Salle he 
went to Holy Cross and played shortstop 
with the freshmen nine there. He later 
transferred to Providence College.
HflLY CROSS ■
GAME TO FBI)
/;v .
Providence College Too 
Strong For Crusaders
PROVIDENCE' .1 un&";2—Four­
teen victories in 15 starts is tlie 
imposing record which the Provi­
dence College, baseball team lias 
compiled so tar this year but the 
14th triumpli, which came yester­
day at, Hendricken Field, is the 
prize exhibit ol' the whole string. 
The Friars, playing splendid ball, 
turned back the famed Holy 
Cross nine, by a 7-5 score.
The game was one of the finest 
seen here in Providence in the past 
few years. Nearly every feature 
which goes to make a close and 
exciting contest was present. Long 
distance clouting, clever pitch­
ing and smartly sensational field­
ing all combined to make the 
game attractive.
A1 Blanche pitched a splendid 
game after getting away to a rath­
er shaky start in the. first inning. 
The smooth working right-hander 
held the I-ioly Cross batsmen to 
two hits in the remaining eight 
innings and had, them swinging 
ambitiously but well-nigh fruit­
lessly at his fast ones. In that first 
frame Blanche appeared a trifle 
nervous as he threw far over Ock 
Perrin’s head on what should have 
been an easy out and then made 
the mistake of giving Cammarano 
and Murray a couple of fast ones 
down the alley which were, 
promptly converted into a triple 
and a liomer. .
George Sellig, Perrin and Chief 
Marsella were the batting heroes 
of- the Friar’s triumph. Sellig prov­
ed to be the right man in the 
right spot in the seventh when 
•he sent a vicious single down the 
third base line to bring in Bobby 
Dion and Blanche with the runs 
that proved to he the winning tal­
lies. Perrin twice delivered with 
men on the sacks, the first time 
being in the initial frame when he 
singled over first to score Mar­
sella and the second occasion be­
ing’ in the sixth when he again 
■singled, enabling E£1 Koslowski to 
tally from second. Marsella play­
ed the hero’s role when he slam­
med a double to deep right centre 
in the fifth which scored Dion and 
Blanche. '
PIVOTAL GAMER 
FOR FRIARS ON TAP
Play Holy Cross in First of An­
nual Series Wednesday; Bos­
ton College Saturday.
BY MICHAEL J. THOMAS
Two games Which will either crush or 
strengthen tlje hopes of the Providence 
College baseball team for the eastern 
intercollegiate baseball championship 
will be played by the-Friars this week at 
home. On Wednesday the Pominicans 
open their annual two-game series with 
the Holy Cross nine, while on Saturday 
they will oppose the Boston College team 
in the second of a two-game series.
If the Fi'iars are triumphant in both 
contests their stock in the college race 
will be greatly boosted, while defeats at 
the hands of both the Crusaders and 
the Eagles will practically mean their 
elimination as serious contenders for the 
crown..,
The Friars will be favored to win both 
games. ‘They defeated the Eagles 3 to 1 
on May 11 at the latter’s home grounds 
and with the advantage of playing at 
home on Saturday,-the Dominicans are 
natural favorites to repeat their 
triumph. ’
For the firsftime the Providence Col­
lege nine opens,.its series against Holv 
Cross with more than even chance for 
victory. The Crusaders are not, as strong 
as in past years while the Friars have 
one of strongest teams in history. i
Coach Jack Flyhn’s charges have won i 
13 out of 14 games played this season. 
The only team to lower the Dominican ’ 
colors this season .was Yale. Included ln 
the list of Friar Victims is the Boston 
Red Sox nine of the American League 
which-was downed last Tuesday.
It is most likely that A1 Blanche and ! 
Bill Lomax will burl for the Friar? in i 
this week’s two important games. In-so- i 
far as Blanche, defeated the Eagles ln 
the first game,-at Boston, by some excell­
ent hurling,/he again probably will get 
the call against the Hub team. Lomas 
demonstrated his true ability last week 
by defeating the strong.Manhattan nine. 
He allowed the Jaspers only two hits. 
He is the logical choice, for the Holy 
Cross mound assignment.
Both Blanche, and Lomax rate with 
the best college hurlers In the East: They 
have deceptive deliveries and line con­
trol and both are "Heady" players. 
Blanche’s mound work thusjar has been 
sensational. He is a far more Confident 
hurler than he was a year ago. He held 
the Boston Red Sox hitless during the 
four innings he pitched against them.
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Golf match played May 16,1932
FRIAR GOLFERS WIN 
FROM WORCESTER
P.C.Players Take Three Singles, 
Two Foursomes Matches for
5-1 Victory
The Providence College golf team defeated the Worcester
Polytech liksmen 5 -1 at the new municipal golf course.The Friars 
won three of the four matches (singles) and both of the foursomes.
The singles match between Danny Galasso and -Lrwin Peterson 
was the feature. These two players staged a close battle that was not 
decided until the 18th green where Galasso won the hole 6 to 5 to take 
the match one up. Both played close to par on most of the holes.
The foursome match with Captain Mike Thomas and Galasso of 
the Friars playing Captain Carl Backstrom and Peterson of the Tech 
teamalso provided some close competition. The Dominican pair won the 
match on the 18th,both carding fives to sixes by their opponents, 
won his match from Backstrom ,5 and 4.
The only point that the Worcester team collected was made btJ 
the last 
Joseph
McLaughlin of the Friars won his singles match from Arthur Anderson,4 
and 3 • mi.The summary: Singles
O-chael J.Thomas (PC) defeated Cai>l Backstrom (WPI) 5 and 4 
Daniel Galasso (PC) defeated Irwin Peterson (WPI)
Joseph McLaughlin (PC) defeated Arthur Anderson(WPI)
Paul Cheatham (WPI) defeated Peter Vucci (PC)
Eoub&effles
Thomas and Galasso (PC defeated Backstrom and Peterson(WPl)
Vucci and McLaughlin(PC) defeated Anderson and Cheatham(WPl) 3
haul Cheatham who defeated Peter Vucci of the Friars 1 up on 
hole, It took a 15 foot putt on the final green to down Vucci'
1 up 
4 and 3
1 lip
1 up
A, '
•*' ■ ' * ■
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